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Subscriptions $34)0 per year payable to
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established h
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette to 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1855. and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 188T.

Ask Your
Banker
The safest place for surplus funds is the
savings account. There your money is put to
work for you in investments which are closely
scrutinized by men expert in such matters. All
of the principles of safety which guard invest
ments are taken care of for you; your funds
are always available, and can be at your dis
posal in time of emergency at a minimum of
time and effort. If every prospective investor
would consult his banker before making an in
vestment, he would obtain unbiased advice and
judgment as to the safety of his investments.
1 he banker has the facts at his fingers' tips, and
his advice is free for the asking.
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'Riches got: by
so much as the
Beecher.

BOWLEY OR CARTER?

Correspondent Wants To
Know About Name of
That South Hope Hill.

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

Reader.

Radiola=Electric
Last—— The Perfected Electric Radio
From the world’s greatest laboratories comes the new socket powered
Radiola 17
A complete electrically operated radio receiver in one small compact
case at remarkably low cost.

No Complicated Apparatus

The saddest"
utords of pen
or ti
if id insured,
J mu hopes

No Cumbersome
Cabinet to Buy

to House or Get Out of Order

Radiola 1 7 is built on a new unit system. Should it ever get out of
order a new part can be slipped in at very little expense and the set
as good as new. The new A. C. Tubes recently introduced by the Radio
Corporation of America are utilized. Single dial station selector. Ut
most simplicity. Great volume. Wonderful tone. You have not
really heard radio until you have listened to a Radiola with a 100A
R. C. A. Speaker. Hear one in your own home.

would he
brighter-!

To have accident insurance
when you need it, you mutt buy it
when you don’t. Our special pol
icy, originated by ut, with our
paying our own claims, put the
“sure” in “insurance.”

Price complete.. $157.50, with 100A Speaker.. $192.50
SEND FOR CATALOGUE"

AIN E
USIC

Authorized

R. C. A. Dealers
Rockland, Maine
STATE
AGENTS

SALE OF NON-COMPETITIVE VALOES
at the Guarantee Clothing & Shoe Co.

Rockland, Maine

360 Main Street

Owing to the great success of our Anniversary
Sale we will continue it for 10 days longer.
HAINES UNDERWEAR
At Prices That Cannot
Be Duplicated

Don’t Forget Our Offering of—

I

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

SHEEP LINED
COATS

Style and Quality at Prices That Will Astound You

HOSE
ALL KINDS

OVERSHOES AND RUBBERS

PANTS
All Sizes
Wonder Values

HEAVY
BEACH JACKETS
Big Reduction in
LEATHER COATS

ENDICOTT-JOHNSON WORK SHOES

CAPS

HATS

WORK and DRESS
SHIRTS

SCARFS

GLOVES GALORE AT GLORIOUS VALUES

Don’t Forget Our
OVERALLS

Low Prices on
SWEATERS
---------------- x
RED HOT VALUES AT BELOW ZERO PRICES. DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING NOW AND
YOUR THANKSGIVING WILL BE REWARDED
EVERYTHING IN CHILDREN’S APPAREL AT
GREAT REDUCTIONS

FAVORS

KNOX COUNTY BOY

Volume 82.................. Number 142.

LIGHTHOUSE

DEPOT

Nathan W. Hawkes, Who Is
Now Vice President of ^n8t*tut’on For Which Rockland Chamber of Commerce Is

Working Recommended By Commissioner.

Boston & Maine.

The Courier-Gazette is always
well pleased to record the success of
any Knox County boy who has gone
away from home and made good.
Such an instance was recently noted
when Nathan W. Hawkes, a former
deceit cheat no man — , Appleton boy wa.s elected vice presi
getter.—’Henry Ward —• dent of the Boston & Maine Railroad.
•* j Today this paper’s readers have an
opportunity of beholding the features

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
A constant reader of your paper
who has read with much interest your
story of the Community Sweet Shop
in South Hope, wonders why the lo
cation of the shop, as well as that of
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
Mr Powell’s house, is given as Bow
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ley Hill.
A long-time resident of the village
Arthur S. Baker, Pres.
whose memory goes back more than
J. N. Southard, Vice Pres.
SO years, has always known the lo
cation as Carter Hlft, and has never
E. F. Berry, Cashier,
heard it given any other designation.
D. C. Leach, Asst. Cashier.
As far back as he can remember,
142-143
Joseph Carter owned and lived in the
house on the spot where Mr. Powell
■'What’s wrong with
American now 'lives and he always supposed
politics?” editorially asks an edi the hill derived the name Carter from
torial asker.
Our Democratic opin that fact.
As somewhat of an antiquarian,
ion is that it’s elephantiasis.—Arkan
and interested in preserving the
sas Gazette.
names of old and well-known locali
ties, he would like to know through
your columns if any of the paper’s
readers can explain why the designa
tion Carter hill has been dropped, or
whether they know of any claim to
the designation Bowley hill before It
came to be known as Carter hill.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
A sewer is being built on Limerock
street to connect with the two new
houses which are being built by the
Eastern Real Estate Co.

Cushing women will serve supper
A recommendation that $125,000 be acres. It is at the stage where re
in the town house next Tuesday
appropriated' for sites and the estab pairs are becoming burdensome, the evening. Which, of course means a
lishment of lighthouse depots at cost being $3090 to $5000 a year to delegation from Rockland, If the
keep it in a reasonable condition.!
Portland and Rockland In the 1928- The cost of repairs, rents of wharf, traveling conditions are suitable.
1929 budget was made public Thurs and oflice, and time and fuel eon- j
IWendell Thornton of Colby has
day at Washington in the annual re sumed by tenders in running back
port by Commissioner of Lighthouses and forth from the city amount to been awarded his numerals for cross
approximately $20,000 annually, all of I country achievements. The popular
George R. Putnam.
young Rockland athlete has shown
Mr. Putnam also recommends that which would be eliminated if a depot,
well in track the past season.
$10,000 be provided for minor lights were established on the waterfront of j
in the Maine section of the flrst light Portland. It is planned to also pro- '
house district, which includes oil sta vide for the location of the superin- ; Members of the Burpee Hose Com •
tions from Eastport to Portsmouth, tendent’s office, now located In rent pany netted $17.54 apiece from their
N. H.
ed quarters, In the depot buildings, j annual ball of Wednesday night.
“The tenders of the lighthouse dis A depot should also be provided at The attendance was the largest with
trict now have approximately 1000 Rockland. The total estimated amount one exception for many years.
buoys along the Maine coast under required for these depots is $193,000.
Raymond Duff is writing home
their supervision and with the grow and the amount requested for 1929
ing increase in the demands of this Is for the purpose of commencing some cheerful letters in spite of the
.service, a new sub-base is needed at work under these projects. The bal fact that for two weeks or more he
Rockland, at which the tenders may ance required to complete the project has been a patient in a Youngstown,
Ohio, hospital with an attack of
obtain supplies and buoys for rivers is included in Group 2.”
and stations in that locality," Capt.
In regard to the minor light neces mumps.
Sherman said.
sities of Maine, Mr. Putnam said in
“With the exception of the present his report:
The usual season's lectures to
base at Custom House Wharf, Port
"Various petitions have been re nurses at the Knox Hospital have be
land, the only suh-'base for tenders ceived for the establishment of lights gun and are highly Interesting. The
Is located at Bear Island near North on Tumbler Island. Otter Island, ano lectures are given In rotation, twice
east Harbor, and this base affords In Ram Island, 'Me. At Tumbler Is'and each week, by the doctors of the hos
sufficient service for the work which the turning point In the channel ls pital staff.
has to be done along tlie eastern part now marked by a lighted buoy, which
of the Maine Coast," according to buoy is inadequate and is much more
Influx of lobsters from Grand
Capt. Sherman.
expensive to maintain than would 1) M anan and New Brun wick. p.gcthpr
The estimated total cost of the de a light on a permanent structure with good catches on this
has
pot projects at Portland and Roek Boothbay Harbor has a good depth affected the market, and the fisher
land is $193,000, of which a marginal of water, is commodious, well she t- men are now receiving on an aver
Nathan W Hawkes, Native of Apple- $68,000 is placed in a secondary group ered and much frequented hy vessel;; age of 30 cents a pound. Scarcity of
ton, Recently Elected Vice Presi of recommendations, to be appropri going up and down the coast as wel. bait is reported.
dent of Boston & Maine Railroad. ated whenever the' additional funds as by pleasure crafts, in addition to
are needed in the progress of the con which there is a steamboat line to
R. S. Sherman, local agent of the
struction. The total cost of the minor Wiscasset, two lines to Portland, one Eastern Steamship Lines, has kept a
of this man, whose success reflects light projects is placed at $16,000, of to Boston, and others to other points personal registry book since 1925, and
The light which it ls proposed to some Interesting names are inscribed
credit on the town where he flrst saw which $10,000 Is asked immediately
and $6000 put in the secondary group. establish on Otter Island would assist therein.
Among the signers is
light of day.
The Portland depot has been in the in the navigation of Muscle Ridge Henry L. Rand of Cambridge, Mass.,
Mr. Hawkes was born in Appleton,
Me., July 1, 1882, son of A. J. Hawkes, flrst line of projects some time, Channel, which is much frequented who has been coming to Southwest
and he began his railroad career in through the efforts of Senator Hale, by all classes of vessels except the Harbor since 1866, not skipping a
the Boston offices of the Grand Trunk but it took intensive work on the part very largest. The channel is aboui year. Ludy Nancy Astor, M. P. and
Railroad after graduating from the of Representative White of Maine, to nine miles long and is bordered on her daughter, Phyllis Astor, are also
Cambridge High and Latin school in convince the Lighthouse Commis both sides by dangerous ledges and among the’signers.
1900. His rise In his chosen field has sioner and the Department of Com submerged rocks, and a guide to en
been rapid. He remained with the merce that Rockland ought to be able vessels to keep in the channel
When the dinner bell rang on the
Grand Trunk at Roston for 15 years. stepped up into the group of Impera is essential. Records furnished by steamer Gov. Bodwell Thanksgiving
In 1915 he was appointed general tive needs.the Coast Guard shows that more Day, the crew of 13 sat down to two
freight agent of the Central Vermont
The recommendations of the light than 70 accidents have occurred to handsomely browned turkeys, pre
with offices at St. Albans, Vt. He house commissioner for the Maine vessels using this channel; the last pared in the faultless style of Michael
served in that capacity several years- projects were approved by the Secre wreck was that of the City of Rock Shadle, and with the customary fix
He was the flrst chairman of the tary of Commerce and the funds re land, loaded with freight and pas ings. The Bodwell boys tuck five
New England Freight and Passenger quested in the annual Commerce De sengers, which struck on Gangway meals a day under their belts, but If
Association which he organized In partment estimates sent to the Bu Ledge. It is proposed to establish all of them were like that Thanksgiv
January. 1920. As the head of this reau of the Budget.
an unwatched light on a structure ing repast they would likely have to
organization he won the wide com
What fate the recommendations will which at present serves as a day use hawsers Instead of belts.
mendation of shippers and railroad meet at the hands of the Budget Bu mark only. Ram Island is In the
heads of New England.
reau will not be known until Presi lower Kennebec River, about 5%
The New York Herald Tribune had
In January, 1924, he became New’ dent Coolidge presents the 1928-29 miles below Bath. It Is a low island the following to say about the prize
England traffic manager of the Ca budget to Congress next month. The lying in the middle o,f the river, with winning cat which summers at Ash
nadian National and Central Ver Maine Congressmen who have been a string of half-tide ledges making Point: “The cat show of the 'Sliver
mont Railways, with headquarters in working for the projects are ex oft on the easterly side. There is a Society, opening at the W|aldorf Roof,
Boston and In August 1926, he was tremely hopeful, however, that the passage on either side, and at some was held for the benefit of the New
dnted system freight traffic man- Maine, items will not-be lopped off by stages of the tide and freshets the York iHumane Society, and so for all
of the Canadian National Rail the heavy hand of the administration
current Is strong. Several accidents animals and cats In general, but It
ways and of the Central Vermont, economy policy.
really was a one-cat show. IWInterhave occurred at or near this place.
continuing also as New England
In making his recommendations
A light at or near the easterly side Pax, the grand patriarch of the whole
traffic manager. His promotion to the Commissioner of Lighthouses
of Ram Island is very much needed tribe of silver Persians, not only won
the vice presidency of the Boston & made the following comment on the
It Is estimated that the cost of these the award as the best cat, but had
Maine has very recently gone Into lighthouse depot conditions In Maine:
lights will he $6000 for light at Tum sired the bulk of the winning cats In
effect.
“The present depot is located on bler Island, $4000 for the light at Otter the different classes. Exhibiting In
Little Diamond Island, about 2% Island, and $6000 for the light at the show were 12 of hts children and
"IF GOD WANTS ME"
Winter-Pax ie
miles by water from the Lighthouse Ram Island, or a total of $16,000; ten grandchildren.
district oflice at Portland. Me. The $10,000 Is being requested for the owned and was bred by Miss Carroll
Macy.. Miss Macy Is vice president
Mayor Smith of Saco Makes original wharf was built 51 years ago fiscal year 1929 for the purpose of of
the Silver Society.
and has been, added to to meet the changing two of these three lights.
Unique Announcement In demands of the service until, at the The balance required for this project
The next sparring exhibition will
present time, it covers about 1 1-3 I is included in Group 2."
he held In Strand Theatre, The
Governorship Contest.
Arcade, through its sale no longer be
ing available. The management has
RIFLES VERSUS REPLEVINS
Mayor John G. 'Smith of Saco,
in view a main bout which promises
whose address before the Baptist
so well that no announcement will be
State Convention in this city, a year
made until the principals are actu
ago, created something of a sensa
Knox County Man Gets the Prize In a Lincoln County ally signed up. Young Al Wilson will
tion, chose Thanksgiving Day for his
be seen In the semi-finals, and he ls
announcement that he will he a can
Moosehunting Episode.
working hard to wipe out the sting
didate for the Republican guberna
of his recent defeat. The other bouts
torial nomination.
will also be of a classy character, and
“In the words of Gamaliel, who be
Shooting a bull moose and then but meantime his parents had phoned the fans are eagerly awaiting the an •
longed to the legal profession like
being obliged to resort to the courts to friends who came with horses and nouncement of the card. The ring
myself, 'if this thing be of men it
to obtain the carcass is the latest frill hauled the /inoose to the highway.
will be erected on the stage, and
will come to naught, but if it is of
over in Lincoln County, which some
"Acting upon the advice of a Rock alongside of it will be some very
God, W’e cannot overthrow it.’
times shares with Knox County the land attorney to ‘dress the moose and choice seats, which, owing to the
“If God wants me to be Governor,
faculty of having unusual happen fight It out later,' we got out a writ extra cost of hiring the theatre, will
He will put it into the hearts of the ings.
of replevin and took possession of the be sold at a slight advance over the
people to vote for me. If He doesn't
Told from the standpoint of a Knox carcass.”
usual ringside price.
W’ant me to be Governor, I do not
County hunter, who lays claim to
The moose weighed approximately
want to be, for I would not dare
having fired the fatal shot, the story 900 pounds on the hoof and was a 12A Rockland field day, embracing
undertake the responsibility without
Is something like this:
polnter, large, but thin. He had evi four local churches will be held to
His assistance.”
Guy Lermond, accompanied by dently played tag with Maine hunters morrow in connection with Near East
With these words Mr. Smith, who
Lloyd Morang of INobleboro, was in before, for his rump was full of Relief, and as a preliminary to Golden
is serving his fourth term as Mayor,
East Waldoboro Wednesday hoping buckshot and both ears and his Rule Sunday, which will be observed
threw his hat into the ring.
to knock over a moose for their horns were perforated with old and Sunday, Dec. 4. Tomorrow morning
While he asserted that for three
Thanksgiving dinner. Mr. Lermond new shots.
William Jessop, State director of
reasons, he would not conduct an in
had Just stepped into his car when
Mr. Lermond and his friends are Near East Relelf, will speak In the
tensive campaign for the honor, it is
he heard the sound of shots, and has enjoying replevin steak.
Congregational Church, and In the
generally recognized that his en
tened in the direction whence they
A Waldoboro special says: “Friends evening at the Methodist Church. C.
trance into the field will provide one
came. As the car headed down the of Arnold Orff have subscribed a H. Emmons, .regional director of
of the most interesting contests for
slope, he saw about 500 yards dis fund variously estimated from $100 to Near East Relief for New England,
the nomination for many years.
tant a bull moose. With gun in
The other avowed candidates are readiness he alighted from the car, $500 to provide him with the services will speak at the Unlversalist Church
of an attorney in the legal battle in the morning and at the Baptls’
former State Senator Frederick IW. when a voice said;
over the ownership of the animal, Church in the evening. Golden Rule
Hinckley of South Portland and Col.
“Don’t shoot; my boy's got him."
and the case, which will come be Sunday has been officially endorsed
William Tudor Gardiner of Gardiner,
The owner of the voice proved to
former Speaker of the Maine 'House. be Frank Orff, and It was his son fore the Lincoln County Municipal by the leading church organizations
The reasons advanced by Mr. Smith Arnold, 16 years of age, who claimed Court, at the December term, prqm- of Maine and by as high an authority
, ises to be one of unusual interest
for refraining from making an in
as the President of the United States.
to have fired the flrst shot. Fired 11
“The moose rose to his feet after
tensive canvass are as follows:
The object of Golden Rule Sunday Is
shots in all, he says.
Orff
had
brought
him
down
with
a
“First, because I have no money.
The animal was standing on all shot and then two hunters alighted to direct attention to the saving of
It takes all I can get to support my fours and Mr. Lermond’s companion
from an automobile and began firing. 33,000 children who remain charges
self,my wife and my family of ten
opened fire on him, discharging his The three shot at the moose as he of the Near East Relief, and who
children.
rifle six times. Nene of the shots had charged them and finally killed him. must be fitted to make their own
“Second, 1 have little time, I shall fatal effect, and believing that the
It was reported that an agreement way in the world. Al! church-goers
not neglect my duties as Bank Com moose would get away Mr. Lermond
was reached to divide the carcass, will want to hear what Messrs. Em
missioner or as Mayor of Saco to joined in Ihe fray. With his fourth
and when the other two returned mons and Jessop have to say on this
further my interests.
shot the big buck dropped in his with the truck to get their share, it subject.
“Third, I have not thp inclination. tracks.
ls bald that Orff's parents claimed
I do not like to blow my own horn.
“Mr. OrlT claims that I was en the moose. The hunters returned YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If there are any citizens in the State croaching on his boy’s right,” Mr.
next morning with a writ of replevin
who would like to sec me the Repub Lermond told a Courier-Gazette re
and a deputy sheriff and took the
If I had to lire my life again I would
lican candidate for Governor in porter. “We offered to divide the
carcass away with them, giving $200 have made a rule to read some poetry and
Maine, they should have an oppor carcass and pay all the expenses of bonds In the matter.”
Isten to some music at least once a weet
Tlie loss of these tastea ia a loea of hapStunity to so vote.
having it taken to a market, dressed
□ess.—Charles Darwin.
‘'I shall make no promises and I and cut up. This the boy agreed to,
How Rockland touched in with the
do not represent any faction.”
BELIEVE ME
Vermont floods was disclosed in an
For u long time, in fact, ever since
Believe me. if all those endearing young
order
for
drift
bolts
which
came
over
the last Legislative session, it has
charms.
the nomination for Governor. Wlhen the telephone frum the E. & T. Fair
Which I gaze on so fondly today.
been felt by astute observers of the
questioned about it last winter, he banks Co? of St. Johnshury, to Mana- Were to change by tomorrow, and fleet to my
political situation in Maine that
arms.
refused to make any comment, hut ber Bicknell of the Livingston Manu
Mayor Smith would eventually seek
Like fairy-gifts fading away.
since that time there has been a be facturing Co. It was a hurry-up Thou
would’st still be adored, as this mo
lief that he would toss his hat Into order, for the bolts were required at
ment thou art,
Let thy loveliness fade as it will.
the ring, and Ihe rumor has been once for the repair of railroad bridges
Farms, City Homes*
And
around
the dear ruin each wish of my
growing of late.
and there was no time to send to
heart
In
his
lengthy
statement
issued
Pittsburgh
and
other
distant
points
Would
entwine
itself verdantly still.
Cottages, House and
Thursday in connection with his an where such supplies are generally
nouncement Mayor Smitih says that ordered. With its modern machinery It is not while beauty and youth are thine
Cottage Lots, General
own,
for the last week he has received and skilled workmen the Livingston
And thy cheeks un profaned by a tear,
Real Estate.
letters from many persons In differ concern gave such immediate service, That the fervor and faith of & soul may be
known.
ent sections of the State urging him that within 36 hours of the order’s
To which time will but make thee more
to get into the running.
receipt two tons of drift bolts were
dear!
“There seem to he many people all In the hands of the express company, Xo, the heart that has truly loved never forgets.
38 Chestnut St Rockland over the State who are not satisfied rushing toward Vermont.
But as truly loves on to the close.
with either of the two candidates," he
As the sunflower turns to her god when he
Telephone 723-M
said. "Personally I like them both.
sets
Central Fire Station is Immaculate
The same look which she turned when he
I am well acquainted with Mr. 1 with new paint, thanks to the pride
rose!
Hinckley and- Mr. Gardiner,”
of the regulars.
-Thomas Moore, ,

EARLE LUDWICK

J
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REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

(Municipal Election Dec. 5)
DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS

PULLED DOWN A PASS

For Mayor

For Mayor

JAMES F. CARVER

OBADIAH GARDNER

Ot Ward Four

Wiggin Interrupts Sophomore Sky Program and Frosh Wins
Interclass Football Game. -

of Ward T«u

tURPEE

•

Rockland. Me Nov. 26. 1S27.
Personally appeared Frank 8. Lyddie, who I
Ml oath declares that he ls Pressman la the
oflice ot The Courier-Gazette, and that of the |
issue of this paper ot Nov. 24. 1S27 there was |
printed a total of 6336 copies
___
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Special

Ward Ona
Ward One
Led hy Ken Wiggin nnd ‘ Dandy” 10 more. Billings and Clark made
Alderman—John W. Lane.
Gattl the R. H. S. Freshmen dug small gains through the line and
Alderman—Jesse Carroll.
School Committee—'Rev. O9car W.
School Committee—IMrs. Eva D their toes Into the mud of Commun Wiggin planted the ball on the 20Trust in the Lord, and do good; so gtuart.
Snow.
ity Park Wednesday afternoon to yard line for a first down. A paas
shall thou dwell in the land, and
Warden—Evan H. Marston.
score a 6 to 0 victory over their was trted and Rounds intercepted.
Warden—Fred Gray.
verily thou shalt he fed. Delight thy
Ward Clerk—To be filled.
Ward Clerk—Benjamin W. Bisbee. Sophomore rivals. The lone touch The -Sophs opened up with several
self also in the Lord; and he shall
Ward Two
down was made in the early part of long passes but they*were all ground
Ward Two
give thee the desires of thine heart.—
Alderman—Alien V. Sawyer.
the fourth period, when Wiggin in ed and the half ended with the two
Alderman
—
L.
W.
Benner.
Psalm 37:3, 4.
Alena
School Committee—Miss
tercepted a Sophomore pass on his trams deadlocked at 0 t» 6.
School Committee—Henry A. How
owr. 48-yard line and outsprinted the
Toting.
The Frosh kicked off again to open
ard.
whole field to the goal line. Not a the second half, and Snow was.
"Warden—Harold Simmons.
That seasoned and delightful writer
Warden-v-Guy Douglass.
man touched him and he went over downed on the 35-yard stripe. The
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Florence Phil
Ward Clerk—Eva M. Rogers.
of prose and verse, Dr. Henry van
standing up. On the 30-yard line Sophs were forced to punt and again J
brook.
Dyke, professor emeritus of English
Ward Three
one would-be tackier attempted to the Frosh backfield allowed the pig- I
Ward Three
Alderman—'William A. Glover.
haul him d^wn but the ever present skin to s.Up away from them and be i
at Princeton University, indulges a
Alderman—William A. Glover.
School Committee—Mrs. Ruth El- Gatti killed the ambitions of this recovered by their opponents. As I
School
Committee—Mrs.
Ruth
philosophy of life which should rec
man by taking him out in great before Wiggin. Gatti and Co. held,
lingwood.
ommend itself to all who find them Elllngwood.
shape.
Warden—Mrs. Anne Snow.
nnd soon the ball was "theirs. They
Warden—Albert M. Hastings.
selves on -the yonder side of the
In walnut or mahogany finish
Ward Clerk—C. E. Harrington.
Coach Maeomber staged this game worked two nice passes and Wiggin
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Hope Brewster.
lor the purpose of getting a line on made another good run to carry the
threshold of that oft-quoted psalm
Ward Four
Ward Four
his candidates for next year's varsity ball back down the field to the Sophs
Alderman—Russell Richardson.
ist’s three-score-years-and-ten.
Alderman—Mont P. Trainer.
and in order that every man who will I 20-yard line. There a fumble ocSchool
Committee
—
Mrs.
Lucia
School
Committee
—
William
A.
At seventy-five (he writes) a man
be eligible next year might play he curred and when the referee untanBurpee.
can't expect many more Joyful sur- I Johnston.
divided the Juniors evenly between gied the pile Snow was on the botWarden—Edward M. Tolman.
prises, but he can be happy enough
Warden—Dr. H. L. Stevens.
the two outfits. Several boy9 who j tom with both arms around the ball,
Ward Clerk—Fred A. Hall.
In an Indian summer kind of way.
Ward Clerk—O. Scribner Hyler.
have not been playing on. the varsity Accardi got loose on an off tackle
Ward Five
His health has been spared, and he 1
Ward Five
tills fall showed up to great advan- ■ play, and with only on" man between
Alderman—Ralph H. Trim.
has "a reasonable religious and holy
Alderman—Justin L. Cross
lage and foremost among these was [ him and a touchdown he was
School
Committee—Charles M
hope.” He can still enjoy books and
School Committee— Mrs. Gertrude
Maurice Hall, with his fine punting, j bn tight down by Gatti from the
This is a real bargain. We bought a
Lawry.
music and good talk. The morning E. Boody.
and George Risbee, with his broken rear. This took a little of the fight
Warden—Sanford K. Hatch.
air Is sweet to him and the evening | Warden—Leland Hawkins.
large
number to get the price down.
field running and his forward pass- i out of the second year outfit and
Ward Clerk—Alton E. Young.
shadows have no fear in them. He
Ward Clerk—Karl B. French.
Ing.
I they lost the ball on downs. The
Can still hook and play and land a
Ward Six
Ward Sx
A useful gift for mother, wife or
The Freshmen won the toss and Frosh made a nice gain through the
big salmon or a basketful of trout,
Alderman—Oscar S. Duncan.
Alderman—Oscar S. Duncan.
elected to kick with thi' wind, bick line and the period ended with the
sweetheart
and a clean pipe still tastes sweet to |
School Committee—Mrs. Jeannette Emery got away a good kick, and same score.
School Comm^tee—Frank F. Trafhim. His memories of the old fa ton.
Dunton.
'X'l
Gatti hauled Accardi down on the
With the opening of the last pemiliar faces are clear and bright. I
Come in at once for they will go
Warden—John H. Wilson.
W’arden—E. J. Southard.
30-yard line. The Sophs began a se- riod the Frosh still had possession of
Sure, he has nothing to complain of
Ward
Clerk
—
Ethel
Hart.
Ward Clerk—Miss Elsa Hayden.
rie: of line bucks that looked good the ball and they did not give It up
quickly.
and much to be grateful for, even in
Ward Seven
Ward Sevon
for a touchdown, but they lost the' till the 23-yard line was reached,
an era when gratitude seems to j
Alderman—LaForrest A. Thurston. ball nt midfield on a fumble. The The Sophs with their never-say-die
Alderman—Putnam Perley Bick
have gone a little out of fashion.
School Committee—Miss Lucy E Fiosh were unable to gain and were spirit began an air attack that endnell. ,
Whoever has made acquaintance I
forced to punt. The punt was par- el with their doom when WigSchool Committee—Miss Lucy E. Rhodes.
Warden—Benjamin C. Perry.
tially blocked und went out of bounds gin cut dowt^ one of their long
with the genial doctor's charming Rhodes.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Marietta C at the 30-yard line. The Sophs were heaves and dashed for a touchdown.
Warden—Dana E. Sherer.
and easy reading stories of advenen set back 15 yards on a penalty The Frosh kicked off and the Sophs
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Annie B. Frost. Moody.
m ture with rod and fly, whoever has
>r Illegal sub>litution. Accardi and tried to net a touchdown via the air
felt the heart uplifted by the music
Bisbee were unable to gain, and Hall route but another one was Intercept
■i
PUBLIC LIBRARY
THE ARCADE SOLD
hooted a pretty punt to the 50-yard , el and the Freshmen had the ball in
And the Inspiration of his splendid
line.
The Freshmen hacks "~Jf©t , midfield as the game ended,
verse—In especial those who have
crossed up and as a result Mannone
The summary:
S.
Nilo
Spear
Buys
Structure
Has
Made
Real
Progress
the
had the Joy of his personal acquaint
fell on the ball. This was to no avail
Freshmen—le, D. Gatti; It, Sylves
ance—will love to Join hands with
Which Has Had Notable P Past Year, Reports Acting however as the whistle blew for the ter; lg. Creighton, Mazzeo; c. Verflrst period.
rill; rg. Dally; rt, Larrabee; re. R.
thi:: noted exponent of what Is best in
Career.
Librarian.
The second quarter opened with ■ Emery. Gay; qb. Gay, Flanagan;
American letters, wishing him long
the losers using Emery their big Ihb, Billings; rhb, Clark: fb, Wiggin.
- years in which to continue. In the
Sophomores—re,
Mannone;
rt.
As forecast in this paper several
The annual ieport of the Rockland tackle to carry the ball from his po
comfort of his study at ‘‘Avalon," or I weeks ago the sale of The Arcade Public Library was presented to the sition in the line. His interference Richardson; rg, Johnston, Snow; c. |
upon the fishing streams of tha wide on Spring street has taken place. 1 City Government Monday night by was slow and time after time he wns F. Hall. FMleld; rg. Fifleld, F. Hall;
. The purchaser ls S. N'ilo Spear, and the assistant librarian'Stella McRae, hauled down front behind by Gatti rt.. C. Emery; re. M. Hall; qb, Glov- I
world, the practice of his agreeable I
negotiated through the It follows;
'and Sylvester for little or no gain. er; rhb. Bisbee; lhb, Accardi; fb. ]
philosophy.
|reaj estate agency of R. U. Collins. | Although no special project work The Frosh gained the hall on their Rounds.
Handsome and sturdy.
Touchdown. Wiggin. Referee, MaThere has been a great deal of . has been undertaken in the adult de- 40-yard line and Wiggin made 15
Martha Wa&ington
Umpire, Trafton.
Alluslon isoccasionally madeto I speculation as to Mr. Spear's purpose
partment this past year, the Library around left end with Gatti clearing j comber.
Head- I
Easy to operate. Rubber
the fact that theancient church on when
The Courier-Gazette
an- , lias had a steady gain along all lines. the way. They then worked a puss, | linesman. Marsh. Time, 4 8-mln. |
iinet
Dressed. Eyes open and
nounced that he had taken an option The circulation records show a net Wiggin to Gatti, that wag good for periods.
tired.
on the property. It may be said increase of 2984 over last year and
Mahtifefcny finish
close. Talks
beifrey a bell made by the famous a, ty,e outset, and on his own author- attendance a net gain of 2182. More statistics show a large gain In cir
NEW
TOLL
CABLE
Revolutionary patriot Paul Revere, tty, that it will not be operated as non-residents hove made use of the culation over last year and a gain of
Eaton relates that the church "was »' P«M»c
a"d machine shop. Library this year than any previous 62.6 per cent over the year 1922 when
„
IMr. Spear will continue there the re year.
the children's department was or The New England "Cuts In”
by the munificence of Gen. Knox I palr worg which he began under
The use of the reference departganized. Eighty-three per cent of the
furnished with a heavy and fine- I t,le name of "Nemo’s Repair Shop" tment is growing slowly but steadily,
a System That Will Cost
children of the city are registered
toned bell, whose mellifluous calls In Park place 16 years ago. and will ir being used by the schools and clubs as borrowers, which percentage in
ISHDaBQBQaaoaDaooaaaDaQaanooaQoaianaaaQnanDaaaDQaoDaDQsil
$350,000.
to worship were the flrst heard in accommodate his customers' cars in *ore and more. Varied indeed are dicates that practically all the
The New England Telephone and
I the spacious interior. He will also, the questions asked requiring, in children of grade school age use the Telegraph Company began cutting
all this region.
Revere began the I handle there the Chandler and iStUtz some instances, considerable research
library and we hope derive heneflt- In Saturday Its principle lines east
manufacture of bells in 1792, and as cars for which he has just taken the work.
from it.
of Portland to the new $350,000 toll
the church was built In 1795, this I agency.
The revising of the catalogue has
4'hildren's Book Week was ob cable extending from Portland to
gift by Knox would be among the
W. Spear has traveled much in been continued throughout the year. served in November with tan exhi Brunswick, a continuation of the
has been en- bition of new books, a hidden title
___
_______
___ biography
__ section
______ ___
country and more recently The
Boston-Portsmouth-Portland cable,
earliest of the 398 bells which were jap.j-oad, and as a keen observer of j tirely re-catalogued. The inventory of
contest, special story hours and a completed in July a year ago. With
cast by Revere previous to his death I what is going on sees here real es- the fiction shelves was taken during moving picture at Strand Theatre
its induction Into service the main
In 1818
Records compiled no long I tate activity which warranted the the summer, anti back numbers of for the children's book fund. Crowds arteries of speech from Maine to Bos-’
R O CK1 ANB -—N F?
time ago show that there remain In investmentt he has Just made^ That ■ the bound magazines were all per of Interested boys and girls visited ton and to New England, generally,
r-f- t '.t.TT.'t . r.
I ho was offered a considerable ad- manently shelved In the basement; the library during this week.
are further safeguarded from the
use today seventy-eight of these Re-1 vance on the purchase price within a 1+80 books were mended during the
For the past few years there has ravages of wind, sleet and Ice storms,
vere bells, the Thomaston bell being short time after the deal was com- year, thus prolonging their lives for been, as there should he. very close which in past >ears have at irregu
of the number, although its use is pleted is no secret; that Mr. Spear a time.
co-operation between the schools and lar intervale seriously interfered
I himself expects to see the old struc • The Library has been brought to the library. Each year the children with that continuity tot telephone
limited to little more than Its ring- |
ture replaced by a brick building In the public eye through the medium of the sixth grades of ute city come communication so necessary to the
ing for a service once a year.
1 the not too distant future is also no of exhibitions of books on various
LAID TO REST
to the library for instruction in the conduct of business.
I secret.
subjects in several store windows, by use of the catalogue, use of the en
The new cable, specially engineered
The Boston man who assumes | Mr. Spear appreciates the fact table and bulletin displays at the
cyclopedias, and arrangement of for the requirements of the territory
responsibility for starting the shain I that the sale.of The Arcade means Library, and a weekly column in The books on the shelves. The object of served, contains approximately 400 Final Chapter of the Milton
,
....
.
j
r> „
, I the passing of the only large avail- Courier-Gazette. The IJbrarian also the course is to make the boys and strands of copper wire, or 200 circuits
Knight Tragedy Has Been
letter petit.on to draft President I
audUorium in the city. and he
spoke before the Rotary Club.
girls self-reliant in using the vari of various gauge and arrangement—
Coolidge into the presidency in 1928 1 offers a substantial check for the
In July the Library suffered a loss ous aids of the library. It ls bene some of the longer hauls, as from
Written.
does well to make a public statement I benefit of a new structure which will by the resignation of Mrs. Kathleen
Boston to Bangor and igt. John. N. B.,
ficial,
too.
in
bringing
new
borrowers
desiring that work upon his plan I serve the city even better than The Snow Hill, and since that time it has
The funeral services of Milton
to the library as many children be some of the shorter, Portland-Bruns
been without tha services of a regu come acquainted with the library for wick and other nearby points; and
,
.
j, j.
..
, ,,,1 Arcade has done,
Robert Knight, the High School boy
shall be immediately discontinued. Of
The ,atter bullding was erected lar librarian.
still others particularly designed for wbo lost his life in Chickawaukle
the first time through these classes.
- tbe many iniquitous things that I more than 40 years ago by the Tyler
This past year there have been
This year a new project was es radio purposes, similar to that nowthe present age has had saddled I brothers, Lemuel K. and Samuel, as several gifts both In money and
tablished which proved to he 1^ry supplied to the Radio Corporation of Lake while duck hunting, was held
utton it. the chain letter is among a bating rink, in which capacity it books, among which may be men successful. An Invitation was sent America from New York to Belfast yesterday afternoon at the Littlefield
, , .
,
,
z. I has had numerous revivals, lasting tioned the sum of $25 given by the
the chiefest to be condemned. That usually two or three BeasOns.
It Methebesec, Rubinstein and Shake to all of the third grades of the city It also contains the circuits used Memorial Church, where were gathIt should have been invoked in con- I was sold at auction in 1X>4 to Samuel' speare Clubs. For the fourth consecu asking them to visit the library with from New York to Houlton for •ered large numbers of sorrowing
Trans-Atlantic radio service.
nection with so important a matter I A. Burpee for $3,000, and later was tive year Mrs. Rueter gave $50 to their teacher. They came In groups
Portland people recall the storm friends and relatives. The casket
of 50, instruction adapted to younger
the
children
’
s
department
to
be
used
as the presidency of the United bou«ht b>'
S. Black, being one of
of Feb. 26 this year, when In two was surrounded by floral offerings
children
was
given
them,
it
covered
@1 p!
I the properties which came into the at the discretion of the librarian
including a handsome spray from the
care of the books, rules of the room, hours’ time the high northeasterly
States supplies another Illustration possesslon of the Famous Players'
1
classmates of the deceased.
Under the head of Library Exten
wl
of that general condition of hysteria I Corporation when it acquired 'Park sion comes the work of cataloguing etc., a story was told and time al wind, accompanied with a wet, cling
Rev. O. W. Stuart, pastor of the
ing
snow,
laid
waste
In
a
tangled
web
lowed them to browse among the
with which the world is at present I and Empire theatres.
and arranging the books of the High books. In this way all of the child of splintered poles and snarled wires church officiated. The bearers were
afflicted. "Mr. Coolidge.” announces
Tb* blstory °f the, A,rc^e (^now^ School Library. This has been done
much of the wire communication and Oscar Rackiiffe who was in the boat
I at the time of its sale to IMr. Burpee by the Library staff who have given ren, hy the time they are able to power servico lines in this vicinity, with young Knight at the time of the
1
read, will know about the library
the proponent of the chain letter I as Elmwood Hall) has appeared so their spare hours tv this work.
sweeping a path Of several miles tragedy; James Barter, who made
and its privileges.
scheme, "has expressed the wish that I often in these columns that older
The Library was represented at
the
unsuccessful
attempt
at
rescue,
from
the
Bferwicks
to
Brunswick,
« • • •
tl.e petitions be withdrawn." Pre- readers are quite familiar with It the annual meeting of the Maine
and Fred Harden. Jr., Rodney Mur
Bath and Wtacasset.
The uses to which it has been put State Library Association at Water
This
year
too,
for the first time, a
i
The main lines of the telephone phy, Farrell Sawyer and Leroy Pen
cisely what he might be expected |
are skating, bowling, roller polo, ville in September by ithe entire deposit library was placed in each company suffered severely, particu dleton. The burial was in Achorh
to do.
shooting gallery, theatre and dance staff, the Library being closed on that school room. These libraries con larly from Porttohd to a few miles cemetery. The courtesy of Patrolman
I hall, and while it could lay no pre1 day. At this meeting Miss Marshall sisted of both fiction and non-fiction beyond Yarmouth, where its big lines E. U. Price, who acted as traffic offi
The New England institution of I tensions to beauty it has been of ne- our children’s librarian, gave a splen
suitable for the grade in which they going out Presumpscott streeet and cer at the church while the services
Thanksgiving Day having received I cessity the place in which all large did paper on The Story Hour which
were to be used; 437 books were |ent the middle road to Yarmouth carried were in progress, were greatly ap
I public events have been held for the was enthusiastically received.
to the schools this year with a total 90 wires. It took several days to preciated by those who had the
Its proper countrywide recognition,
zr
las* four decades.
In June Miss Florence Besse of circulation of 2203.
ft—I
restore tempo nry service to the east, funeral in charge.
we are now to square away for the I itg outstanding feature was as the Union, a student of Simmons Library
Two story hours a week have been and weeks more to clear away the
Milton Knight Was born In this city
world's great anniversary of Decern- I home of the famous H. M. B., polo School, took her two weeks of prac
continued during the year from Oc wreckage. This storm advanced the Aug. 24. 1911, son of the late Fred L
her 25. Will it be regarded as a pre- team' named in honor ot the captain tlce work, which is required of stu tober to June, wit)i an average at
“1
projected extension of the toll cable
. ,
Hector MoNeil Brown, a well known dents between the junior and senior tendance of 40. Tales of King toward Brunswick for which the and Alice (Brown) Knight. He was
a member of the Sophomore class In
mature recommendation if we sug- clgar.manufac,urer, still in business
years, at our Library. This is con Arthur. Robin Hood and Indians, company had planned. Rush orders Rockland High School and attended
gest to our readers the beginning on Main street. The H. M. Bs.. sidered quite on honor as only li
with stories to fit the seasons form were
immediately
placed,
and the Llttlefleld Memorial Church. Of
new of an adjustment of the heart made up wholly of local players had braries of approved standing are the programs.
throughout the summer and fall him Pastor Stuart says:
i
ja
phenomenal career, defeating chosen for this practice training.
end mind to the things inseparably
This summer a Travel Club was crews have been building a heavy
"Milton was a quiet hoy. thoughtful
practically all of New England's
organized.
The
children
visited
dif

construction
pole
line
through
a
Children's
Department
associated with that occasion? There
beyond the average. He had a clean
The past year has been for the ferent foreign countries hy reading cleared private right of way over the boyish wit which made him a good
are ways of definitely going about I centrals played classy polo there
books
about
them.
Maps
on
which
greater
portion
of
the
distance.
The
to achieve this end. Writers who I and within five years the funs have children's department the busiest and
pal. He was a boy such as manly
they traced their Journey and colored cutting over was the final step fol
have dealt with the day supply a 8*e" the fastest professional teams must successful in its history. The pins indicating the number of books lowing the splicing and testing of the men are developed from—independ
ent. resourceful, clever, energetic
of New England on the surface
read added much to the success of cable, which has Just been conclud home loving and healthy. He loved
never-failing source of inspiration. Roekland still has many sport lovers
ed,
The
old
open
wire
lines
generally
the
plan.
The
contest
this
year
dif

The Glenwood Range Co. of Taunton now use
What one puts into Christmas he I who think roller polo the greatest
and lived close to nature, and was
fered from that of other years In that following the Portland-Brunswick enjoying this fellowship when the
will proportionately take out of It. | game in existence.
Rockland as the distribution point for this part
main
highway
from
Yarmouth
on
we did not offer prizes of any sort,
accident occurred which brought him
the only reward being the pleasure will be abandoned, except for such
Even more.
,
ASA WXLDR0N
of Maine. Carloads are shipped here, and in
portions as may carry local sub to his untimely gravp."
gained from reading the books.
The deceased Ls survived by his
stalled
by experienced workmen trained in the
Asa Waldron, who died in Boston
scribers
’
service
lines.
The annual report of the trustees
The declaration by a Paris critic I ..
..
..
,
—
Nov. 21,
was the son of Martha E.
Toll lines to Lewiston in part, to mother, three sisters—Mrs. H. L. Bar
says that the work, under efficient
Glenwood
Foundry.
that bobbed hair, cocktails and cig- and ,hp tetp sidneyWaMron> aWd
rett of Northampton. Mass., Hazel
management has gone forward in all Cumberland, Yarmouth, Freeport And
and
Helen
Knight;
and
four
brothers
arets are taking the music out of was born 45 years ago at Spruce
lines, with increased circulation of Brunswick will be included in 'the
PRICES ARE BASED ON COST PLUS EX—Edwin, Wesley, Frank and Fred.
the feminine voice should not be dis- Head, where he lived during his
300 over last year, and a gain of new cable together with circuits to
ht:ssed with a shrug of the feminine childhood. When he was a yount
2000 In attendance. They urge an Bath, Rockland, Gardiner, Augusta,
PENSE AND LABOR
,
A
x man the family moved to another
tVaterylile, Bangor and St. John,
appropriation fo- hooks and the nee
LESSON No. 15
shoulder. When we perceive at what
Qf Ma,ne then l0 Massaehu
essary decoration of the interior iN. B. Due to the heavy type cona sacrifice of womanly sweetness the Letts, where he had since resided
The walls need retinting, the floors .uuuiToii and the fitlnBhum surface
Quettion:
Why
is
girls have allowed themselves to be- I The sudden death of the deceased
refinishing and the children's room a exposure to ice and sleet, as com
emulsified cod-liver oil linoleum door. A vertical file and pared with the many wires of a Home work. Only experienced mak
come victims of the questionable was a kieat shock to his family and,
> l' z s o c □ a c u" ci ti ~ c
.leovy open wire line, the continuity ers who will furnish good work
,
...
. friends.
He is survived by hia
so important as an added hook truck are much needed.
promptly need apply. OLD SPARcocktail and the offensive cigaret,1
jf toll service to points east is as
’A
ration with milk in the
one is convinced that the loss of a I
an(, Or'.in: one nephew anil
sured through a portion of Maine HAWK MILLS, So. Portland, Me.
MILK MECHANICAL COWS
132-149
which In past years has periodically
musical voice ls among the least ot one niece and several cousins, by
diet of children?
English boys and girls learning suffered heavily.
URNI1TJRE
the charms which she has parted whom he will be greatly missed. He
Answer: Because when dairy farming may now practice
1?OUK1 .ASfE —‘
wjt)l
had looked forward to returning tq
his birthplace some day. and It ip
?F5!i5W^2FTr:.-T i?F
it is mixed with milk it milking on mechanical cow.?, exhlb
NEEDED
EVERY
regretted by all that he had not
The passing of The Arcade serves been there since he left a young man.
fhakes milk a more effi ited at the national dairy show. Thus
•
i
; I .
to emphasize anew Rockland's lack
The funeral services were held in
cient rickets-pteventing the novice learns the rudiments of
An Old .Family An Emergency Family Remedy
AND
the art without having his milk pail
SHJ LIVE POULTRY
of an auditorium suitable to the va Milton Wednesday, with many beau
Ooetor'a Favorite
food
and
builder
of
strong
HOURLY SERVICE
EGGS
kicked
over
by
a
protesting
bossy
tiful
fiobal
tributes.
Much
sympa

Preieription.
rious needs of public gatherings.
On Fancy 8hapcd Watch Crysl
thy is extended the family, especially I bones. Children like it
The bovine Robot is complete even
For the quickest and most efficient
Fitting
“A Crystal for Ev<
The best “First Aid” for house
The problem which this lack presents the mother, who was not able to acto mechanical udders. The appara
service and best results. TRY US.
best in the form of
Watch”
hold ills and ails—especially good
we shall hope in no long time to see conu,ariy ,he boay to Spruce HeadJ
tus can be filled with actual milk.
Reference Federal National Bank.
C. E. MORSE, Jeweler
f$r Coughs, Colds, Chills—Wards
Even on farms where mechanical
Quotations and tags on request.
solved.
I The burial services took place at the
Successor to W. M. Purlngto
Off Pnsumonis and Flu. Safe for
milkers are used, hand milking Ls
cemetery, attended by the relatives'
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
344 Main Street
Rockla
children.
Not expensive—sold
Employed
to
give
the
finishing
touch
The widow’s mfte ls used too often +»nd friends in this vicinity. Rev. Mr.
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt.
Boston, Mass.
everywhere.
140-14!
ba
to
the
milking
process.
as an excuse for small contributions. Chadborne officiating.

PRISCILLA

Sewing
Cabinet

$7.50

AUTOMOBILES

MAMA DOLLS

Special for $15.75

Special for $15.00

Special for $2.50

BURPEE

FURNITURE CO

iBURPEE’Sj

FROM FOUNDRY TO HOME

A GLENWOOD FURNACE

Braided Rug Makers

A YEAR TO PAY IF YOU WISH

El

I

IN

HONE

• ••

Ballard’s Golden Oil

SCOn’S EMULSION
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burpee:
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Every -Other-Day

Artistic lettering has made its ap
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
News has been received here of the
critical illness in Northampton. N. pearance on the plate glass windows
H. of Sperry Locke, a former resident of Hotel Rockland.
of Rockland?
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 30—Thomaston, ladies’ Guild of the
The monthly report at the Na
Episcopal Church, Chrtsimas sale in the
House-Sherman, Inc., has installed tional Soldiers’ Home shows 714 pres-1
parish room.
Of these 159
Dec. 1—Country Club supper and auction an A. C. operated Freshman radio Jn ent and 200 absent.
b jdge.
an early American period console are Civil War veterans 442 Spanish
bee. 4—Gold Rule Sunday.
for Freeman S. Young.
War veterans and 313 World War
Dec. 5—Municipal election.
veterans. JVe are indebted to Capt.
Dec. 7—Thomaston—Annual fair at Meth
odist Church.
A dance will be given in Odd Fel William P. Cook for the figures.
fcospel Mission services Sunday
Dec. 7—Camden Congregational society
FACT ONE—The City Expenses have increased. The present ad
lows hall Wednesday evehlng by the
Christmas sale at the chapel.
afternoon at 2.30 and In the evening
ministration spent $595,599.90, an increase of $71,175.04 over the
Dec. 16 (7.15 p. m.)—Opening leoture be students of the Rockland Commercial
Knox Lodge, I. O. O. F., will work
at 7.30 will be conducted by Her
expenditure of the preceding administration.
fore Woman's Educational Club.
College for the benefit of the R. C. C. the third degree Monday night. Sup
bert Elwell.
Dec. 21—First dav of winter.
FACT TWO—The present administration tax commitment (1926 and
• • « «
Dec. 24—dtalnq. Boys Conference at Au basketball team. Kirk’s seven-piece per at 6.30. "It is time we got busy
orchestra will have a special program as Odd Fellows and make prepara
1927) was $631,390.38, as compared to $607,900.55 of the preceding
gusta.
William Jessup, Maine representa
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
of the latest dance hits.
administration (1924 and 1925), proving taxes have been in
tions for the winter's work,” says the
tive of Near East Relief, will speak
creased.
noble grand. Meetings every Mon
at the Congregational Church tomor
Alfred Brown is moving into the
Frank
Gustin,
Gregory
kilns
em

day evening from now on.
row morning; church school at noon.
FACT THREE—The Highway or Public Works Department spent
attractive bungalow on Glen street.
ploye of the Rockland & Rockpor:
The Fellowship League will meet In
$69,305.48 in 1926 and $85,956.19 in 1927, a total of $155,261.67 under
Raymond Fogarty has entered the Lime Corp., spent last week in Bos
This city is to be represented at the
the vestry at 6 o’clock.
the present administration. Of this great total, only $68,436.61,
• • • •
employ of the Central Maine Power ton with his family. Howard Rol Boys’ Conference in Augusta Dec. 3-5
much less than half, went for permanent improvement.
lins who ls also taking a week's va due to the efforts of John W. Thomp
Company.
Rev. Henry Ulmer Adil occupy the
FACT FOUR—The City Debt increased from $419,254 in 1925 to $462,850
cation from his duties with the same son and several local clubs co-oper
pulpit at Llttlefleld Memorial Church
today, an increase of $43,596.
John LaCrosse is the possessor of corporation is spending it in Boston. ating In paying the expenses of the
Sunday, both morning and evening, j
a lively butterfly which he rescued
The morning service Is at 10.30 and
boys. The conference is an instituFACT FIVE—The interest on the public debt alone was $46,494.22 under
Fred C. Black of Black & Gay lon of acknowledged value held un
from the wintry blasts.
7.15 Is the evening hour. There will
the present administration; $30,175.25 under the administration
Canners, Inc., and Henry B. Bird of der the auspices of the Y. M. C. A.
be special musical selections at both
preceding.
H. B. Bradbury has enrolled for the Medomak Canning Co. leave
services. Bible school meets at noon
FACT
SIX
—
The
permanent
road
work
cannot
be
charged
with
a
single
Monday
for
Washington,
D.
C.,
a full course of law in the American
and B. Y. P. U. at 6 o’clock. -Miss
In Municipal Court yesterday Herb
dollar
of
the
increase
in
the
city
debt,
as
it
was
financed
entirely
by
where
they
will
attend
the
National
School of Correspondence.
Sibyl Jones will lead.
ert Rice of Portland was fined 35
regular appropriation and State aid.
« • * «
Canners’ Convef(lion Thursday and and costs (317.95) for the larceny of
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Tim Donlan has just returned from Friday. Maine will also be repre four automobile side curtains from a
FACT SEVEN—The new high school building accounts for only
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
a trip into the north woods, bear sented by J. t,. Baxter of H. C. Bax car owned by Mark Stone, while it
$30,806.49 of the increase of $76,800 in outstanding bonds, and does
ter & Brother, Brunswick; and E was parked in Henry B. Gardners
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ing a big buck as his spoils.
not account for a single dollar of the $128,000 of Temporary Loans
R. Elwell of Burnham, Morrill & Co., garage on the New County road.
ject of lesson sermon, ‘‘Ancient and
the City now has.
Modern Necromancy, alias Mesmer
iSteamer Southport makes her last Portland.
The curtains were located in Rice’s
FACT EIGHT—The City today is liable for $21,794.95 in Trust Funds.
ism and Hypnotism, Denounced.”
trip of the season today and will
car at Spear’s garage in Thomaston
Steamer Belfast, delayed by the after a nice bit of detective work by
Only $10,845.95 is accounted for. A deficit of $10,900 seems to
Sunday school at noon. The reading
then go to Boothbay Harbor to spend
storm, left for Boston Friday evening C. E. Harrington.
require explanation.
room Is located at 400 Main street,
the winter. *
and will be withdrawn from the
over Daniels’ jewelry store, and ls
FACT
NINE
—
The
alleged
$80,000
“
saving
”
is
obviously
a
newspaper
B. C, Moran, Jr., who has been route. Next sailing from Boston will
open each week day from 2' to 5i
Residents of State and Purchase
joke.
The
$80,003
“
saving
”
does
not
exist
in
greenbacks
or
in
the
confined to the house with a severe be by freighter Cornish which is ex streets are very indignant because
o'clock.
City
’
s
bank
account;
it
is
a
pipe
dream.
Imagine
claiming
a
• « • •
cold the past week, is again at his pected to arrive at this port Tues three dogs have been killing pet 'cats
$80,000 “saving” when the City Debt has increased $43,596.00 since
day morning Connecting with steam and tearing to pieces harmless little
At. St. Peter’s Church, Episcopal,
desk In the insurance office.
the
previous
administration
made
its
report.
er Winterport for Bar Harbor and
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
kittens. The dogs come from the
Southport for
Bluehill.
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
Miss Helen McIntosh closes her steamer
IF THIS ANALYSIS IS INCORRECT THE PUBLIC WOULD APPRE
vicinity of upper Pleasant street or
the First Sunday in Advent: Holy
home at The Highlands today for the Later sailings on the eastern l^utes Railroad avenue and have been carry
CIATE AN EXPLANATION
Communion at 7.30; choral eucharlst
winter, and will have rooms with will be steamer for Bar Harbor ing on their work all over the city.
Tuesdays
and
stgamer
for
Bluehill
and sermon at 10.30; church school
Mrs. Achorn, 17 Lindsey street.
Owners of these dogs are requested
DEMOCRATIC CITY COMMITTEE.
Fridays.
at noon. Evensong and sermon at
to take care of th eanimals as they
The Thanksgiving Day storm left
St. John Baptist Church. Thothaston,
.will be shown no mercy in that
“Jack” Black in connection with a
several inches of snow on the
at 7 o’clock. Wednesday, St. An
vicinity.
ground, most of which has since been selling trip last week drove to Beth
drew’s Day, holy communion at 7.30;
tracked into the house in the form lehem. Pehn., where he saw the foot
Friday night Litany at 7.30.
The death is noted In North Saugus
EXPENSIVE
WORDS
ball game between Lehigh (his for
• • • «
of slush.
Mass.,
of
Mrs.
Mary
Buffum
HawkeR,
PRATT
MEMORIAL
mer college) and Lafayette. “Jack
At the Methodist Church the morn
who
was
born
in
North
Berwick,
Me.
A large temporary building has, was a Sadder and wiser man after the
M. E. CHURCH
ing topic will be “A Peculiar Pe
Cassman
Pays
81 years ago. Her parents were Abraham
been erected at the rear of the Wa game was over, as Lehigh received a
tition.” The choir under the leader
Benajah
and
Cynthia
Buffum.
She
ter Co. in connection with the con trimming. Wallingford, Conn., was
$47.
1
6
For
Sassing
Fellow
ship of Miss Crockett will sing an
Sunday Evenings
was married about 60 years ago to
struction of the Chisholm block by also in Mr. Black's itinerary and
anthem. Church school at noon, Ep
7.15 P. M.
Countrymen.
there he made a visit to his prep Martin Hawkes of Lynn, who died
Ervin L. Curtis.
worth I-eague at 5.15 p. m., followed
school, |he Choate School, returning about ten years ago. He was a di
Series of Sermons
by social hour. “The Generous Man”
The second episode of the ShafterAnyone wishing to hire the BHW home Wednesday to spend the holi rect descendant of First Lieutenant
will be the subject for the evening
Representative Men
Nathan Hawkes, Who served at Cassman serial was screened in
rooms between this date and Christ day.
service with Congregational singing
Bunker
Hill
and
also
at
the
battles
of
Municipal
Court
yesterday.
mas is asked to communicate with
and music by the choir. “Church
Nov. 27. “The Generous Man”
Concord
and
Lexington,
and
of
Adam
Abraham
Cassman
was*
arraigned
The
Rockland
Chamber
of
Com

Miss Pearl Borgerson, president;
School Night” will feature the de
merce is to hold its annual meeting Hawkes, who was one of the original on two complaints the first charging
Dec. 4. “The Narrowminded Man"
telephone 707 or 1194-J.
votional service on Tuesday at 7.30
in Temple hall Monday evening. This settlers ot North Saugus, about 1630 him with • annoying, vexing and har
Including discussion of teaching pro
Give
quiet
to
your
Sabbath
eve

Mrs
Hawkes
was
a
direct
descendant
assing"
David
Shafter
and
the
sec

The big turkey at M. TL- jfe C. O is the first open forum meeting of
cedures with a suggested plan for
ning by attending Church
Perry's store weighed 26 pounds and the season and everyone should make of Robert Buffum, who landed in ond with having been guilty of tlie
the teaching of the lesson on Dec. 4.
Salem
in
1632
and
received
a
large
136S*145
same
offense
against
David
’
s
son
12 ounces in his stocking feet. J a special effort to attend the gath
Church school annual meeting and
grant
of
land
there
from
the
Colonial
Samuel.
C. Perry and Frank Blacklngton ering. The Eastern Star will put on
supper Friday at 6 p. m.
The scene of the late unpleasantguessed nearest.
Mr. Blacklngton a chicken dinner which will be fol Government. She is survived by a
A VESPER SERVICE
• • • »
brother,
Samuel
Buffum,
of
North
pess was Track 5, Maine Centra!
bought Mr. Perry’s half at the pre lowed by an address from Clyde H.
At the Unlversalist Church to
Berwick. Harry A. Buffum of thu Railroad yard. The date was July
Smith of the State Highway Com
vailing price.
A vesper service will be given at morrow a special service will be held
mission who will speak on ’’Highway city is a descendant of this noted 25. The story is briefly told. The the Unlversalist Church tomorrow at 10.30 with an address on "The
The Spanish War Veterans will Problems.” The banquet will be colonial family and a second cousin Shafter forces say that they were afternoon at 4 o'clock in keeping with Call of the Helpless.” The choir
loading waste paper into a freight the
of Ihe deceased.
meet at Capt. Charles C. Tibbetts’ Served at 6.30 sharp.
Thanksgiving
season.
The will sing the anthem "All Ye Works
car when Cassman hove into sight church
store at 1.30 Sunday afternoon to
quartet,
Mrs.
Katherine of the Lord," Stewart and the solo.
and began addressing the Shatters Veazie, Mrs. Gladys St. C. Morgan, “My Soul ls Athirst for God.”
Some records in sign language
attend the funeral of the late How
WHITE HEAD
with insulting epithets. Their ver
ard V. Rackiiffe on Berkeley street. have been broken by the Crie Stu
Donat Collette of the U. S. C. G. sion of the affair was endorsed by Chester Wyllie and John Robinson, Stickles, will be rendered by Mrs.
Mr. Rackiiffe enlisted in Co. H May dio recently. Th? city’s largest,
was ial’ed to Biddeford last week Augustus Snowman who was doing will he assisted by Mrs. Helen Went Veazie. The Junior Union meets at
2. 1898, nnd served at Chickamauga 100-footer six feet wide has Just been
worth. soprano, of IWarren, Mrs. 3, leader, Shirley 'McIntire. At four
by the death of his father-in-law.
the trucking for the Shatters.
being discharged .Nov. 12, 1898.
completed on the Livingston Mfg.,
Lena L. True, contralto, E. R. Veazie, o’clock a double quartette will give
Mrs. Edwin Webber and son (Wen
Tlie defense was an absolute de tenor, and E. F. Berry, bass. Other the cantata “A Song of Thanksgiv
Co. plant and the longest, a 135 ded have moved to White Head from
nial that Cassman used the sizzling assisting artists will be Miss Mabel ing." assisted by organ, piano and
Charles McIntosh who has been foot composite, has been painted on
Port Clyde and will c.'ntpy one of language attributed to him, and to
employed at the Corner Drug store, McLoon wharf buildings including A
F. Lamb and Mrs. A. R. Marsh, pla violin. Mr. Knickerbocker will give
the. Dunn bungalows.
support the story that be was not
has gone to Portland where he will C. McLoon & Co., Penobscot Fish
Mrs. Donat Collette and son Rob even on the scene he brought along nists, and A, II. Marsh, violinist. a ten minute talk. The meeting of
b" employed in l’ye's Pharmacy, Co. and Thorndike & Hix Lobster
the Y. P. C. U. will be omitted dn
The program:
ert of Biddeford are occupying one two witnesses.
Congress street.
The household Co. jn addition to a huge Texaco Star
Organ and piano—Grande Ai-la .... Demarest account of this service of song.
bf the Dunn bungalow’s for the win
Judge Miller found Cassman guilty
goods have been stored in Camden 17 feet in diameter with four foot
• • • •
Miss Stahl and Miss Lamb
ter.
or both charges, imposing a fine of Hymn ........................................ *.......................
and Mrs. McIntosh will join her letters. Signs for 'M. B. & C. O,
Rev.
B.
P.
Browne,
pastor of ,the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall were 325 and costs In the case brought by
Congregation
husband in a few days.
Perry codl office and Snook’s Sweet weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wal
First Baptist Church, will speak Sun
Anthem—Come Sound Hia Praise Abroad
David
Shafter
and
costs,
amounting
Shop have also been lately hung.
...................................... Harry H.Pike day morning at 10.30 on "The Lonely
ter Rackliff of Wheeler's Bay.
to 310.58 in the case brought by Young People’s Chorus, under direction of Road.” Mrs. Lillian Joyce and Carl
Patrons of Carini’s fruit store are
C. H. Wall and Mrss. J. K. Lowe Samuel
Mrs. Lilian 8. Copping
Shafter.
Cassman
had
offering their condolences to the pro
Ralph Wentworth, County Agent of
were business visitors in Rockland pleaded guilty to the latter charge.
Soprano—I Praise the Lord .................. Scott Cassens will sing “Rejoice In the
prietors on the loss of their dog tha Farm Bureau will tell the Forty Saturday.
Mrs. Wentworth
Lord, O Ye Righteous," and the choir
The whole show cost Cassman Organ, piano and violin—Largo .... Handel
Bowser, whlcli was run over by an Club the remarkable story of the or
will sing “O Rest In the Lord,” from
II. W. Andrews and daughter Mrs. 347.16, which is at the rate of $15.72
Miss
Stahl,
Mrs.
'Marsh.
Mr.
Marsh
automobile and so badly Injured that ganization’s growth In Knox and
Mendelssohn’s “Elijah.”
The Sun
J. W. Kelley of Norton’s Island with a word.
Address by kev. C. A. Knickerbocker
the owners were obliged to end its Lincoln counties at the Monday
Cantata—Song of Thanksgiving ...........Cowen
day school meets at the noon hour
Mrs. Eben Elwell and Mrs. Henry
Sass words come high, whether In
sufferings.
Bowser was a field meeting.
At the Dec. 5 meeting York of Spruce Head motored to
Double Quartet
Hymn ............................................................... '.... and at 12.40 all departments will as
English or Yiddish, it appears.
spaniel, 10 years old, and was in Frank A. Tirrell will be on hand with
Rockland Thursday and attended the
semhle In the auditorium when the
Congregation
tensely devoted to his master, the his prize pigeons assisted by Dr. N Strand Theatre.
Benediction
sunshine bags will be brought In.
Ask Nilo about Jynx.—adv.
late Luigi Carini. Few dogs in the A. Fogg who has some fine fantail
Postlude
—
Thanksgiving
March
..........
Calkin
S. F. Flood of Burnt Island Coast
The Christian Endeavor meets at
Miss Stall!
city were so well known or well birds. Dec. 12 Walter S. Rounds
Guard Is at horns bn a ten day fur
o’clock, followed by the evening
liked.
The ladies of the Auxiliary of St.
will give the club the eagerly await lough.
service at 7.15 when Mr. Emmons
FRIENDSHIP REVIVAL
Peter’s Church are making prepara
ed talk on Mussolini and the Italian
U. S. C. G. Boat AB Nine, Capt.
will speak on “Conditions In the Near
tions for a Christmas sale to he given
John E. Sullivan is home for a few situation.
Dec. 19 has been re
A. H. Calder of Base No. 7, is due
Special evangelistic meetings will East” in connection with Near East
days from Lancaster, N. H. where served far the annual Christmas ob- here this week for work on the Ma on Dec. 10 In G. A. R. hall. The
he is manager of the Western Union sei vance. Dec. 27 will be a business tinicus Rock telephone cable which event will occupy ftfternoon and be held in the Advent Church com Relief Sunday, observed throughout
telegraph office. This is one of the session and the New Year’s guests has been out of repair for a num evening with a supper. St. Peter’s is mencing next Monday and lasting the churches of the city. Special
few localities in the flood zone where wiil be the Mayor and his council on ber of months.
also planning a midnight service to two weeks. Rev. E. H. Timberlake music will Include a solo by Miss
cf Auburn will conduct the services. Beulah Rokes and Miss Grace Grant
the wires were not put out of com Civics Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Marston and be given in the Church CbristmaB There will be special music, vocal and the choir will sing “The Radiant
Eve, which will be of beauty and sig
mission. and the result was that
family of the Light were at Mrs
and instrumental.
Morn Hath Passed Away,” Wood
Mr. Sullivan’s oflice was flooded with
Charles H. Emmons of Boston, J K. Lowe’s, Spruce Lodge, Rackliff’s nificance.—adv.
ward. The prayer meeting on Tues
business if not by water. Manager regional director of Near East Re
Sunday.
Use Hardesty Peerless Flour lib day evening will be the Church Cove
Sullivan says the people of this sec lief of New England, who was
Oil and truth are bound to come
The Sea Coast Mission yacht Sun
erally and cut down food bills.—adv. nant meeting. The Teacher Training
tion have no conception of what a speaker at yesterday’s weekly lunch
to
the
surface
In
due
time.
beam laid over at the government
124-S-tf
Class will be omitted this week.
terrible thing the flood was.
eon of the Rotary, told a deeply In
wharf Sunday. Services were held
teresting story of the work which
Ask Nilo about Jynx.—adv.
this country is carrying-'Wvr'TrT the in the schoolhouse in the evening byTO BUILD ANOTHER
stricken regions of Asia Minor. Mr. Rev. Mr. Penar, at which there were
18
present.
Beautiful embroideries and quan Emmons has had large experience in,
Active work has started on anoth
tities of them at Miss Bicknell’s gift welfare work, serving in France' Miss Ryan, State nurse, with the
er power developmfent on the Lew
shop, 12 Knox street. Shop early.— during 1918-19, then In Greece and Sunbeam, examined pupils in the
iston side of the Androscoggin River
adY.
142-lt the the Near East. He is a Mason, school Monday morning for defective
by the Central Malfle Power Com
an Odd Fellow and an active Ki- teeth.
Mrs. Sherman of Boothbay who
pany, directly across from its Deer
wanas worker, and knows how to
Rips plant, which wtll generate 5,500
bring this work to the understanding came here with her daughter for a
CAR STORAGE
horsepower. The new plant will use
of business men whose activities are few days’ visit, returned Saturday to
the Deer . Rips dam by utilizing wa
Those desiring to put up automo
In these days increasing through the her home.
ter now going to waste when the
Capt. W I. Brown who has been
practical application by service clubs
biles in dead storage for the win
new Gulf Island development, a mile
bf the principles of the Golden Rule. on a leave of absence at his home
SALES
AND
SERVICE
ter can be accommodated by C. S.
above, is running at full capacity.
His story dealt with- the rescue and Wiley's Corner, has returned to the
'When the new plant is completed It
HALL, 21 Ocean St. Tel. 879.
rehabilitation of hundreds of thou U. S. C G.
will make the third within a (jistance
142*148
Capt. and Mrs. ,A. H Calder of
sands, a large proportion of them
ELTO OUTBOARD MOTORS
of one mile on this river from which
children, of the victims of Moham- Base No. 7 motored here a'ter their
a total of .over 40,000 horsepower will
maden outrage, chiefly Armenians son Richard who has been wltn his
be generated.
and Greeks, who are the backbone of grandparents at Nortons Island for
The new station will consist of a
Asia Minor. So far 132,000 children the summer.
single generating unit, operated by
have received at the hands of Ameri
,Supt Sands of Portsmouth N. H.,
REAL ESTATE
remote control from the station
can people educational and voca was here for a few days last week
across the river. The decision to
tional training. While this work is and* Inspected the U. S. C. G.
g
build this station on the Lewiston
undertaken from the humanitarian
Herman Carr of the U. S. C. G.
side rather th&n to increase the Au
standpoint, sight will not be lost of is at his home at Spruce Heal or. a
burn plant wag decided upon after
the fact that it is not only binding ten day leave of absence.
it was found that the latter plan
those peoples to Uncle Sam with
A. R. Marston, flrst assistant at
would be more expensive. , Another
cords of love, but a natural seijuence is the light was at his home in Lubec
advantage of the Lewiston side is
observed In trade, the exports of this over Thanksgiving Day.
that it opens two ways of using the
country to that region having in
water, affording an alternative In
creased fourfold in the past five
BORN
case of bad ice conditions which
years. The speaker, whose visit at
'Burns—East Friendship, Nov. 20. (o Mr.
some^Mes arise at this point.
this time has to do with the coming and Mis. Almond Bu:ns, a daughter.
T*ne new site has oilier advantages
—’Roekland, at Knox Hospital, Xov.
observance of Golden Rule Sunday Cl,Mank
to Mr. and Mrs. Myron Mank (Alice
in that It affords an opportunity to
(Dec. 4) was warmly applauded. Ro- Wotton of Friendship), a daughter.
use a river crossing betweeti the- two
tarlaris present were A. J. Huston,
plants, already owned by the com
Portland, E. K. Leighton. Waterville,
MARRIED
pany which makes it comparatively
Brown Babb——Rockland, Nov. 23, by Rev.
Elmer Joyce, Camden; -and Dr. Ken
easy to get the new power to tlie
B. P. Browne, Lot A. Brown and Madeline
nedy, U. S. N., was a guest.
Vivian Babb, both of Rockland.
present switchboard on the Auhdrh
Dun can >Brooks—Rockland, Nov. 23, by
side. In addition, the spur track
If you want to buy an insurance Rev. B. P. Browne, Charles A. Duncan of
| built from the M. C. R. IL line at
Camden and Edith IM. Brooks of Rockland.
policy
for
your
tires,
ask
Nilo.
He
A happy home is worth all
, Lewiston running to the Gulf Island
sells Jynx.—adv.
DIED
construction is still in place making
it costs
Waldron—Boston, Nov. 21, Asa, son of
It possible to Haul material and sup
Martha E. and the late Sidney Waldron, aged
CASH
PAID
FOR
GOOD
TRADES
plies to the Lewiston site much
45 years. (CorrectedJ.
■
cheaper.
Rackliff—’Norfolk, Va., INov. 23, Howard V.
Seth Thomas Mantel Clocks from
J
All attention incidental to running
Rackliff of Rockland, aged 50 years, 7 months,
$12.00 up
27 daya. Tuneral Sunday at 2 o’clock from
the new plant can be handled by op- i
16 Berkeley street.
ACCOUNTS DUE
Banjo $17, $25, $45, $65
erators passing from the Gulf Island
plant to the present Deer iRips sta- 1
26 Piece Silver Sets $16.50 up
CARD OF THANKS
tion on the Auburn side. Plans call !
All
accounts
due
tbe
V.
F.
Studley,
Inc.,
furniture
store
We take tilts method of informing our good
WILL DO IT—AND DO 1+ RIGHT friends In Rockland how grateful we are to
for completion th June, 1928, at ah
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
them for the great kindness they have shown
Any Size Chimney
7yen W/ii/e |
estimated cost of $380,000.
to ua In our time of bereavement. We wish
Do Yctir Cfcilings Need Whitening? to thank all who engaged hi the search fcr
old store.
TONY WILL DO THEM
tbe body of Milton Knight; those who sent
Ask Nilo about Jynx.—adv.
quality
A First Class Job at Reasonable flowers for the funeral and all others who
hav helped lighten our burden of sorrow.
jewelerJ
Price
Order your Christmas magazihe
Mrs. Alice Knight and Family.
gift shop
8 SCOTT ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
gifts now. Magazine Bargain Cata
I1 IO! MAIM STRFFT
Tel. 1119
If you want to buy an insurance
Telephone 1080
Rockland logue sent on request. Fred E. Har
Will Go To Rdckport, Camden and
policy for your tires, ask Nilo. He
120-tf
den, the Magazine Man. Tel. 35-W
Thomastftp. , 1.42*l't
Rockland, Me—adv.
142-1*8
sells Jynx.—adv.

TALK OF THE TOWN

TRUE STORY

of our City Government
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E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

Christmas Opening
Saturday, November 26
Our entire Christmas Stock will be on display Saturday
for your inspection and early purchases
Seals, Tags, etc., package ............................................. 5c
Cards, each......... 1 c to 10c. Tissue Paper, roll............ 5c
Wrapping Twine and Cord.................................. 5c, 10c
Tree Decorations lc to 10c. Tree Light Sets $1.00
Dolls .............. 5c to $1.00. Toys.............. 5c to $1.00
Games.......... 5c to $1.00. Books ............. 5c to $1.00
Handkerchiefs and Sets..................................... All Prices
Garter Sets................................................. 25c, 50c, $1.00
China and Glassware
Boudoir Caps............................................. 25c, 50c, $1.00
Men’s Ties, beautiful patterns, each.......................... 50c
And Hundreds of Gifts Too Numerous to Mention
Join the Crowd of Early Shoppers at

CROCKETT’S, SATURDAY, NOV. 26

E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
141-142

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
That last remembrance before winter sets in

The

Cemetery Wreath
We make them to your order

in the
following sizes

12
14
16
18

$2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00

inch,
inch,
inch,
inch,
Let Us Serve You

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
399 Main Street

Rockland
142-tf

READ ESTATE
CITY PROPERTY, FARMS, ETC.
SPECIAL
I have a remarkably
good home for only

$3000
EASY TERMS

INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS

ROBERTTELEPHONE
U. COLLINS
77
ROCK
ROCKLANDj

1375 MAIN
UN STREET

142-S-tf

CHANDLER, STUTZ,
FRANKLIN

NEWMAN & PHILBROOK

SECOND HAND FURNITURE
RANGES and PARLOR STOVES
NEWMAN & PHILBROOK
271 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 1154
142-143

...

S. NILO SPEAR

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate

Does Tour Chimney
Need Cleaning Out?
TONY, the Greek

V. F. STUDLEY CO.

Nothing But Ivory
Under a contract just signed our laundry will use for the next 12
month* Nothing But

IVORY SOAP
Soap—a world’e standard of purity. This step means a huge increase

in our operating costs, but it alto moans that patrons will have
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST

In Materials and Service

Perry’s Laundry
MAIN AND WILLOW STREETS

ROCKLAND

TEL. 835-

N. B.—Ask us for ihe details of the great $50,000 Laundry Contest.

•ve-” O'* cr-Day
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QUARRY ANp KILN

POLITICAL CHAT

Another Batch of Bulletin- Are You Watching How
ettes Concerning Lime In
Straws Are Blowing In the

Presidential Race?

dustry.

SICK WOMAN
SOON RECOVERS

The New York Times says it has By Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
learned from an authoritative source
that friends of Gov. Smith will make
no effort to change the rule requiring
"A neighbor advised me to try
a two-thirds vote to nominate the Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, which she
candidate for President at the Demo
said helped her
cratic National Convention. The
so much. So I
Times, which is friendly to Smith,
sought a few bot
says a survey of the national politi
tles and tried it
cal situation has convinced friends
out. It sure
of the governor that there is little
helped me won
Gregory
likelihood of opponents of his nomi
derfully. I felt
F. ink Gustin has been visiting his nation succeeding in an attempt to
much better.
get a block of more than a third dry,
family in Boston the past week.
My work is
Eugene St Clair Is on leave of ab anti-Catholic delegates.
no longer a
• • • •
sence for a few weeks.
dread to me. If I
John t'arverson is out on leave of
.Herbert Hoover would make an
hear of any one
absence and is working at the cement ideal President of the United States,
who is troubled
pijint for the time being.
In the opinion of Henry Ford as ex the way 1 was, I will gladly recom
*rbe masons ire repairing the kilns pressed in an interview with Herman mend tne vegetable (Compou«d to
which are out.
Bernstein, an author. Ford spoke of them and I will answer any letters
Hoover In a discussion of work as in regard to the same.”—Mrs.
By-Products
the basis for peace, and referred to Bertha Meachan, 1134 N. Penn.
Ignazio Ttmponi started work last the future of nations, American pros Ave., Lansing, Mich.
week witli the masons’ crew after an perity. the Jews, and aviation. "I
*"I had been sickly every since I
absence of several months as the re believe that Mr. Hoover would be an was fifteen years old. After tak
sult of an eye Injury received while ideal President,” Ford said. "Some ing Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
v irk'ng at the hydrate mill.
people are opposed to him because Compound I got so I could do all
Howard Rollins of the trolley crew they fear he is too closely identified my housework and 1 am in good
is on a trip to Boston this week.
with capitalism. But there is hard health.”—Mrs. Marie K. Williams,
The trolley crew started on a three ly anything that Is accomplished to Ketchikan. Alaska.
day week Monday, one car having day without the aid of capital.
From Michigan to Alaska, from
been taken off.
Maine to Oregon and from Connecti
• • . •
Ernest Robishaw has joined the
The New York World, Democratic cut to California letters are con
■(instruction crew, having been trans says the politicians of New York tinually being written by grateful
ferred from the Limerock Railroad. State have been highly mystified by women recommending Lydia E.
To break a cold harmlessly and in a hurry try a Bayer Aspirin
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
the upspringing of a great deal of
Hydrate Mill
tablet. And for headache. The action of Aspirin is very efficient,
The Compound is made from
quiet
activity
on
behalf
of
Vice
Pres

.■Supt. Wade was welcomed back at
roots and herbs and has been in use
too, in cases of neuralgia, neuritis, even rheumatism and lumbago!
ident
Dawes
as
a
possible
candidate
ihe mill Monday after several weeks
for over fifty years.
And there’s no after effect; doctors give Aspirin to children—
Gisence caused by “getting gay’’ with for the Republican nomination for
often infants. Whenever there’s pain, think of Aspirin. The
President. The campaign is without
■u apple tree.
MISS WEBBER WINS
genuine Bayer Aspirin has Bayer on the box and on every tablet.
The breaker brow has been re- leadership, the World says, but Is
causing
worry
to
those
who
are
try

■
i
ed
after
a
conflict
with
one
of
All druggists, with proven directions.
ing to bring about the nomination of Union High Girl Successful
e trolley cars several months ago.
Mill 2 is running nights this week. Charles Evans Hughes, and is also
serving to create a community of in
In Inter-School Speaking
Quarries
terest between supporters of Hughes
‘‘T '.( 'li w g: s hovel • I the crushed
Contest.
nJ those interested In making Her
c-1 ,
ik a: the quarries arrived bert Hoover a ca'didate. Growth of i
week 1; s i l-yard Erie of the he boom for Frank O. Lowden of
There was standing room only and
Aspirin U the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcactdester of SallcylleacM
i - design
Mr. Myers of New Illinois is said by the World to be a very little of that in Glover hall.
lie e to assemble the shovel, factor favorable to the Vice Presi Warren, on Wednesday night when
i ’ break in an operator.
dent. The feeling Is general, the the finals of the 'Warren-Un ion
Bert Tuttle has been sick for a few World says, that if it appears early schools speaking contest were run
days.
in the convention that Lowden can off This very lively and healthful
Vernon Achorn returned last week not be nominated, the bulk of his interest in school affairs made a pro
ter several days absence.
strength will be shifted to Dawes.
found impression on the several
Don Farrand brought back a deer
• • • •
Rockland v isitors paesent.
rom the Maine woods.
[Leading supporters in Texas of
The contest has been steadily gain
Jack Welsh added a deer and a fox Gov. Smith for President are divided ing in interest and popularity since
,o the season's hunting record.
into two factions over the question its inception hy Supt. Frank D. Rowe
A crew worked Sunday unloading of whether or not an Instructed dele
and the preliminary trials drew large
h
“
new
shovel.
1 fifty-two
gation shall be sent to the Demo crowds in both towns and rivalry for
Where
George I'lmer returned Monday cratic National convention. Leading
speaking honors became keen. Teach
■ Iter several days’ absence.
the opposition to this movement is ers and citizens in both districts en
the trade
weeks
Gas Kilns
former Postmaster General Burleson tered the spirit of the contest and
The masons are repairing No. 5 of Austin. Mr. Burleson urges that
broke all records for parental attend
Kiln.
the State convention, when it selects ance during National Education
every
finds
Ernest Packard left Tuesday for a the delegates, shall specifically in Week.
two weeks' vacation, which will be struct them to cast their ballots for
Speakers at (Wednesday night’s
year
APPLES
-pent In parts unknown.
Governor Dan Moody for President.
tryout attained a uniformly high level
• • • •
rarely noted in school contests and
THE GARDINER DEERING
Senator Gerry Democrat, of Rhode richly deserved the liberal applause.
The five-masted schooner Gardiner Island, predicted Saturday that Gov. Mrs. Helen Wentworth rendered sev
Smith of New York would be the eral selections in her usual charm
1. Deering, which has been lying at presidential choice of his party and
ing manner and Berry’s Orchestra
We also sell other produce which you raise, such
.he railroad wharf at Belfast, filled of the nation next year, adding that furnished music for the dance which
the
governor
would
carry
(Rhode
Isl

.vith water for the past six months,
followed the contest.
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
ins been pumped out and towed to and in an election.
There were three groups repre
—lower grades, higher grades
Henry's Cove, West Brooksville,
Republican leaders in Maryland
Hn-P high school. First honors in
a here she will be hauled up for the assert thei;e has been a distinct drift
Best Prices
Quick Returns
the lower grades went to Dorothy
vlr.ter.
The Gardiner G. Leering in sentiment toward Herbert Hoover Yyunp of the second grade, Union
as
the
choice
of
the
party
as
a
Presi

was sold at a U. S. Marshal’s sale
dential candidate. From all appear primary school and Katherine Pea
.ist April and in June, upon being
body of the fourth grade, Hinckley
letlared a menace to navigation at ances at this time the Maryland dele, Corner School, 'Warren, won sec
Y*v anchorage off Searsport channel, gation will go to the Republican Na ond.
Warren
also
took
both
tional Convention instructed to vote
■ a- ordered removed. She was then
20 No. Side
EOSTON,
ortzes in the higher grades group
for
Mr.
Hoover,
leaders
in
Baltimore,
se ed to Belfast, where she has been
sixth grade youngsters. Beatrice
Faneuil Hall Market
MASS.
ted up at the Maine Central Rail- agree.
Haskell and Edith French, ranking
• • • •
121-S-tf
oud wharf, listing badly against the
Location of the next Republican na very well in difficult selections.
tier. The railroad company recent
With the entrance of the High School
y ordered the,owners, the Boston tional convention lies among 10 cities section interest was at fever pitch
of
the
West
and
Middle
West
and
-iiip Brokers Cd., to move her, and
and the judges were instructed to
i : removal to Brooksville is in com one tn the East. The cities which in rank very closely, which was done.
dicated they were seeking the con
iliance with this demand.
It Is
Marguerite Webber of Union walked
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
hought that the schooner is beyond vention before the time for filing pe away with the prize, presenting one
titions expired were: Chicago, Cleve
'epair.
land. Detroit, Denver. Kansas City. of the finest hits of work heard by
PLUMBING, HEATING
Minneapolis, Omaha. Philadelphia. the writer in many years experience
For over half a century Hardesty
Seattle,
San Antonio, and San Fran in school debates and contests.
'OS Pleasant St.
Rockland
'r-erless has signified the best high
cisco. Charles D. Hilles of New York Robert Connell. a Warren tHigh
mtent flour that can be milled—
Telephone 244-W
ROCKLAND
PARK ST.
vice chairman of the Republican na sophomore, made a very good second
ilv.
124-S-t£
tional com’j. tee, has announced not All of the speakers were carefully
only his favor toward San Fran prepared and very well coached with
cisco but his belief that this city the result that the large crowd was
delighted.
would be selected.
• • • •
The judges. Supt. E. L. Toner and
Frank O. Lowden, former Govern John M. Richardson of Rockland
or of Illinois will be a candidate in and Supt. Russell Greenwood of Wal
the Indiana primary next May for doboro, had no knowledge of ary of
the Republican Presidential prefer the contestants and were thus able to
ence vote of the State. Senator handle a very difficult task with im
Lindley, one of the leaders in the partiality. Supt. Rowe presided over
Lowden movement, declared he was the meeting.
authorized to make the statement by
This is a list of participants in the
Illinois friends of Lowden, who are final contest:
preparing to carry on an active cam
Union Lower Grades
paign.
Dorothy Young. Primary,
A Thankful Girl
• • • •
Robert'Mitchell, Hawes. A Celeb~ated Birthday
Dorothy Barker, Nye.
It’s Up to You
President Coolidge disapproves of
Warren Lowe*- Grades
the circulation of petitions through Aimo Lanke and Katherine Peabody, Hinck
ley Corner.
Looking Forward
out the country urging him to run for
Ernest Robinson. Malcolm Corner.
Pockets
re-election in 1928. The attitude of Har'atid Spear, Malcolm Comer, Seein’ Tilings
the chief executive was made clear Solo,
Mrs. He’en Wentworth
Union Higher Grades
Tuesday at the White House where
Lovejoy. Grammar. It Couldn’t Be Done
it was said that Mr. Coolidge hoped Avis
Philip Creighton, Grammar, Paul Revere’s Ride
the circulation of these petitions Ruth Lovejoy, Grammar,
The Duel
Warren Higher Grades
would be stopped. The latest series
Beatrice Haskell, Intermediate,
The Minuet
of petitions was in the announcement Edith French, Intermediate.
Aunt Tabith
that an “endless chain” letter series Lucy Grotton. Grammar,
Little Josie
M s. Helen Wentworth
ft-as about to be started urging the Solo,
Union High
re-nomination of the President. It Marguerite Webber, Senior.
was said the President did not see
The Old Clothe on the Stairs
If
•hat any good could come of the em Winona Messer, Senior,
Laura Farris. Senior,
Papa’s Letter
ulation of these petitions.
Warren High

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Tima

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

10

Limerock Railroad
Herbert Robishaw has been trans
ferred tn the quarries and will op
erate the new gas shovel there.
George Wheeler has been trans
ferred tn the Northend with the con
struction crew.
The section crew has been working
in Rockport the past few days taking
up the track and ties.

It

There’s
Nothing
Quite
So Good
As a
Household
Range

Builtto
Bake

Many etylee
and eizet to
chooee from
at moderate
pricee, in
Pearl Cray
Porcelain
Enamel or
Black

It'ea
Room Saver
for email
kitchene

A Household Pearl Gas and Coal Range knowsall there is to know
about cooking and baking and is right on the job every minute.
I

.

Stonington Fum. Co.
ROCKLAND & STONINGTON

Beulah Starrett, Senior. A Legend of Brcgenz

Tn p eparation for a hard fight in Robert Robinson, Freshman
The Man With His Hat In His Hand
he Presidential primary next May, Robert Connell,
Sophomore.
he Republican forces of Indiana are
When Mallnda Sings
being aligned rapidly and not only
he 'State’s delegation to the 1928 naSHOT BIG MOOSE
lonal convent on is involved, but also
the political life of Senator (Sunny* A 1,500 pound bull moose was shot
im) Watson, for many years the po in the “million acre’’ district of
litical dictator of the Hoosier State. South Jefferson Tuesday afternoon
Frank O. Lowden will he a candidate by Samuel Erskine of that town. He
in the Indiana primary. James P. was accompanied by John Grant, a
Goodrich, former Governor, has Gardiner letter carrier.
stepped back into politics after five
vears of obscurity and is credited
Read what a well known traveling
with striving to capture the State’s
salc'.man of Bangor, Me. says about
delegation for Herbert Hoover.
TUNNEY VISITS PRESIDENT
What Cal Thought Gene Looked
Like—What Gene Thought of Cal.
President Coolidge thinks Gone
Tunney looks like a motion picture
actor and Tunney thinks the Presi
dent is a very keen man.
This information was given out
Saturday after a call hy Tunney at
the White House. Tunney said the
President wanted to know when the
champion planned to fight again, re
marking that he had not seen a fight
in 15 years.
Tunney said he expected to fight in
June hut that the opponent had not
been selected and it probably would
be the winner of an elimination tour
nament being 'planned in New York.

BUXTON’S
RHEUMATIC
SPECIFIC
Bangor. Me.. May 25. 1927.
Gentlemen: For several years I have
been troubled with Rheumatism. Some one
recommended Buxton's Specific to me and
I have taken six bottles. I haven’t felt
a touch of my old trouble since, and feel
M*at I can recommend your Specific very
highly.
Yours truly,
T. H. JOHNSON.
2tO Main St.
Let us send you a booklet

Buxton Fheumatic Medicine Co.
Abbot Village. Maine
The Specific Is on sale at all leading
drug stores.
136-S-tf
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VINALHAVEN, STONINGTON AND SWAH’S
ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 A. M.,

Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30, Vinal
haven 8.30, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.45.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M„
Vinattiaven 2.45, North Haven at 3.45, Ston
ington at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan's Island
about 6.30 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
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WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to mange Without Notice)
IN EFFECT OCT. 22. 1927
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED

53

Mb

45

' Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

30

29

39

44

I

14

2%

New York, 12.20 p. m.. 12 30 p. ra.
Portland, 17.45 a. m.. 42.30 p. m.. |2.30 p. m.,
Waterville.’ 17.45 a. m., 12.20 p. m., 12.30 p. m,

t6.25 p. m.
Woolwich, 17.45 a. m., t2.20 p. m.. |2.30 p. m.,
trt.25 p. m.
.„ .
,
t Daily, except Sunday.
Sunday only.

19

16

C. S. ROBERTS

bb

—

J 57

58

1

bl.

Brunswick', 17.45 a.m., 12.20 p.m.. 12.30 p.m.,
Eewl,too? 17.46 a. m , 12.20 p. m. |2.30 p. m„

i
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32.

51

fcO

59

Attorney

bl

—

53

Announces opening of office In
Odd Fellows Block, Opp. Postoffice
Tel. 470
Room B-0-7

&TMZ IRTIRHATIONAL tVNOICATt.

VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZON XL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
1-Grain for the mill 51-Amerlcan Institute 20-Affirm
23-Knoek
(abbr.)
6-Tangle
26- To grieve
10- An island •
52- Proncun
27- Peruaee
11- Capital of Italy
53- Pull
29— A heavenly body
13-Wrath
54- Present
30-Contalnlng rank
15-Conjunction
55- Folios (abbr.)
groAvth
17- Loving
56- Repasta
32-A grain
67-On
18- A serpant (pi.)
33- A pointed end
20- Prepositlon
59-Every
36-To flow off gradually
21- ln high degree
62- Dlveralon
37- Polnt of the compaaa
22- Concise
63- A tingle-masted
33-An Irritation of tha
24- A number (Roman)
vessel
akin
25- A local swelling on
VERTICAL
39-A crowd of people
the body
2- State In the U. S. 41-A bird
28- Narrow beam of
(abbr.)
light
42- Part of a tree
3- Part of verb ‘‘to be" 43-To Improve
29- To cri ige
4- To elope
45- To become
31-Not ao fast
R-To offer
compaaalonate
33- Riees overtop
G-Olly
46- Wind Inatrument
34- Afflrmative answer
7- Scandinavlan
35- Not brilliant
(Pl.)
language
49-To report aboard
36- Ridlcule
8- Part of verb “to be” 50- Flber of aeveral
40-To sell In small
9- 1 n regard to (prefix)
Mexican plants
quantities
12-Clinched hands
57-Toward a higher
44- Rsves
14-Mlxee
level
45- S:aal
16- A breach of rule
47-Pla,eJ
58- A river In Italy
17-To run like water
60-Company (abbr.)
43-For lns‘ance
19-Exhlblt
<9-A kind of puzzle
61- An exclamation

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO

Cemetery Memorials

17

lb

TT-

Physicians prescribe Bayer Aspirin;
it docs NOT affect the heart

FRED S. MARCH

l

U

15

SPIRIN

KINGMAN & HEARTY, INC.

2

Trains Leavr Rockland for
Augusta, 17.45 a. m., 12.20 p. m., |2.30 p. m..
fUninx. ™7.45 a. m., 12.20 p. m., 12.30 p. m.,

Dr. George H. Ingraham
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate of Kirksville School of
Osteopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
38 Summer Street
Rockland

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to &
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tel. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Solution to Previous Puzzle

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only—Tel. 136
35 Limerock St.
Rockland

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
400 Main St.
Rockland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tai. 339-M
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to 5
Evenings by Appointment

FIELD'S FRIENDS MADE

Say They'll Knife Gov. Brewster It
The Highway Chief Is Ousted

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

s
D o
R u
1 T

Arthur H. Field of Auburn, chief
of the State highway police, will
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
present his resignation to the Gov
ernor and Council when that body
Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to • P. M.
meets Tuesday, it is rumored about
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
th<» State House.
The affairs of Chief Field’s admin
Appointment. Telephone 184
istration have recently been the sub
ject of much discussion, and stories
THOMASTON, ME.
of Inefficiency, insubordination, lack
of morale and Inattention to duty
•
STATE OF MAINE
on the part of the men under his
Knox, aa.
command have been rife, and the
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
1««
lOTCNA.WMA,
tVMMCATL
Judicial Court to be held at Rockland, within
er.d of his administration has freely
and for said County of Knox, on the second
been predicted. The tenure of his
Tuesday
of January. A. D . 1928.
TO BUILD BIG YACHT
office is during the pleasure of the
Respectfully represents Maggie C. McClure
Governor and Cpuncil, not for a
of Rockland, k, said County of Knox that
Bath Iron Works Gets Contract For she was lawfully married to George H. Mc
stated term of years.
Clure at said Rockland, on the twenty-fifth
Steel
Craft
240
Feet
Long.
It is reported that Androscoggin
day of March, A. D.. 1916, by the Reverend
county friends of Chief Field have
E. S. Ufford, duly authorized to solemnize
been enlisting in an etTort to have [ William S. Newell, president of the marriages in this State;
the said Libelant has ever been faith
him retained and that some of them I new Bath Iron Works Corporation, fulThat
to her marriage obligations, but that the
have threatened to go to work delih- I arrived home Friday after closing ne- said libelee has been unmindful of the same;
erately to defeat any future political J gotiations for the construction of a
That the said L’.be’ee utterly deserted your
without cause on the ninth day of
aspirations of Gov. Brewster if Chief large steel yacht which is to be built libelant
July, A. D., 1922, and has continued said
Field is forced out. It has also been at the plant and to be ready for de- i desertion for three consecutive years next
hinted that Chief Field himself and livery to the owner on July 15.
prior to the filing of this libel, that his restWhiio
nU motv.
is unknown to your libelant and canhis wife, who are both prominent in
Uhile tbo
the old
Rath Iron Works ' denre
nn?
,nArt hv
p„nnahlp d
,,,„nrA.
not be >VArfll
ascertained
by ;reasonable
diligence;
Grange circles could and would use built many larage and palatial yachts
Wherefore she prays that a divorce from
their influence against the Governor, the one for which this contract calls the bonds of matrimony between her and
said libelee be decreed; and thafc the
should he desire the Grange vote.
is. with the exception of tffw Aphro the
ustody of their minor children, namely:
The case will come before the Ex dite, built for Commodore Oliver Annie
E.. born March 26, 1917; James H..
ecutive Council Tuesday in any Payne of New York, the largest yacht bon March 4, 1918; (Jeorge IN., born Febru
event, for whether or not Chief Field which has been constructed at the ary 13. 1919 ; and Mary A., born June 6, 1920,
be decreed her.
presents his resignation, the affairs Bath plant.
Dated at Rockland this first day of Novem
of the highway police department
The dimensions of the craft are to ber, A .D., 1927.
MAGGIE C. McCLURE.
will be given consideration.
be: Length over all. 240 feet: length
STATE OF MAINE
of load water line, 220 feet, three Knox, ss.
November 1. A. D., 19®C.
HAVE BIG MAIL
Personally appeared Maggie C. McClure,
inches: moulded beam. 6 feet and
the above named libelant, and made oath that
draught, 14 feet, 6 inches.
the foregoing allegation rs to the residence
Auto
Makers
Handle
Largest
of the libelee is true Before me,
Amount of All Classes of Mail in

Detroit.
Detroit’s largest mailing depart
ment, and the one which handles the
largest amount of all classes of mail
is that of Dodge 'Brothers, automo
bile and truck manufacturers, ex
perts from the post office depart
ment at Washington state.
The
Dodge mail division also has been
notably successful, they say, in es
tablishing an efficient method of
handling all classes of mail.
On the average, 11,000 pieces of
in-coming first-class mail and 25,000
pieces of out-going first-class mail
are handled daily by this division of
Dodge Brothers, Ine. In addition, it
handles daily papers, trade papers,
trade magazines, second, third and
fourthclass mail and parcel post
packages.
Out-going parcel post
packages alone average a half freight
car daily. This does not include the
various special mailings for which
regular days are set aside, ttlhe
weekly output of special tnatcrial
averages 18.000 envelopes per week,
a line about two miles long if ex
tended end to end
Few stamps are used on out-going
first-class mail, postage being paid
by means of an indicia printed on
each letter by an automatic metered
machine which stamps and seals the
letters, at a rate of 15.000 per hour
Incoming mail is opened by an elec
tric letter-opener at the rate of 10
per second. A system of collecting
mail at the main post-office in Detioit is carried out four times daily
and the schedules are so arranged
that the driver arrives at the postoffice in sufficient time to catch the
important trains and late enough
that the mail from the largest cities
j has been sorted for Dodge Brothers.
—adv.

|
i

I
|
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FOUND NUDE BO&Y
The nude body of a man was found
Wednesday washed up on Sea
Ledges on the Eastern Point of Mon*
began Island. It was discovered by
Leslie Davis, a lobster fisherman
The body had been in the water such
a
long time that identification
seemed almost impossible, most of
the head being gone. It was taken
to Boothbay Harbor.
WHEN IN NEW YORK-Remember that
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
with the home news, at HotallnR’s News
Ageucy, Broadway and 43 St.

FRANK B. MILLER.

FORECLOSURE NOTICE
Whereas Robert E. Scott of St. George.
County of Knox and State of Maine, by his
mo itgage deed dated the twenty-ninth day of
October, 1924 and recorded m the Knox
County Registry of Deeds. Book 202. page
434, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a cer
tain lot of land, together with the buildings
thereon, situated In said St. George on the
south side of Tenant's Harbor at Ellmore,
bounded and described as follows: Begin
ning at the northeast corner of land owned by
the heirs of Etta Barter; thence running west
10 deg. north by said land nine rods to land
owned by James Hunter; thence north hy said
Hunter's land fifteen rods, more or less, to
land owned by Philip Smith ; thence east 10
deg. soirh by said Smith’s land nine rods to
the mad leading from the highway to Wil
liam Holbrook’s- home; thence by said road
ten rods, more or less, to the first mentioned
bound, containing one quarter acre and
thirty-one square rods, more or less; and
wlie eas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twenty-second day of November,
A. D. 1927.
JENNIE GILES.
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss
November 22, 1927.
Then pcreonally appeared the above sub
scribed Jennie (files and made oath that the
fo egolnc notice of foreclosure by her signed,
is true.
Before me,
JOHN M INGRAM.
Notary Public.
Nov. 26-Dec. 3-10
[Seal]
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MALNE
(Seal)
Knox, ss.
Clerk’s Office. Supreme Judicial Court,
in Vacation
Rockland. November 14, A. D., 192T.
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That
the Libellant give notice to said George H.
McClure to appear before our Supreme
Judicial Court, to be holden at Rockland,
within and for the County of Knox, on the sec
ond Tuesday of January A. D. 1928. by publtahing an attested copy of said Libel, and 4hls
order thereon, three weeks successvlely in The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed in
Rockland in our County of Knox, the last
publication to be thirty days at least prior
to said second Tuesday of January next, that
he may there and then In our said court
appear and show cause, If any he have, why
the prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted.
WARREN C. PHILBROOK.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Court thereon.
(Seal)
Attest: MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk.

139-9-145

FORECLOSURE NOTICE
Whereas Maude Hlsler Hibbert of Washing
ton in the County of Knox and State of
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the
twenty-third day of March, 1919, and re
corded In Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 180,
page 318, conveyed to George H. Lincoln of
said Washington, a certain parcel of real es
tate, situated In said Washington and bound
ed and described as follows :—
Beginning at a stake and stones south
west corner of George M. Hibbert’s land;
thence north-easterly to land formerly owned
by the widow, Elizabeth Howard, to a birch
tree marked for a corner; thence north
westerly by said Elizabeth Howard’s lanfi to
the “Old Ballard Line,” (so called) to a
spruce tree marked for a corner; thence by
said “Ballard Line” southerly across the
highway leading from West Washington to
Clark’s Corner, so called, to the land of
George M. Hibbert and known as the Jones*
lot; thence south-easterly on said Hibbert's
line to the above mentioned highway, and
across the highway to the north line of A.
W. Wellman, it being a part of the above
mentioned Jones’ place, to the first mentioned
bounds. Containing one hundred acres, more
or less;
And Whereas the said mortgage and the
debt thereby secured was assigned by the
said George -H. Lincoln to Benjamin H. Lin
coln of said Washington, by written assign
ment. dated June 27. 1927, and recorded In
Knox Registry at Deeds. Book 173. page 311;
And Whereas the condition of said mort
gage has been broken, now therefore, by rea
son of the breach of condition thereof, I.
the said Benjamin H. Lincoln, claim a fore
closure of said mortgage.
Dated this fourteenth day of November.
A. D., 1927.

Whereas, Annie L. Meese by her deed of
mortgage dated the 10th day of November
1920 and recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds,
Book 165, Page 552 conveyed to me. the
undersigned, certain parcel of real estate
including buildings <the"eon situated In Vinal
haven in the County of Knox and bounded
and described as follows:—
Beginning at a stake and stones on the
westerly side of the Granite Is’and road and
on the northerly side of the private way
eadlng to H. A. Delano’s residence; thence
westerly by line of said way 175 feet to the
shore or to the westerly side of a ledge on
the shore bank; thence northerly as the shore
lies 5i8 feet to a large grantte boulder and
Including the shore privileges thereto west
erly of tills line; thence northeasterly 135
feet to the aforesaid Granite Island Road for
a corner; thence southerly by line of said
road 235 feet^to the bound began at, con
taining three-fourths of an acre of land there
being the same more or less.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been b oken. Now therefore, by reason
of tlie breach of the conditions thereof I
claim foreclosure of said mortgage.
HARVEY W’. AME6.
Dated at yinalhaven, Maine, this lfch day
of November 1927.
STATE OF MAINE
BENJAMIN H. LINCOLN.
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss.
November 10, 1927.
November 14, 1927.
Personally appeared the above subscribed Knox, 45S.
Personally appeared the above subscribed
Harvey W. Ames and made oath that the fore
Benjamin H. Uncola and made oath that the
going foreclosure notice Is true.
foregoing notice of foreclosure is true.
deed.
Before me,
Before me,
k.
harold b Kaler,
DANTBL B. GLIDDHN,
Juatlce of the Peec«»
Nov. 19-26-Dec. 3
JJustlce of the Peac«i Nov. 19-26 Doc. 3

yery-Other-Day
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ToCo

Hi Test
We have just received our second car of
TOCO Hi-Test Gas. This is positively the
best gas ever sold through a pump in this
section.
One trial will convince you that you have
never used anything like it.

Thurston Oil Co.
Tel .127

104 Park Street

Rockland, Me.

RUGS AND CARPETS

C|ean Up and Paint Up

8HAMPOOED
Send Us Ona For Trial
Lat Us Show You What Fins
Rsaults Wa Can Attain

Ws have the Highest Quality of
PAINT AND VARNISH
For Every Purpose

PEOPLES LAUNDRY

672 Main St.
Rockland
Phones 583-W—223-J

.imerock Street

Lymebumer & Annis

Phone 170

DAVID L. McCARTY
REGISTERED DRUGGIST
DRUGS, SUNDRIES, PATENT MEDICINES, DOCTORS' ANO
HOUSEHOLD PRESCRIPTIONS

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION
TEL. 1048-M

608 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

It ie net the Original
eoet, but the up-kaap
that eells RUDY Furnaeee. Call us or come
in and ask us about
the price of a RUDY
HEATER for your
home.

SIMON K. HART

SLEEPER BROS.

Manufacturer of Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
ROCKLAND, ME.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
246 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND

ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
PRICES RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT
Agents for “BESTWALL" (The Best Plasterboard Made)
ATLAS PAINTS, MURPHY VARNISHES

WALDOBORO

VINALHAVEN

ROCKVILLE

Mr. and Mrs. Alden Gilchrist and
son Neal are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
M<aubec Achorn.
All schools In town were closed
Thursday and Friday of this week
for the holiday recess.
Mrs. Blanche E. Dodge and Mrs.
Milton Ware have returned to Wor
cester, Mass.
Miss Gladys Flint Is at home from
Boston University this week.
Mrs. Henry Palmer of Noblehoro
Is the guest of her daughter Mrs. H.
P. Mason.
Miss Carrie B. Stahl and Vertner
Stahl, Jr., of Portland are guests of
Capt. and Mrs. A. F. Stahl.
Miss Winifred Knowles, who has
been spending the summer with
Mrs. Jessie Achorn, has returned to
Revere.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Storer were
in Portland Tuesday.
Harold Rider is having his annual
vacation from the American Express
Office.
His place Is supplied by
Kenneth Lamb of Brunswick.
Mrs. Ernest L. Dresser of St.
Johnsbury, Vt„ and Miss Margaret
Ashworth spent Thanksgiving with
their mother Mrs. Thomas Ashworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Melrose Scott and
son of Gardiner are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Fred iW. Scott.
Mrs. Fred Tcele who has been the
guest of her daughter Mrs. Claude
Fitch has returned to Loudville.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Gay are
spending the holiday and weekend in
Boston.
Leon Benner and George Vose have
gone on a hunting trip in northern
Maine.
Miss Abie Boggs, who Is a student
nurse at the Knox Hospital, Rockland
has been ill there.
The Parent-Teacher Association
will meet In the High School room
next Wednesday evening at eight
ociock. The children of the schools
will furnish a program which prom
ises to be very entertaining. The
public is cordially invited to attend.

iDorothy Billings was soloist at the
Vinalhaven High School assembly,
Friday .morning, the occasion being
the regular weekly music period. The
list of pieces for the Music Memory
Contest to be held next May, during
Music Week, has been chosen, and
it is the purpose of supervisor of
music, Albra Vinal Smith, to study
each piece so thoroughly that each
pupil may become familiar with the
entire composition.
The selection
played by Miss Billings was Elegie
(Song of Mourning) by Massenet.
The following students were home
for the holiday: Glennis Coombs
horn Gorham Normal; Dorothy Cas
sie, Priscilla Smith. Ethel Young.
Fl&villa Arey from Farmington Nor
mal.
Miss Guida Mills was home from
Portland for Thanksgiving.
George Morong of Virginia, is the
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo Morong.
Mr. and Mrs. Allston Huntress are
spending the winter in Boston.
Thanksgiving Day Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Carver entertained the fol
lowing guests: Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
Carver and daughter Celeste. Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Carver, daughters Mar
ilyn and Ruth and Mrs. Mary Noyes.
The following prizes were awarded
at the masked ball Thursday night
a: Memorial Hall: Lady’s first prize,
to Ruth Snowman in costume, Wrig,gley's Mint Gum; second to Doris
Holmstrom and Mrs. Hill in old
fashioned costume. Gentleman's first
prie to Walter Lyford. Donald Annis,
Edward Turner White as the Big
Three; second to John Phillip as an
Indian. Ethelyn Carlson and Walter
Lyford drew the lucky tickets for
the one-half ton of coal.
Vinalhaven High School Orchestra
’27-’28, organized Monday Nov. 21.
The personnel: Violins. Hugh Dyer.
Fied Swanson, Toivo Wahlman. Lizzi" Wilson; cornets. Veli Holmstrom,
Scott Mills, Keith Carver; clari
nets, 'Max White, Allegra Ingerson;
trombones, George Swears; saxaphones, Frances McIntosh, Ruth
Cole; pianist and director, A. 'J. V.
S.; drums, Calvin Vinal. The 6th,
7t'a and 8th grades are continuing
their orchestra work which was
started Music Week of last year.

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory and
(laughter Ruth and Mrs. Edith Young
were dinner guests of Mrs. Nellie
Perry and Miss Mabel Oxton Thurs
day.
The school children of this village
directed by their teacher Mrs.
Whalen gave a fine Thanksgiving en
tertainment in the church Wednes
day evening. Following is the pro
gram:

SPRUCE HEAD
Rev. John W. Poole of the Church
of the Nazarene, Union, will conduct
a special evangelfktic service at the
chapel here Sunday evening at 7.30
o’clock. Mr. Poole was to have held
a service here Nov. 6 but owing to
the fact that he was marooned in the
flood zone of Vermont at the time
and unable to get here was obliged
to postpone the service indefinitely.
He is hoping to be present next
Sunday, weather and travelling per
mitting. It is earnestly hoped that
all who came before will come again
and bring others with them. There
will be good singing as well as a
strong message. If stormy the ser
vice will be held the first pleasant
Sunday following.
Mrs. William L. Williamson was
in Rockland last Monday.
IMr. and Mrs. William Todd of
Boston are at their summer home
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Post of Rock
land were fecent visitors at the home
of his brother Maynard Post.
All those who were fortunate
enough to get out to church last
Sunday afternoon were privileged to
hear a most helpful talk by the pas
tor J. P. Chadbourne on the subject
of “Thanksgiving."’
Mrs. Ella Cook of this village has
closed her home and gone to Ston
ington for an indefinite stay with her
son Fred Cook and family.

W. I ROBERTSON
THOMASTON, ME.

TELEPHONE 124-3

The raisin industry is the most
Important in the production of dried
fruit. In 1923 the crop amounted
to 290,000 tons.

Address of Welcome .......... Kenneth Thurston
Landing of the Pilgrims........................ School
Acrostic—Thanksgiving .......... Twelve Pupils
Song—‘Hall the Glad Thanksgiving ... School
Recitation—Why Be Thankful........................

.............................................. Norman Thurston
Exercise ................... Five Little Housekeepers
Recitation—Story of the Pilgrims ..............

..................................................... Alice Lovejoy
Exercise Some Noted P's.......... Four Pupils
Recitation-->\Ylhat I’m Thankful For ............

.............................................................. Viljo Hill
Song—November Feast ........................ Schrol
Recitation—(Had to Be a Little Girl, Doris (Hall
Emrctoe— Who Shall Be Queen .. Seven Girls
Recitation—The Reason Why, Alma McDermott
A Thanksgiving Song ............................ School
Recitation--Dolly’s Lesson, Constance Gardiner
Recitation—-Catching the Thanksgiving Tur
key ....................................................... Lily Hill
Recitation—.lane Jones .... Robert Gardiner
Sqjig—-Honor the Ma5rflower Band .... School
Recitation—Wlio Gives L’s Our Thanksgiv
ing Dinner.......................... Neva 'McDermott
Recitation—The City 'Maid’s 'Poem, Aune Hill
Recitation—Too Much Turkey ... (iert-ge Hall
Recitation—Thanksgiving Ride of the Pump
kins ................................... Raymond Gardiner
Reading—The First Thanksgiving Day ....
..................................................... Helm! Heino
Recitation -Gentleman Gay’s Thanksgiving
.................................................. Dorothy Toluian
Song—The Turkey and -tlie Pumpkins .....
................................ Third and Fourth Grades
Song1—iWlien I Bubbles Blow .. First Grade
Song—Thanksgiving Day ........ Fourth Grade
Exedclse—Pumpkin Heads .. Twelve Pupils

EAST WARREN

CAMDEN
Mrs. L. C. Osborne and daughter
Miss Josephine Osborne, left on the
early train Wednesday for Melrose,
Mass., called there by the critical ill
ness of Mrs. Osborne’s sister, Mrs.
Aubrey Dunton.
'Harold Hansen is the guest of ills
brother Robert Hansen in Oldtown.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Morton have
taken apartments in the Camden
block for the winter.
The regular weekly meeting of
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge was
held Wednesday evening and there
was work on several candidates.
The Baptist Calendar Club will
hold a social in the vestry Dec. 7.
Friends ofMrs. Clyffe D. White who
la a patient at the Bradbury Hospi
tal in Belfast, will be pleased to
know she is convalescing from a re
cent operation.
Mt. Battle Lodge. I. O. O. F„ will
visit 'Warren Lodge this Saturday
evening and confer tlie second de
gree upon a class of candidates.
Mr. and Mrs. V. S. Starkey and son
Stephen of .Portsmouth, N. H„ spent
Thanksgiving with Capt. and Mrs. E.
F. Gilkey, Belmont avenue.
.Miss Helen Holman, a student at
Bates College is the guest of her pa
rents, Rev. and Mrs. Ernest M. Hol
man.
Miss Ethel Armstrong of Wake
field, Mass., spent Thanksgiving with
relatives in Camden.
Miss Jeanette Stahl, a student at
Bates College is home for the
Thanksgiving recess.
Miss Ruth Thomas, teacher of mu
sic in the Saco schools, is the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Thomas.
t
Tlie weekly meeting of the Rotary
Club was held at the Y. M. C. A.
Tuesday with luncheon served at
noon. Col. William Tudor Gardiner
wa.- the speaker and he told of the
recent trip of the Legionnaires to
France. "Put" Bicknell and Charles
Sheldon of Rockland were visiting
Rotarians. Dr. Millard B. Long was
presented an ex-president's Rotary
button.

Mis. Hilma Anderson, daughter
Helen and son Arthur have arrived
home from Connecticut.
J. K. Conant is taking orders for
men's clothing.
Cl’fford Overlock and family at
tended Ihe school entertainment hi
Glover Hall last Friday night.
Ed. Pierce is closing his place
preparatory to leaving it for the
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson and T. P.
Carroll were at the village on busi
ness Wednesday.
NORTH HAVEN
Hunters from Rockland, Union and
Warren have been scouring these
C. S. Staples. Mrs. Bert Hopkins
woods for deer the past few days. No and Mrs. Parker Stone and daughter
casualties reported yet on either side. Ruth were in Rockland Monday.
Mrs. Freeman Howard has re
You need only one kind of flour
when you have HARDESTY PEER
If a man has enough pus'o he’ll turned home from Damariscotta.
Dr. and Mrs. Leyonberg left for
LESS.—adv^
124-S-tf
manage to pull through.
New York Monday where he will
spend a few weeks' vacation before
taking up his new position.
Mrs. Hattie V. Duncan and daugh
ter Faustine left Thursday night for
another winter in Florida.
Addle Carver will leave soon for
We Have In Stock
St. Petersburg, Florida.
Leigh 'Witherspoon and children
went to Rockland Tuesday for medi
cal advice. It is good to see Mr.
Witherspoon and his family out
again after their long siege with
scarlet fever.
Mrs. Adeline Lasscll will spend the
winter in town an guest of her sister
Mrs. Eunice Brown.
Miss Dorothy Stone, a student at
New England Conservatory spent
Thanksgiving Day here.
Mrs. James McDonald has returned
home from Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. F. 45. Frye have re
turned from Camden where they
spent three weeks with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Ames of Boston
spent Thanksgiving Day here.
We have a Special Tube Tester; the
Mrs. Harry 'Whitmore has been at
only one in this part of the State. Bring
Little Thoroughfare for a few days
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Theo
your Tubes in and let an Expert Test them.
dore Cooper.
Elmer Carver who has been sick
for the past few days is reported
CeCo Tube Best By Test
better.
Mrs. M. R. Morrison Is again quite
ill and Dr. Shields of Vinalhaven is
in attendance.

TUBES!

TUBES!

TUBES!

CeCo A. C. lubes

General Purpose Tubes
Special Purpose Tubes
Filament Type Tubes
Power Tubes

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

Wulesome&odt

Glass

Tasty Meals

643 Main St.

Rockland

TUBES!

Tel. 661

TUBES!

We are prepared to install

WINDSHIELD

Mindy fiatukjJ

and

Rockland

POPULAR PRICES

Marble & Granite Works

NEWBERTS
Main Street

Rockland

W. H. CLENDENNING, Prop.
20 Lindsay St.
Rockland
Telephone 681-W

I. LESLIE CROSS
Test the Three Branches of Our Business

CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING
THERE’S SOMETHING FOR YOU TO GAIN BY DOING SO
UNEXCELLED SERVICE
442 MAIN STREET
TEL. 494-R
ROCKLAND, ME.

ham. Mass, visited over the holiday
with their mother, Mrs. Charlena
Lawry.
Mr. and Mrs. Almond Burns of'
East Friendship are receiving con
gratulations on the birth of a daugh
ter Nov. 20.
Mrs. Nellie Wbtton Brasier of Dan
vers, Mass., spent the holiday with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Ir. and Mrs. Pearl l,awry of DedWotton.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Thitiodeau
(Myrtle Simmons) who formerly lived
In Bremen are now residing at
Hatchet Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Mank of Rock
land are receiving congratulations on
the birth of a daughter at Knox Hos! pital'Nov. 21. Mrs. Mank will be rei membered as Alice Wotton of this
1 town.
| Dr. W. H. Hahn motored to Porti land Tuesday. Charles Sylvester ac' companled him for treatment at the
State Street Hospital.
Capt. Cleve Burns of New Bedford.
Called For Within City Limits
Mass., arrived home Wednesday
Phone 226-M
night to spend the holiday with his
I family here.
AT HIGHEST MARKET
1 Mr. and Mrs. Everett Thompson of
PRICES
; Loudville visited in town recently.
Ship us your accumulation.
Much sympathy Is felt for Mrs.
Consignments held seven days
Bedtield Miller in the loss of her fa
and it our valuation is*unsatis
ther, Warren Poland, 72, of Broad
factory, we return your furs ■
Cove, who died Nov. 20. Besides Mrs.
and PAY ALL EXPENSES.
Miller. Mr. Poland is survived by h'is
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
wife and another daughter Mrs. Roy
Rear 466 Main St.
Rockland
Eteridge of I’orlland and two sons

FRIENDSHIP

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Murphy and
n Carlton motored on from Vine■rd Haven, Mass., in their new
ish car to spend Thanksgiving with
rs. Murphyfs parents, Mr. and Mrs.
orge Pottle. This 1s Mr. Murphy's
st visit in town since he left here
■e years ago.

BUY

-

Raw pUrs
DEERSKINS

I

DOOR GLASS
in
All Makes of Automobiles
Give Us a Call

Knox County
Motor Sales Co.
583 Main Street

Roeklend

Tel. 333

FORD SALES AND SERVICE

Thurlow of Portland and Li Forest of
Waldoboro.
Miss Flora Colson of Rockland vis
ited* relatives in town Thanksgiving
Dtfy.
Carl G. Garland, principal of the
village school. Is passing the holiday
vacation at his home in Augusta.

5 Cents—JITNEY BAR—5 Cents
A REAL LUNCH FOR A NICKEL

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN '
ROCKLAND. ME.

>

Manufacturer of

Auto Truck Bodies and
Carriages
Painting, Repairing and Building
of Wheel Work

ABRAM W. NYE
515 Main Street

Phone 585

WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Spear had as
their dinner guests Thanksgiving
Day, Mrs. Hannah Spear, Mrs. Della
Robinson and Wesley Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Staples and son
Richard accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Hahn of Gardiner motored
down and were guests of Harriet and
CLARK ISLAND
Susie Hahn recently.
Miss Marion Seavey of ixing Cove
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Gould and son
was the guest of her grandparents, Lewis were Thanksgiving guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Peter McCourtie last Mr. and Mrs. Charles iWehh.
week.
• Miss Susie M. Hahn has had a
Miss Betsy McGuffie is clerking for radio Installed.
William J. Caven.
Mary Trone is quite sick.
Miss Aina Anderson spent Thanks
Mrs. Cassie Mei ns of Rockland was
giving day with her parents, Mr. and a guest of friends in town recently.
Mrs. Julius Anderson and family in
Miss Shirley Payson of the Middle
Rockland.
road is boarding with Mrs. A. O.
F. L. Morse visited the schools Spear while attending school at the
Monday.
village.
Little Gloria Haskell who has been
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that very sick is improving.
Mrs. WJliard Hall is able to be out
von ran buy copies of The Courler-Guette.
with the home news, at Hoteling’i News again after being confined to the
Agency, 'Broadway and 43 St.
house the past week by illness.
Mrs. Bertha Achorn and daughter
Barbara were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Ellsworth Borneman.
Mrs. Margie "WHncapaw of Wlest
'Warren is spending the winter with
Mrs. Charles Young.
Judson Benner is moving furniture
into his new home on Main street.
'Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Overlock and
Osar aHWBtow >«r» </e«rf TearS,
John S. Cates were dinner guests of

OUGHS
_

VARORUI

TELEPHONE 369

CROCKETTS GARAGE
Service All Makes

Guaranteed
ROCKPORT, ME.

Mrs. F. E. Brown in Thomaston
Thursday.
“The 2nd Chapter of Ephesians”
will he tlie topic for discussion at the
nexf Wednesday evening service at
the Baptist church.
Rev. and Mrs. C. II. Paul and son
Andrew were holiday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. F. M. Morgan, Mrs. Paul's
parents, in Augusta. Mrs. Morgan
accompanied them on the return trip
for a short visit.
The S. of V. Auxiliary are serving
a New England boiled dinner to the
public next Tuesday noon.
:Rev. C. D. Paul of the Congrega
tional church will speak on “The
Church As A Light," next 'Sunday
morning. "A ‘Shipwreck" will be the
topic for the evening service.
Ellis Watts has a position as elec
trician on inside worn In Boston for
the winter months.
Mr. and Mrs L. B. Randall were
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eusebia Grierson at 'South Thomaston.
G. W. 'Walker, F. L. Pero and
Chester Spear are among those who
have had Kolster radio sets Installed
in their homes within the past week.
Oscar Johnson and Howard Chupman left Wednesday noon on a gun
ning trip, going some miles north of
Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Jameson who
nrp spending the weekend in Boston
expect to return home Sunday.

HE WANTS HOOVER

Senator Moees Discourages, Attempt
To Make Him a “Favorite Son,”
Senator Moses of New Hampshire
announced Thursday that he would
refuse to he his state's "favorite son"
candidate at the 1928 Republican na
tional convention, but would use his
Influence in support of Secretary
Hoover.
The senator said that If New
Hampshire should send an instructed
delegation to the convention he
would exercise his legal right to re
lease the delegates to Mr. Hoover.
The statement was made at a
meeting of the Moses-for-Senator
Club organized to support Mr. iMoacs
during his last campaign.
The
meeting unanimously adopted a mo
tion to change the name to the
Moses-for-President Club. Senator
Moses said in part:
”1 am not insensible of the honor
paid me by this <4ub, hut It is
not likely that a Republican conven
tion will select a New England can
didate for a number of years to come
■ though I confess the convention
might go farther and do worse."

NEW CHEVROLET PLANT

The Chevrolet 'Motor Company to
day announces the opening of a new
$625,000 parts and service building In
Flint. Mich. This structure marks
Ute completion of a $2,000,000 parts
and service prog-fam- extending over
the last year and a half and involv
ing In addition the construction
of four major supply depots and a
complete reorganization of those at
Oakland and Tarrytown. The new
Flint building is a three story steel
and concrete structure with a total
of 225,000 square feet of floor space.
Railroad docks for 12 freight cars
have been provided to expedite ship
ping.
Made necessary because of the
j great increase in Chevrolet owner
ship during the year, the new ware
house Is one of the finest In the in
dustry with the most modern con
veyors and the latest equipment for
handling parts, and promises to pro
vide Chevrolet with the most com
plete facilities for the efficient handl' ing of parts distribution. The strucI ture becomes the central Chevrolet
’ warehouse, the major portion of
which Is devoted to the storing of
parts to insure good service to Chev
rolet owners. More than two million
dollars worth of parts wilt be kept
on hand at all times.
Bines tha first of the year. Chevro
let has also established complete

FINE USED CAR BARGAINS
1924
1920
1924
1923
1921
1922
1923
1925
1923
1922
1921
1921
1926

Chevrolet Touring ............................................... $175.00
Dort Touring ........................................................
50.00
Apperson Four Door Sedan ............................. 450.00
Dort Coupe .......................................................... 175.00
Franklin Sedan ......
400.00
Ford Touring .......,...............................................
50.00
Ford Coupe .......................................................... 100.00
Ford Coupe .......................................................... 250.00
Ford Sedan .......................................................... 100.00
Buick Touring ................................................... 150.00
Overland Touring—Special .............................
50.00
Nash Coupe ........................................................ 300.00
Ford Ton Truck—GoodCondition .................... 350.00

THE ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
NEW COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.
STANLEY E. KALLOCH, Manager

GRANITE ROCK BOTTLING WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF BEVERAGES
ACME OF PURENESS
WEST ROCKPORT, ME.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
TEL. CAMDEN 152-3

A. P. LORD
SAIL AND AWNING

MANUFACTURER
Orders for
SAILS, AWNINGS, TENTS,

FLAGS, BOAT COVERS, SPRAY

HOODS, ETC.,
PROMPTLY FILLED
We Carry a Full Line of
AUTO TOPS, CURTAINS AND
YACHT SUPPLIES, CAMP

CUSHIONS RE-COVERED

OUTFITS & MARKET BASKETS

Security Trust Co.

Camden, Me.

Rockport Branch

C. W. LIVINGSTON
MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
AGENT FOR HARVEY BOLTLESS SPRING—GUARANTEED

GENERAL REPAIR WORK

ROCKLAND, ME.

148 MAIN STREET

THE ROSEWAY
BEAUTY SHOPPE
The Latest Methods for Every
thing That Milady Desiree
Expert Attendants'
MISS DOROTHY CROCKETT
15 Limerock St.
Rockland
Phone 1069

S. B. GREY
Groceries, Provisions,
Confectionery
CIGARS, TOBACCO
TEXACO GASOLINE
OILS AND GREASES

Rockland

103 Camden St.

“MAINE LOBSTERS ARE BETTER”
RACKLIFF & WITHAM
DEALERS IN ALIVE LOBSTERS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ATLANTIC WHARF
TELEPHONE 702
*
OPP. STANDARD OIL CO.

WE CATER ESPECIALLY TO TOURISTS

M. E. WEBBER

Strictly Fresh Fish Only
Cor. Water

A

Ocean Sts. Rockland

Telephone 276-W

Extra Large Straw Flowers
$1.00 per hundred

PEONIES
Pink, White and Red; $1.00 each.

C. M. THOMAS
8 SPRUCE ST.

ROCKLAND

CHECK UP YOUR TIRES
For Fall and Winter Service
USED TIRES, REBUILT TIRES ANO SECONDS
Good As New With Miles of Wear—Marvelous Low Price*

KNOX RUBBER FUSING CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

15 WASHINGTON STREET

warehousing
operations at
Des
Moines, Memphis and Kansas City,
with a new warehouse to be complet.
ed in Los Angeles, Feb. 1. The four
major supply depots built In the last
year and a half are at Janesville,
Wis„ St. Isiuis. Mo.. 'Norwood. O.,
and Buffalo, N. Y.—adv.

NOT TOO DUSTY

Resources of national banks in
continental United States, Alaska
and 'Hawaii, Oet. 10 aggregated $27.213.824,00(1. the largest amount ever
reported to the comptroller of tha
currency.

QUALITY
Dominating Clarion Features
Made of New Iron Only
Carefully Constructed
Freedom from Defects
Inside Smooth as Outside
Personal Supervision

CLARION
Wood &. Bishop Co.
Established 1839
BANGOR
VEAZIE HARDWARE CO, Rockland

MAINE

A. T. NORWOOD, Warren

Every-0 ther-Day I
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Christmas Club for 1928
NOW OPEN FOR MEMBERSHIP
&

We Cordially Invite You to Join Our Club.

Your First Payment Makes

You a Member. You will Receive your Christmas Club Money
JUST BEFORE CHRISTMAS
1927 Checks Payable at the Bank December 7th

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY o/ Rockland, Maine
VINALHAVEN

THOMASTON
The annual Christmas sale of the
Ladies' Guild of the Episcopal Church
will be held in the parish room next
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barnes and
daughter of Spruce Head and Miss
Evelyn Mossman, a teacher in Jef
ferson schools, were Thanksgiving
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mossman.
Lloyd Morang of Lexington, Mass,
who has been the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Lermond, has returned
home.
James Walters and family of Bos
ton were in town for the holiday.
Roswell Winehenhaeh of South
Waldoboro is visiting his sister, Mrs.
Alma Spear for a week.
Mrs. Ross Ingraham of Rockland
spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. James
Williamson.
Mrs. Mary Waldo and Miss Jean
nette Waldo were guests trf Mrs.
Robert Andrews in Warren Thanks
giving Day.
The Beta Alpha Club will meet
Monday night with Mrs. Clara Ellison
and Miss Rosa Teel at the home of
Miss M. J. Watts.
The Epworth League of the Meth
odist Church will have a public so
cial in the vestry Monday evening
at 7 oclock.
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Lenfeat of
Vinalhaven are visiting their daugh
ter, Mrs. Arthur Pillsbury.

MARTINSVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dwyer and
son Stewart spent Thanksgiving with
Mrs. Clark Dwyer.
Mr. and Mrs. David Ervine enter
tained at dinner the Bachelder
family Thanksgiving Day.
Special meetings at the Martins
ville Baptist Church have been well
attended and much interest shown in
the good work.
Capt. Edward Harris' condition re
mains very critical.
Mrs. Mary Ervine entertained her
son and wife at Thanksgiving supper.
Mrs. Joe Hooper remains about
the same.
Edgar Ervihe motored to Boston
with friends over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook have
closed their horn? in Tenant’s Harbor
for the winter and gone to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Coolidge Mason have
moved to Rockland with their son
Harold for the winter months.
Mr. and Mrs. Matson Barter spent
last weekend with Mrs. Thankful
Harris.
Mrs. Clestia Harris entertained
Rev. and Mrs. Baker of Port Clyde
Saturday.

EAST APPLETON

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper have
a fine new home with all modern im
provements.

MRS. LOTTIE M. DAV.S

In the death of Mrs. Lottie :M. Da
vis of Medford Hillside, Mass.. Nov10, there passed a woman of rare
loveliness of character. She was the
daughter of Jason and Arentha Pea
body of Appleton, and and her early
years were spent in that town. Since
her marriage to Albert I. Davis in
1892 she had lived in Massachusetts
Mrs. Davis loved music and was a
pianist of considerable talent having
studied at the New England Con
servatory of Music. Her heart was
in her home, however, which she
made beautiful with loving service.
She leaves a husband, an aged
mother, who made her home with
them and for whom they tenderlycared, and two brothers. Elmer E
Peabody of Concord, N. H., and Leon
I. Peabody of West Medford, also
many friends who will long cherish
her memory.
Funeral services were held at the
Medford Hillside home, Nov. 13, and
many beautiful flowers spoke elo
quently of the love in which she was
held. Interment was in the family
Achorn Cemetery, Rockland,
Fred Hinckley will leave soon for lot,
Hamilton. Bermuda, where he will Nov. 15.

Leon Leighton, proprietor of Knox
Hotel, with his wife and daughter
has returned from a two weeks’ trip
to New York, where he attended the
12th annual national hotel exposi
tion at the Grand Central Palace.
He also attended the 59th salon of
culinary art which consists of a dis
play of table decorations, cooked
meats, breadstuffs, rolls, postilage,
confections, etc., by the leading chef%
and bakers of the country. It may
be interesting to the people of Thom
aston to know that Mr. Leighton also
booked the Royal Blue Line Co. tourr
for the summer of 1928. These busses
will stop at the Knox Hotel twr
nights each week next summer in
stead of one night as heretofore
Mrs. Leighton remained in Spring
field, Mass., to spend Thanksgivim
with the daughter. Incidentally it
may be mentioned that this is the
only vacation the Leightons have
had during the five years they have
been in charge of the Knox.

have a position in Hotel Bermudiana
Miss Frances Hahn of Malden
Mass., came down to sit at the family
board Thanksgiving day.
Miss Florence Hyler of Portland
spent Thursday as the guest of her
father and sister Miss Alida Hyler.

Oscar Hodgkins and Ramos (Tip)
Feehan were among the homecomers
for the holiday.

If you want to buy an insurance
policy for your tires, ask Nilo. Ht
sells Jynx.—adv.
November 30, the Ladies’ Guild of
St. John the Baptist (Episcopal)
Church, will hold its annual Christ
mas sale in the parish room. The
fancy table will contain many em
broidered pillow slips, some very nt
tractive fir pillows, together with
luncheon sets, towels, etc. There
will be aprons on sale, also cooked
food and home-made candy.—adv.
142-143

Mrs. Lucy Wilson and Miss Clara
Spear entertained at auction Wed
nesday evening in Mrs. Wilson’Chome.
Among the guests from out of town
was Mrs. Joseph Emery of Camden
Who was warmly welcomed by the
company. The prizes were awarded
Mrs. A. J. Elliot, Mrs. Lee Walker of
Thomaston, and Mrs. Charles Wotton of Rockland.
The shore road is in the usual
spring and fall well-nigh impassable
condition and the poor horse is say
ing with the prophet of old, “How
long, O Lord, how long?"
Mr. Thurlow of Crowell & Thurlow,
Boston, was in town a short time ago
and visited the shipyard where the
Atlantic Coast Compahy built sev
eral vessels during the World War.
Mr. Thurlow will he remembered as
a frequent visitor as the representa- 1

five of the firm. He was pleased to
see the plant being put to so usefulj
a purpose as a canning factory.
From far-off Missouri comes the
report of a successful vacation spent
by Miss Ruby Woodcock of Thomas
ton as book agent for the National
Book Company.
Kansas City, Mo.
was the city selected for a field. Be
sides the regular profit she won a
bonus ol $100 and was presented by
the company with a book valued at
$15. It will be remembered that Miss
Woodcock is attending a college of
Osteopathy in Missouri.

Mr and Mrs. Edward Elliot of Bos
ton are guests of Capt. and Mrs. A
J. Elliot.
Miss Margery Bumps of Washing
ton. D. C., f rnierly of Thomaston,
has the sympathy of friends here in
the death of her fiance.

Ask Nilol Spear about Jynx.—adv.

Beauty

Forever
The most beautiful and ten
der emotions of the human
heart are those which prompt
the placing of a memorial that
the last resting place of loved
ones may be beautiful forever.
A Guardian Memorial is a
perpetual expression of these
emotions and is protected
forever by a Jones Brothers
Guarantee Bond.

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
Luerfasting Beauty

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.

Authorized Distributors

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

Sherman of Gorham Normal .School.
Albert Smith of Bangor is the
guest of his parents, Rev. and Mrs.
Ernest Smith.
The wardens have been notified
that a cow moose was shot Thursday
at Coleman's Pond in Lincolnville.
The firemen were called out Thurs
day night for a blaze In a barn on
the Hosmer Pond road, formerly
owned by the late Benjamin Upham
and at one time used as the poor
farm, now the property of M. L.
Keene. The building was destroyed.
Miss Emily Evans of the High
school faculty passed the holiday at
her home in Waldo."

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Carver. Mrs. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Prince and G. Wiley and Mrs. Laura Osborne,
Miss Annie Richards were guests of motored to Portland this week in the
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Richards in Carver car.
Miss Arline Morin of Boston spent
Rockland Thanksgiving Day.
Thanksgiving with relatives In Cam
Mr. and Mrs. Brainerd Paul of New
den.
Portland are guests of his parents,
The ladies of the Methodist society
Mr .and Mrs. William A. Paul and will hold their winter sale at the
Mrs. Paul’s grandparents, Mr. and
vestry' next Tuesday.
Mrs. C. Fred Knight, for the holiday
The regular meeting of Seaside
ahd weekend.
Chapter, O. E. S., will be held next
Charles A. Carleton of Camden and Monday evening.
George Eells of this town were en
Mrs. Fred T. Gould entertained the
tertained Thursday at the home of Friday Club this week.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Libby.
Mrs E. Frank Knowlton has gone
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Porter and to Boston where she will spend the
daughter Eleanor motored to (Waldo winter.
T. W. McKay and Mrs. Laura Os
boro Wednesday to spend Thanks
giving with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. borne have bought two adjoining
house lots of L. W. Oxton of Lin
Herbert Porter.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson and colnville Beach.
Mrs. Herbert Gardiner of Rock
family of Camden and Mrs. Mahelle
Crone were guests of Mr. and Mrs. land, Mass#, is visiting relatives in
Camden.
B. H. Paul Thursday.
The Philathea Class met at the
Mrs. Georgle Simonton of Simonton church parlors Friday afternoon.
is the guest of her niece Mrs. Chester
A reception was given by the Joel
P. Wentworth for a few days.
Keyes Grant Circle. Ladies of the G
Charles Collins was entertained at A. R.. Friday evening, to Annie Bow
THREE CROW BRAND
dinner Thursday* at the home of Mr. den, department president and Flor
and Mrs. WUlliam Crockett.
It doesn't seem Ttiankdglvin* time—
ence Curtis, department secretary
Buy the Best Baking Soda—
The olden limes. 1 mean,
Elmo Crozier is at home from Refreshments were served.
W
Wlieu snow was deep upon the (round
Mr. and Mrs. James DeRocher of
Waterville to spend the holiday and
And beara .tnd wolves were seem
Nashua,
N
'H.,
have
been
guests
of
weekend at his mother’s, Mrs Minnie
A-prowling and a-sniffing
M and Mrs. E. G. Wiley. Mr. DeCrozier.
Around the place at night.
Rccher is superintendent of the fish
When mother darned the woolen socks
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar of
hatchery at Nashua.
Beside the candle-light.
Rockland were guests at the home
The monthly meeting of the Board
of his mother, Mrs. K. M. Dunbar
Now turkeys they are mighty skurse.
of Trade will be held at the Y. M
Also all-flred high,
Thanksgiving Day.
C. A. Thursday evening.
So most of us must go without
Mrs. G. R. Viles has been confined
And heave a mournful sigh.
Mt. Battie 'Lodge of Odd Fellows
to her home by illness for several have postponed their visit to Warren
But as I say, the old-tlrae styles
days.
Lodge from Nov. 26 to Dee. 3.
Has sorter passed us by.
And left us poor old-fashioned folks
Miss Nelle M. Thorndike, E. E.
The ladles of the Congregational
With tear-drops in the eye,
Doughnuts
Thorndike and Miss Lena Cleveland society will hold a Christmas $ale at
Fancy work
were guests of Mrs. Ellen Shepherd the chapel Dec. 7.
And just a bit behind the times
In sorter lonesome ways
and Miss Minnie P. Shepherd Thurs aprons, candy, cooked food and pre
For foiks and friends we uster know
day.
serves will be on sale.
In old Thanksgiving Days.
TRAINER’S
Mrs. W. F. Bisbee will entertain
Mr. and Mrs. Sturgis Grotton.
-x¥re. G. A.
daughters Virginia and Carolyn of the Monday Club next week.
Raekland
Foot of Spring St.
Miss Bertha Clason and Miss Jes
Olencove and Miss Katharine Gard
WEST ROCKPORT
80-tf
sie Hosmer spent Thanksgiving with
ner
of
Camdert
were
guests
of
Mr.
Mrs. M. A. Fogler has gone to
Miss Clason’s parents in Gardiner
and
Mrs.
C.
E.
Grotton
Thursday.
Camden to spend the winter with her
Rev. and Mrs. Ralph Hayden re
Mra. Josephine Bohndell, Miss turned this week from Europe where
daughter Mrs. E. B. Clark, Mrs. Fogler’s brother Aaron Andrews, who Hortense Bohndell and John Bohn
they have been for the past two
makes his home with her during the dell were guests of Mr. and Mrs. months.
summer is in Camden with his niece Edgar S. Bohndell Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. Reuel Robinson has gone to
Mrs. Mifinie Ingrafiam for the winter.
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell, Ralph Buzzell, Washington D. C. where she will
Since 1840 thii firm ha*
J. J. Dunbar and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou and Mrs. Annie spend the winter.
faithfully aarvad the faml*
Walker who have been with him Deane motored to Bangor Thursday
Dr. F. S. Powers passed Thanks
lias of Knox County.
during the year have gone to Camden where they were entertained at the giving with his parents In Deer
Lady Attendant
for the winter months.
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Wblms- Isle.
'
Tel. Day 460; Night, 7S1-1
Those who were away for the holi i*y.
The following students enjoyed
day included: Mr. and Mrs. H. U.
Mr. and Mrs. John Paul of Camden Thanksgiving in town: Helen Hoi
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Lamson, who were dinner guests of were entertained Thursday ftt the man, Margarfet Rogers, Jeanette
relatives in Bath; Mr. and Mrs. home of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin P. Stahl, Charles Dwinal of Bates Col
Charles Rhodes who dined With his Wooster.
lege, Horace Robbins of Bowdoln
ROCKLAND, ME.
parents. Mr. and iMrs. C. E. Rhodes
Mrs. C. W. Robarts, daughter Coliege and Miss Pearl Walden, Miss
in Rockport; Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Katharine and grandson Milton Elizabeth Calder and Miss Therese
Heald, Harold Heald, Mr. and Mrs. Robarts, were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Heald and daughter Sylvia, Thomas
Anderson
in
Rockland
guests of M. S. Heald and family in Thursday.
C widen, and Mrs. M. J. Oxtoa who
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Thomas and
was in Rockland.
son Richard, Mr. and Mrs. George
Those who came home to pass the Wentworth and daughter Doris, mo
Thanksgiving holiday were Misset tored to Lincolnville Thursday where
Bernice Parker and Grace Parker they spent the holiday with rela
from Augusta and Sprue* Head re five's.
spectively, Donald Leach and Harold
Mrs. Ellen Shibles and J. L. Moody
Leach from Rockland.
were guests of Mrs. Josephine
Miss Marion Hardy is in Bangor Wall Thanksgiving Day.
for the holiday weekend.
The usual services will be held at
Mrs. Perley Merrifield left Thurs the .Baptist Church Sunday morning
day morning for a visit in Boston.
ahd evening. Preacfflng by the
pastor, Rev. J. L. (Wilson. Bible
THE SACRED COO
school at the noon hour.
At the Methodist Church Sunday
Five Nations Catch a Billion Pound* the pastor will preach on some postAnnually in North Atlantic
Thahfcsgiving items—“The
Inde
structahillty of the Inner Shrine,” in
Cod fishing on the North Ameri th.e morning, and "This Beats Hell”
can Atlantic coast is the most in in the evening, an Interpretation of
tensive fishing in which the United Daniel In the den of lions made by
States participates, according to the Sam Small.
Bureau of 'Fisheries. Five nations
•The JohtiBon Society will meet next
participate in the fishing: New Tuesday evening in the Vestry of the
foundland. Canada, France, Portn ’cHuteh.
•
gal, and the United States. The ftshories extend from New Jersey .to
WASHINGTON
Labrador and East to the Grand
Banks of Newfoundland. —
The Guild will hold its Christmas
The catch of cod on the North
American Atlantic coast amounts to sale on the afternoon of Dec. 7, at
more than a billion annually, accord Grange hall. Besides the many
ing to a recent report of the North hihd-made articles for Christmas
American Committee on Fishery In gifts there will' be a big rummage
vestigation. This report is a com ‘salt. There will also be the usual
pilation of the statistics pt*bllshed In supper. This year the Guild will add
the official fishery reports of the a new feature, an entertainment in
various nations.
the evening, which promises to make
During the last 30 years, according a big hit.
to the joint report, the catch of cod
has averaged 1,103,000,000 pounds an ■ If you want to buy an insurance
nually.
Newfoundland reaped an policy for your tires, ask Nilo. He
average of 49 percent. Canada 20 per
sells Jyhx.—adv.
cent France 17 percent, the United
States 12 percent and Portugal two
percent.
The total yearly catch has varied
during this period fr#m 172,000,000
TRY IT! YOU WILL
"N0-0IL”
pounds to 1,339,000,000 pounds. The
Plumbing and Heating
proportions of the countries Involved
For
Sale
By
AU
Dealer*
ROtkLAND.
Maine
were fairly stable, though there ha*
Telephone 1035-M
been a slight downward trend in the
14?-every $at-tf
Canadian and United 'States catches.

Trappers and hunters are now in
evidence.
Loads of Christmas trees are being
hauled to the station.
Arnes in o,hers harvested about 3tU
bushels of nice turnips, and a large
lot of carrots and potatoes.
Rev. end Mrs. C. A. Kinnev were
recent guests in this vicinity.
The i t,:h school pupils are re
hearsing for a drama to be given in
the near future.
Alvnlt Ames was the gu^st of his
mother Sunday.
J. W. Kearley was a business vis
itor in town recently.
Edward Ames and Richard Ames
were In Rockland on business re
cently.
Friends of Mrs. Albert Peabody
Davis are saddened to hear of her
death which occurred in Medford.
Mass., Nov. 10. She was one of Ap
pleton's beloved and respected per
sons from childhood to young wo
manhood and was united In marriage
to one of the town’s most estimable
young men Albert J. Davis, son of
Addison Davis.
OLD THANKSGIVING DAYS

Mrs. Farrington Hart has gone to
Rockland to spend the winter with 1
her daughter Mrs. Teel.

UNION

WARREN

ROCKPORT

DON’T ASK US
ASK ANYONE !

DOWNYFLAKE

Are Best

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

CHANDLER

CAMDEN

b Everybody’s Column
Lost and Found
LOST—At McLain school building Nov. 14,
an Elgin bicycle, double bar, camel back,
black and ged, deuble fork front wheel. Re
ward. LIBBT PALAD1XO. JR.
442*144
lost—White gold bracelet with bine and
white atones. Reward. Leave at THE COVJtlEBsCAEETTE.
142144
LOST Tiger kitten, ahort hatred. Reward.
140*142
AYTER, 93 Summer St.
J. W. CLA

One Shot Lubrication

co.
LOST—Somewhere
tao male hound
HOTEL, Rockland.

NO-OIL

Savings Bank that deposit book No. 1059.
issued by said Bank to Charles J. Gregory. Is
lbs a • ahe
a tin wishes
ssvl a tvoo to
In obtain
rant.a In a
a dupli
,It 1 Ttl I . 1
I lest and that
j
cate thereof. ROCKLAND HAVINGS BANK,
by E. D. Spear, Trees. Koekland, Maine,
XOf,J*.- 1917., ,
142*8-143

Wanted

FOR SALE—1920 Hudson roach,
shape; take lighter car In trade or hart
for cash. POSTOFF1CE BOX 313, CJt.v.1

142*
FOR SALE—300 capacity Oil broo.
used little, work, perfectly, $0, cost $11
Seventeen months old bhtetick hound,
bred. No training. $6. Dressed broilers.
lb. HENRY WATTS. Warren, Me
142*
JO
FOR SALE Heavy work horse.
Tel. Rockl
HIItME., West Rockport.
141
263-6.
FOR SALE—Queen sewing machine,
floss mattress, $10.
Good condition.
ORIENT ST.
141
FOR SALE—Sixty acre farm Rock,
village, three miles from Rockland, on S
->
,
,
__
v_____
_ VI W_ _
road. Modern, new six room house, all ha
wood floors, bath, city water, electric
Nice bam 36x40; wayside store asm
line station. Ten acres blueberries, ten
to burn in spring. Early land, lots of w
and lumber; 50 apple trees; fine view
lake and hills.
Apply to W. A. RIPL
Rockville. Tel. 352-5, after 4 p. m.
141
YARNS—Of pure woo', worsted for h
knitting, also rug yarns for hooked rugs,
4 oz. skein. Order sent C. -O. D. VV’rlte
free samples today. Ask about wool blank
| CONCORD WORSTED MILLS, Dept. 42
| Concord. N. H.
lOil-Sat-

Riley, both heretofore of Rockland.
468, call or write to FRANK H. ING
431 Mein Sfc.. Rockland, Me.

FOR SALE—Twenty-eight foot power 1
suitable for lobster, scallop, or fish b
Inquire at 505 OLD COUNTY RD. Tel. 53
141«

Tel. 952.
vyRIilbw---- .7V1IH: sjuat tu uuaiu

miex

> i

reo, ages 8, 7 and 5, two going to school.
J quire Saturday and Sunday over BA
SHOP. corner Lindsey St.
14

FOR SALE—Ford touring , 1923.
G
battery, rubber and mechanical condit
I EARLE CONANT. South Hope.
14

WANTED— Young Finnish girl
sltion of light housework in city.

FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood and turn
wood. W. L. OXTON, West Rockport. ‘
' Camden 152-4.
14

H. care CourlerrGazette.
WANTED—Girl for general

honsei
M.RN. JOSEPH DOND1S. 22 Spring St.

FOR SALE—Upright piano, in good c
dltion. 105 SOUTH MAIN ST. or Tel. 102:
t
140*

517-M.
_______
1
WANTED—■Kitchen
K1
woman at
DfK» HOTEL _________________
TO LET—Upstairs tenement of four r
at 23 Frith kiln St., Rockland. MRS. DJ
OSIER, 13 Center St,, Waterville, Me.
WAkTID-«ale»iner
to house. Here la a <
gette yeufit salesmen to get a
rlefios b needeO. With the

______ iMMt

man.

FOR SALE—Hound, 11 months olfi, tral
German police dog. aiso Remington Autom
rifle. E. R. EDWARDS, 70 Cedar St.
332-J.
140-

FOR SALE—This Week Only—Fancy fi
table eggs, 85c per doz. delivered.
V.
j HALL, James St.
140*
1 FOR SALE—Few selected cockerels. R

start.

Red and White VVyandottes from high j
1 duct ion bred chicks from Riverfiow Pou
j Breeding Farm of Rhode Island. V. P. HA
j Rockland.
140*
FOR SALE—Thirty R. 1. Red pullets, re
to lay. R. B. SIMJWN8, Union. R. F. D.
140*
FOR SALE—Pair of black horses, we
•around 3960. good condition, good work
R. W. BUZZELL CO., Rockport.
13

PHOTO ART CO ,

1WU1U)
I
RocUadd, Me.
WANTED—Pun white shaggy cat
_____
kittens_____
and all
-.LceL
colors.
__ LAKE
__
VIEW
Roemer Fond Rd., Camden, Me.
263,

FOR SALE—World famous Finnish
first class make. Finnish made hunting knl
Ask price list. HM1L RIVERS, 842 Park
[Rockland, Me.
136*

s&fcafe

a good home.
GOWBaRG, 61 North Main
' “
St.• Tel.

i

WANffe 6—-Bookkeeper
ante Jttsltton. Bxperiienced.
3l8r
kNTlQr-'AdaaMe
L

to

tn

hoard

R L JOlttteON, Cor.

Ocean Ave

and jobbing of
night or day. K.
Tel. Rockland 135.

■BBSS

Miscellaneous
"T5te^'5Eu' to please.

Ever 5 .G.

ssfictirhis

thM
M dMel will pi
iStetens. BTILLM;
He. Nor. 21, 1927.

ft SON,
iii-i STEVENS
or 13-M.
MW
■M
ToLet

FOR SALE—Buick sedan, 1927, In fine c
dltion, low’ mileage, three new tires, p
right. TEL. 386-2.
13

FOR SALE—No. 16 Modern Glenwood i
i lor stove, used one season. C. A. EME
| 28 Pacific St. Tel. 518-M or 436-M. 13
|
FOR SALE—Farm 75 acres known as
Lovejoy farm on the Hosmer pond road,
1 miles from Camden, nice poultry farm
truck fanning; large two story house and
buildings, in nice condition; nice well
water; plenty of wood and pasture;
largest elm tree In the county stands
! rectly back of the house.
HASKELL
CORTHELL. Camden. Tel. 238-11.
12

FOR SALE—Ten acre field, one half i
from Rockport village; cuts 10 tons of li
large barn and garage, nearly new.
W
and lumber lot for sale at Hosmer Pond,
of big oak and pine and a lot of hard w<
| Some nice cottage lots on this land. HAS
ELL & CORTHELL. Phone 238-11 Camde
12
Me- 1’ _‘
FOR SALE—Ready made poultry farm
11 ml lee from Rockport village; five acres;

; Jersey cow, three tons of hay, farming to
----------------------------- nice kitchen range and telephone In the ho

Ltt—Ttoemant on •Main
___ ___
St.,_ ___
electric , Big ____
trade. __
HASKELL & CORTHELL.
lights and-toilet. J. H. MELVIN, 21 Gay St.. 238-11 Camden.
142*144
*
.........
FOR SALE
75
-Two furnished rooms at 18 <MA- I similar
to the—$3.00
kind for^l.OO.

12

McL
142*144 ' SHOE STORE.
13
.......... . —---furnished ,
FOR SALE—Place*011 west
side__of M.
_______
llgfitt, gas._ Suitable _for man | Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thomta
(|ulre at 44 RANKIN ST.
i good State road, bu'Idlngs In good r<
repair
142-144 acres land, shore privilege. Inquire
Inquli
K.
tt~' i.<T Ssyil typewriter. Rates very* FILLMORE, 85 Park St.. Rockland.
ttattnabli. Apply R. U. CO!
tXMJLINS. Phone
142-144
LAOIES—Reliahle - stork of
the Rockland Hair 8tore, 236 Mail
on Oak St. with all mod- orders
solicited. HELEN C. RHODE
r
KRNfcST €. DAVIS, at
FARMfe, COUNTRY HOMti, COTTAC
fir.
142-tf
Anniv 38,,
391 BROAD
TUttlAD , den
1,1 Jpot of■ up-io-nate
property,
tn ,
'—Tenements. Apply
MBta^_pwohs(
.ot BtJ
w

■■

■■
JOte, apartment, 4

■rT

---------------------I’, Mroom In good location. I
140*142
------- ,
St., eight
4, furnace. All modern. In___________ 140-tf
1ST.

»5 NORTH MAIN ST.
T—Aouae at 87 Park

IS DELICIOUS ON FRUIT SALAD
UKL

FOR SALE—Reo truck, rigged dump
made into stationary body, with
ftn(J top
hln,j tlres new heavy d
Completely overhauled this spring by
1 mechanic, price $225, or w111 trade for
horse sled and grocers wagon. ROSE H
FARM. Owl’s Head. Me. Tel. 425-31.
142-

Main

Salad Dressing

La W. McCartney

Call ROCKLAND GOAL
1
In Friendship black am!
doe.
NABRAGANSETT
Tel. 340. Reward.
140-tf

St„ between 55 Summer and Flye’s Oarage.
Use Under right. Leave at COL'RIER-OA
ZfrTTE office.__________________
Hl H2
LOST—Black suit rase containing sonic flttlntts and clothes. Marked M. R. 6. Finder
please notify H. H. STOVER ft CO., 32 Union
141-143
St, Tel. III._____
LOST—dlue gray shag cat, weight 12 lbs.
_____
Last seen
at_ 6.30p.p m.. Nov. 20. Return to
E. J. MOBEY, 58 North Malo St. Reward
offered. Tel. 4*2-J._______________ 141-143
MOTWE—(Notice la hereby given that Hattie
K.Gregory,
WHpw of Charles J. Gregory, late
f.regt
of Glencoe*, Maine, has notified the Rockland

And Self Adjusting Spring Shackles

S. NILO SPEAR

FOR SALE—1924 Ford sedan in cvrNW
condition, with extras, $175; 1923 Chevrl
coupe, $15 ; 1P27 Ford ton truck with clo|
cab and steel lined dump body ; 1925 Cheyl
let cab for one ton truck, $25; one yard du|
body, $25; two 35x5 heavy duty <k)ody|
truck tires. $20 each; two 31x4 straight
Cord tl^e-s, $10 each. CARLE BROS.,
den. Tel. 18-11 Lincolnville.
_____ 1425

1*0aCan be

and Tire Highlands.

The Only Car Under a Thousand Dollars
with

For Sale
FOR SALE—Two Light Brahma cockeri
$3 each. One Light Brahma rock. $4. Pi,
winning
stock.
ALICE
Wl.XCHENBA<|
North Waldoboro. Me.
___________ 141*

♦4 Lfi-MPotir

us what you want.
fdst, Maine.

ORRIN J. DICKEY, 1

yj

FOR SALE-—Eight room house at
Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and
barns. EDWARD J. HELL1ER Tel 43-N
___________________
'
'

garage at the rear of
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted Blabs, 88;
Apply to B. C. PERRY at hard wood, also lumber. T. J CaRRh
140-142 Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston.'13
/ooms Jor light
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Ret^mher ’ 16 WILLOW ST.
you can buy copies of The Courler-Gaee
140*142 with the home news, at Hotallnc’s K
room apartment, furnished Agency 309 ye„ «n,h r,
* J.

sae

kltchen i TO LET—Heated front room, central
16 SUM
cation, inquire 25 TARK ST.
139
139*141
g* . a.’U.'-'A' *
---------TO LET Six riKjni tenement, center -Holt
TO LET—rumlaMed apartment at 14 MA- I and State S's.
Inquire H H STOVER
SONIC BT.
138-tf CO., 32 Union St. Tel. 818.
139
only

Ful1

6,ze

prftferred.
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fijIN SOCIETY
In additional to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espeially desires Information of social happenngs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
sail or telephone will be gladly received.
ELEPHONE

............................................................

770

Another of those delightful sub
set's, followed by auction. Is staged
it the Country Club Thursday evetlng of next week at 6.30 o’clock,
rhe occasion will be in charge of
Mrs. Louis E. Wardwell with a corps
if assistants, and they will see to it
hat tnc occasion is kep{ up to the
tlgh mark of enjoyment for which
hese Country Club evenings have
leeonte noted. Members should take
neeautlon to make reservations
n-omptly with Mrs. McRae (tele
phone *26).
Mrs. I,. W. Simmons of 21 Willow
street has recently returned from
Massachusetts where she Visited her
von Harold Simmons of Arlington
ind Mrs. Leon Hart of Somerville.

RHYMES OF ROCKLAND
Written for The Courier-Gazette
By Ruth H. Whittemore-

BITTERSWEET

Announcement is made that Allan
Ramsay, baritone, of Bath, is to give
> a concert in Augusta Wednesday
morning at 10 o’clock under the aus
pices of the Cecilia Club.
'Mr.
Ramsay conducted a vocal class in
Rockland a few winters ago among
his pupils being Mrs. Lillian Joyce,
Chester Wyllle, Mrs. Gladys S. Mor
gan. Miss Elsa Hayden, Mrs. (Lydia
Storer and Miss Celia Brault. He
is a very successful vocal instructor
and active in Bath’s musical circles.

Her hair Is straggly and gray,
She’s forty if she is a day,
She 'teaches school; and on her way
She passes Pickwick Place,
But I have noticed, all the fall,
When sfhe looks up at that dark wall
Where bittersweet is growing 't^l
A smile lights tip her face.
That wistful smile, that vine-lit'wall,
An artist would remember,
And call the portrait not just “Fall,”
But, “Beauty in November.”

Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Given of Bruns
wick and Capt. Luke A. Spear of
Limerock street were holiday guests
)f Mr. and Mrs Henry Wall.

Misses Arlene and Vivian Chaples
Mrs. Elsie Moody entertained the
spent Thanksgiving in Portland, E F. A. Club Wednesday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Munro, Ernest guests of their aunt, Mrs. George
at her home on Franklin street,
Munro and Guy Dermond left yester Bucklin.
prizes falling to Mrs. Ira Shuman.
day for Florida, the Munros going to
Mrs. Grace Rollins and Mrs. J. S.
Ixike Worth, where they will spend
The Relief Corps Sewing Circle Jenkins. The next meeting will be
the winter, and Ma-. Lermond ,tt>
will meet with Mrs. Herbert Mullen, on Dec. 7 with Mrs. Cora Snow,
Miami, where the length of his stay Fulton street, Tuesday evening.
Ocean avenue.
will be uncertain.

Arnold Nelson came home
Boston to spend the holiday.

from

Miss Merlene Brackett, who has
been the guest of Miss Elizabeth
Hamlin the past fortnight, has re
turned to her home in Bath.
James Agee is home from Phillips
Exeter Academy to spend !he week
end.

Supper will be served in the Universalist church vestry Wednesday
evening at 6 o’clock with the follow
ing housekeepers in charge: Mrs.
Faith G. Berry, chairman; Mrs.
Lillian McRae, Mrs. Frances Bick
nell, Mrs. Henrietta Cottrell, Mrs.
Dorothy Smalley, Mrs. Katherine
Diamond, Mrs. Ada Hewett, Mrs.
Rida Fuller, Miss Gladys Blethen
Mrs. Ava Lawry and Miss Harriet
I’armalee.

Page Seven

ON MY SET

MRS. M£SSER SPOKE

Ingraham Hill Summer Resi
dent Tells of World Tour.

J

Miss Emellne 'Roberts and Miss
Elizabeth Wlederhold of Vinalhaven
were recent guests in the city.

Bernard Connors of St. John, N.
B., was a Thanksgiving guest of
John A. Thompson, 16 Willow street.
Mrs. Thomas Hart and son-in-law
Clifton Marshall motored to Massa
chusetts to spend the holiday.

Dr. J. IB. Kennedy, U. S. N., com
mander in the medical corps and in
charge of the Naval Hospital at
Portsmouth. N. 'II., is the guest of
Mi. and MrR- C. H. Duff, Summer
street.
Lorenzo Dodge has returned from
Islesboro, where he has been spend
ing a vacation with his mother
who has been quite ill, and has re
sumed his duties with J. A Jameson
Co.
'Irving Beach, manager of the
Lewiston Buick Co., of Rockland,
spent the holiday in Portland.

E. S. Levensaler went to Millbridge
Mrs Silas McLoon of Portland Is
the guest of her sob, A. C. McLoon, and Steuben yesterday on business.
Grove street.
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Flint ate
Thanksgiving dinner in Union with
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Milligan and Mrs. Bertha Bryant.
three children and Mr. and Mrs. Ro
land Creamer and daughter, Pauline,
Elmer Emery, John Anderson and
spent Thanksgiving Day with Mr. Albert Quinn are home from the
and Mrs. Oscar Creamer, Winslow's Bartlett Co-operative School, .Stam
Mills.
ford, Conn, for the weekend.

Since the wizardry of the skies
Was discovered there has seldom
been better radio reception than
that of last night. It beguiled
me into burning midnight oil—
and then some—but I was re
warded by logging 33 stations,
six of which were new to my list.
I was especially pleased to get in
touch with KOA (Denver) which
is now my farthest west point.
The other new stations which I
brought in last night were
WWAE, WTAS, CJGC, WLBX
and 3XN.
••• .«. .«.
The other stations on my last
night's log-book were WCFL,
WJR,
WJZ,
WBZ,
WMCA,
WEAF, KYW, WOR, WTAM,
WBBM, WGY, WSAI, WABC,
KDKA, WOK, KMOX, WGN,
WPG, WLS, CFCF, WJAZ, WNG,
WEBH, WJBC, WSB and WJJD.
••• ••• •••
The Royal Stenographers fur
nished excellent entertainment
last night with their old fash
ioned barn dances.
•••
.«.
Two stations were broadcasting
important boxing bouts. From
WEBH, Chicago, I learned that
Mickey Walker won the decision
over Paul Berlenbach.

Kenneth White logged KFI,
Los Angeles, last night. He fell
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Boody served
Miss Celia Rosenbloom of Provi
asleep at the switch listening to
an enjoyable venison dinner at their
A Bowdoin College delegation com
Devotees of auction will be inter heme oh Pleasant street Wednesday dence is making a brief visit at her
WRC, Washington, and awoke to
former
home
in
this
city.
iShe
re

prising Arthur Ori.e, John McLoon, ested to know that a party will be evening.
find himself in Los Ar.geles.
There were 12 covers.
Herbert Prescott, Frederick Bird and given in the TJPW rooms Monday Cards followed, the favors falling to turns tomorrow.
Norman Waldron came h.ine to eat evening for the benefit of the Catho Wallace Spear, arid Mr. and Mrs.
RUBINSTEIN GUEST DAY
William McKenzie who is at FairThanksgiving turkty and spend the lic Charity Club, with Mrs. Donald Fred IJnekin.
field for treatment is reported much Musical Organization Celebrates First
Perry and Miss Helen Burns acting
weekend.
Improved, having gained several
as hostesses.
Miss Eleanor Tibbetts of Oldtown pounds in weight and showing a
Occasion of the Present Season.
Mr. and Mrs. Obadiah Gardner anu
Is spendihg the weekend with her
much
better
general
condition.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S Beverage spent
Herbert Waldron who Is spending grandmother, Mrs. Augusta Tibbetts,
The first guest day of the 1927-2$
•Thanksgiving Day with Mr. Gardner’s the holiday season with his wife, Old ftaremOnt street
season of the Rubinstein Club was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
W
Fifleld
are
County
road,
returns
tomorrow
to
|
pon, Albert K. Gardner, in Orono.
spending the weekend at Mr. F.tleld’s observed yesterday afternoon, when
Port Jervis, N. Y., where he is sta
Mrs. Alta DImfck and Mrs. Hilda
the Vnlversalist vestry was filled
former
home in Vinalhaven.
tioned
at
present.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Morton of RackSomes were guests Friday evening
with members and guests who lis
land and Mrs. Maude Stone and son
of last week of Crystal Chapter, O.
Donald H. Fuller is spending the tened to an entertaining program
There were six tables of auction at E. S.. Damariscotta, when past mat
Pharles of Port Clyde spent Thanksholiday
recess in New York, guest ol presented by Miss Alice Erskine,
fiving with Mr. and Mrs. F. A Flin- the party given by the Auxiliary of rons' night was observed.
Mrs.
Com.
D.
W. Fuller, U. S. N. and inci chairman, who had for her subject
Sons of Union Veterans at the G Hester Chase’s niece, Mrs. Harring
ton at Pleasant Point.
“Music of the Thanksgiving Season.”
A. It. Hall Tuesday evening, prizes ton, is the present worthy matron of dentally attending the spectacular
Miss Erskine’s paper which was in
Miss Alice McNamara of Abraham falling to A. W. McCurdy, Mrs. Olive that chapter. Mrs. Weeks, the first Army-Navy football game which terspersed with musical illustrations
Lincoln School. Boston. Miss Antonia Sylvester, Miss Phronie Johnson, worthy matron, a very aged woman, takes place in that city this Saturday was cleverly handled, her starting
McInnis of Roxbury Memorial High Mrs. Ira Shuman. Mrs. Doris Damon was present, and was the recipient afternoon.
point being the landing of the I’ilof a beautiful bouquet, replying in
and John McInnis of Ha'rvard Law and Mrs. Fred Achorn.
.grims, then touching upon the vari
Wilbur
Frohock
is
home
from
i
a
graceful
manrier
in
spite
of
her
School are guests at the McNamara
ous pauses for thanksgiving, pros
Mrs. E. L . Sargent and daughter, advanced vears
Rrown University for a few days.
home. Masonic street, for the Thanks
perity, beauties of nature, the home,
I.,.. l-l.
n(n|.. Sargent, and
----. Newton
__ ..... ;
’
Miss
Virginia
Eiving recess.
etc. The program:
Stiiekland spent Thanksgiving in
A
surprise
party
was
given
in
____
Miss Catherine McInnis is at Knox
Chorus—To Thee. O Country .............................
Patten, guests of relatives.
honor
of
Miss
Harriet
Grover,
to
cel

Hospital receiving treatment.
Rubinstein Chorus
F.ev. Guy L. Vannah, who has been
ebrate her 21st birthday at her North Piano—The Awakening of the Lion, Korct.ski
in town for a few days, lias returned
Mrs. Mary Avery will entertain the
Mrs. Harold JAckson, Miss Esther Stevenson
Main
street
home
last
evening.
Those
Orlin Waldron and sifter, ’Miss
to the New England School of The Thimble Club at her home on North
Contralto—Blessing ..................... Pearl Omit
Eva Waldron have returned to Mil- present were Arlene Chaples, Berla
Thank tlo«i for a Carden, del Itiego
ology, Roxbury, Mass.
Main street Monday evening.
Lord,
Mildred
Moody,
Vivian
Ludwig,
Mrs. Gladk’s S. .Morgan
ton. Mass., after bringing the body
Soprano
—
Psalm
of Thanksgiving
Al 11 toon
Harriet
Ames,
Mabel
Harding,
Mae
of their brother, Asa Waldron, to
Mrs. J. N. Southard gave a tea
Mbs Elsa Hayden
Maurice
Orbeton
of
the
Bangor
diDaggett,
Doris
Daggett,
Evelyn
Ja

,
,
...
,
„
i
Spruce
Head
fori
burial.
They
were
Plawk
—
'Polonaise
Militaire
..........
.
Chqpin
Wednesday in honor of her sisterv(sion of the u\ew England Tel. & accompanied by their cousin, Robert cobs, Harriet Grover, Vesper Grover.
.Mrs. Beta Itohinson
in-law. Mrs. Frank Taylor of Win Tel. Co., spent Tuesday with his
Contralto-Thanks
He
To
God
...
Dickson
Mrs.
Elmer
Crockett.
Charles
Pills

Waldron, who has returned to his
throp, Mass. Mrs. Taylor and son. mother.
Miss Lucy Marsh
Mrs.
Harriet
Orberton,
bury, Mrs. Roscoe Hewett, Mrs. Soprano—Coming
Home .......................................
who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chestnut street, while In the city on home in New York.
John J. Dolan, Jr.
Miss Grover
Gifts (musical reading! ...................
E. J. Southard, returned to Winthrop, business.
Mrs.
Helen
Wentworth
was
more
than
surprised
on
her
ar

Miss Glenn Stevens, girls' physical
Mezzo—The Landing, of the Pilg inis ...........
yesterday.
instructor of the public schools, is rival home to find h%r friends assem
Mrs. Lorita Bicknell
Miss Ivy Young is in Lewiston for Ii spending the Thanksgiving weekend bled in the dining-room which was Chorua—Thanksgiving
Hymn .............................
[ Arnold Nelson, a student at Went the weekend, guest of Mr. and Mrs. ' at her home in Portland.
decorated in blue and white the
Rubinstein 'Chorus
worth Institute, who is home for the Karl Toner.
lights being pulled on as she entered.
Miss Margaret Stahl, Mrs. Nettie
Thanksgiving recess, returns to Bos
Miss Dorothy Snow left yesterday Besides a handsome gold bracelet Averill, Mrs. Alice Marsh and Mrs.
ton tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Prince and ' for New York whee she Will witness from the guests, Miss Grover had Faith Berry were accompanists.
Miss Annie Ricjiards of Rockport the Amy and Navy game today. She gilts of stationery, vanity case, linen Members of the chorus and partici
Miss Mary C. Tyler has gone to were Thanksgiving guests of their , was joined in Boston by Miss Fran- towels, etc After piano selections pants in the program were garbed as
Portland where she will spend the brother, Alton W. Richards, Bay j ceh Snow; they will be guests in New by Miss Evelyn Jacobs refreshments Pilgrim maids, making an attractive
winter with her niece, Mrs. W. N. View Square.
York of their brother, Richard Snow, were served with a large birthday picture in their demure gray gowns
Todd.
who is in the Navy. Miss Eleanor cake which was cut by the hostess. with white kerchiefs, aprons and
Miss Minnie White has returned Snow and Miss Flo Randall are also A delightful evening.
caps.
John Nutt is confined to his homr to her home in Bath, after a visit of members of the party.
The next club meeting will be on
on Warren street with a bad case of several weeks with her brother, W.
Miss ^urdelle Strout left this Dec. 9, when Miss Caroline Littlefield
rheumatism
ri. White.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Randall, Miss morning for Newburg, N. Y., where as cnairman will give a program il
Eleanor Randall and Mr. and Mrs. she will be the guest of Mrs. John lustrating radio. The following will
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Brault and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ginn who Charles H. Cahill, all of Portland, Aspinwall.
appear: Vocal, Miss Thelma Little
family spent Thanksgiving with Mr. spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and
field, Mrs. Joyce L. Jones, Mrs. Kath
spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and
and Mrs. Leo Brault, South Thomas Mrs. Leland Blackington at the West
Percy Blaisdell and Edgar Crockett arine Veazie and Mrs. Hattie Snow;
Mrs. R. H. Britt, Summer street.
ton
Meadows, have returned to their
■
•
have returned from a motor trip to piano duet, Miss Mabel Lamb and
home in Portland.
The condition of little Arlene Jones Marblehead, Mass. They were ac Miss Margaret Stahl; piano, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Foster
who
is seriously ill with pneumonia, companied here by Miss Dorothy Dorothy Small-*/; violin. Miss Eliza
nd Miss Flora Fish were guests
Norman Colomy is home from Bos
Blaisdell who will spend the weekend beth Knight: leadings, Mrs. Helen
remains
Unchanged.
Thanksgiving Day, of Capt. John ton University for the Thanksgiving
as the guest of her parents, Mr. and Wentworth; vocal quartet under the
Bradford, in Waldoboro.
recess.
Mrs. A. P. Blaisdell.
direction of Mrs. Lena True. Miss
Mr. and Mrs William Ryan of
Littlefield will also give current
Keene,
N.
IL,
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. F. ,S. Williams, and
Mrs. Minnie Smith of Vinalhaven
Percy Davis has returned to Port events.
son Chauncey of Orford, N. H.. mo was the recent guest of her uncle, E • Mrs. Sanford Chapihan, New County land after passing the holiday with
road.
ored to this city reeenty and were Mont Perry.
his sister Mrs. Roger Rhoades.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ricker (Amy
he guests of Mrs. Williams’ sister,
Broadway.
Marsh) and children George and
Art auction party Wjl be given by
Mrs. A. C. Hamilton, Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Tlrrell. ac
Martha of Allston, Mass., have been
Mr. Williams and son returned home companied by Mr. and Mrs. Frank the 6. I*. W. Club Wednesday eve
Mrs. Frank B. Harris of Beverly holiday guests of Mrs. Ricker’s
by way of Boston, where business Tirrell senior, and Mrs. E. N. Stud- ning at the Copper Kettle, with Mrs Mass., who has been the guest of mother, Mrs. R. N. Marsh, Broadway,
ailed them, while Mrs. Williams re ley motored to (Juiney, Mass.. Wed Caro F. Johes as chairman, assisted Mrs/ A. P. BlaiSdeil the past week,
returning home today.
mains here for a longer visit. Mrs nesday in their new Buick sedan and by Mrs. Ava Lawry, Mrs. Edith Jones. returned honte Saturday.
Williams will be remembered as spent Thanksgiving daj’ at the Tir Mrs. Emily Stevens, Mrs. Emma
Miss Sadie Low, daughter of Mr. and rell home.
Carver, Mrs. Ella Crie, MisS Doris
The meeting of the Woman’s Edu
Mrs. Augustus Low. Orford is on
Hyler. Miss Jean iMcWenzie, Miss cational Club with Mrs. Alden Ulmer
he Connecticut river, and the Wil
Rose
Adams
arid
Miss
Pearl
borgerMrs. Leo Howard who is at the
59 Willow street was a Red Letter
iams' house being on high land they Knox Hospital recovering from a son.
day in the records of the club. A
.ere fortunate enough to escape be- surgical operation Is improving very
large company of members was pres
ng swamped. The river rose to satisfactorily.
Mrs. Florence Vannah has gotte to ent and special guests included Supt.
vithin 50 feet of the house on one
Boston where she will make her home and Mrs. E. L. Toner, Gol. G. A.
Ide, and 200 feet on the other, but
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark spent with her son George for the winter. Buker warden of the State Prison.
o water penetrated the cellar. At Thanksgiving Day with Mrs. Clark's
Rev. and Mrs. B. P. 'Browne, Edw.
imes they were fearful that thej sister, Mrs. John Stackpdle, Thom
H. H, Stover and family and Mrs. Hall and Judge Frank Tt. Miller.
ight have to go to a higher eleva- aston.
Doha Stover S-pent Thanksgiving In Supt. Toner gave an enlightening
ion for safety, and plans were made
Portland'.
talk Upon the public schools and
o that effect, but the waters subsid
Mrs Cora Snow had charge of a
conditions as to reglstl-ation, capa
d somewhat, and they remained in well prepared program at the meeting
The Cohgregational Women’s Asso city, etc. Warden iBUker highly in
the home. Their meadow land was of the Progressive Literary Club at ciation Will serve supper next Wed terested the company as he told of
under several feet of water and it the home of Mrs. Hattie Keating nesday evening with the following the prison, Its work, problems, re
as with difficulty that horses and Tuesday afternoon, and the first club
committee in charge: Mrs. A. L. sults, the welfare league, arid other
[cattle, belonging to them and their supper was under the direction o
Whittemore, chairman; Miss Lois vital subjects. At 6.30 the company
neighbors were saved.
Mrs. Wil
Mrs. Lucia Burpee and Mrs. Evelyn Keene, Mrs. A. S. Littlefield. Mrs. F. was seated at tables loaded to ca
Hams spoke a word of praise in be- Snow.
Mrs. Snow featured the R. Spear, Mrs. C. M. Kalloch, Mrs. N. pacity with good things, including
lialt of the iHanover students, who
Thanksgiving
season in the program. ♦. Farwell, Mrs. E. B. Silsby, Mrs. E delectable hot rolls made by t he
Iturned out by the hundred* and
Miss
Kitty
Coburn
treated the story K. Leighton, Mrs. W. S. White, Mrs hostess, baked sour kraut baked
orked like Trojans in the Hooded
of
the
first
Thanksgiving,
appointed R. W. Bickford, Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., beans, cabbage sAlad, fruit salad,
and
istriets, to help save lives and
cake oY various klhds, cotfee, etc.
by
Governor
Bradford
in
1621.
Mrfe. Mrs. C. S. Sheldon.
aoperty.
The youhg ladies whd served were
Snow read the noted poem by Long
fellow, "The Courtship of Miles
Charles Walker spent Thanksgiving Miss Helen Verrlll, Miss Phyllis
Standish." This poem, "ever ancient, in Portland, the guest of his brother Spencer and Miss Faith Ulmer. Rev
DR. DENTON
and Mrs. Browne kindly responded
ever new,” was highly appreciated by- Edmund.
to request and delightfully sang two
A Shakespearean contest in the
SLEEPING GARMENTS all.
form of a story entitled “A ShakeMrs. Ella Bird will entertain the selections, ‘‘Rocked in the Cradle of
spearean Wedding Contest.” caused ; Chapin Class Tuesday evening at her the Deep” and "Last Night the
The Baby Shcp has just re
Nightingale (Woke Me." The study
much thought and merriment. Mrs. I Spring street hotne.
ceived a new stock of Dr. Den
hour followed with an interesting
Annie F. Simmons won the honor of
ton Sleeping Garments, sizes
guessing most of the correct titles.
Mrs. John W. Thompson enter Caoman discussion and business
in
from 6 months to 6 years. Just
The fourth act of Muebetli wus read, tained' a small group of friends In a meeting.
the thing to protect the baby
with interpretation and explanation happV manner at her home On Broad
DUNCAN-BROOKS
' these cold nights.
by Mrs. Cora Snow as leader. Sup way Tuesday Evening. A lobster sup
per was served at 6 o’clock. The per was served.
Charles A. Duncan of Camden and
The new Stamped Goode fcr
dining room Was made bright and
Edith M. Brooks of Rockland were
Christmas Embroidery are now
cheery with baskets of red berries
Among the attractive social events
, v _ •
married at 6 o'clock Thanksglvinioh sale.
and green pine, and the centerpiece of the Thanlts^viAg season was theiEve the ceremony bcing performed
of
yellow
’
calendulas.
Everybody
Temple
1»11
dinctng
party
Wednesday
L
t
First BapTlst parsonage by
We also carry the best qual
knows the sociability over a bowl of evemng tthder the inspirts of the
B ,,. Browne. The couple were
ity Scotch ool for mittens and
The decorations ttended by
Bryanl #nd M,ss
white and pink hot lobster soup, with Harmony OWv
sweaters.
pickles of this season’s vintage; well- were in keeping'with the season, and|Enima roUnfe. They will reside in
buttered hot rolls, and crackers. the balloon dance* were among the Camden where the bridegroom is
A sea picture that will
CROCKETT’S
Then came the charlotte russe cake prettiest features of the evening. employed lh a woolen mill.
that only a Lucia Burpee can make Kirk’s seven-piece orchestra fur
BABY SHOP
impress itself forever on
with coffee. The pleasing event con-' nished delightful music. About $100
Hardesty Peerless ik an Ideal llotir
393 MAIN St.
ROCKLAND
your
memory.
eluded with music, Mrs. Mary Little will be netted to turn over to the for all kinds of cooking And baking.
141-142
hale at the piano.
CorrimiYnlty 'Clilb house tuhd.
—adv.
i24-S-tf

M
Coming
Nov. 30-Dec. 1

Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer who was
the •'special speaker at the World
Fellowship Vesper Service at the 1
W. C. A. Sunday afternoon had some
most delightful things to tell of her
contacts with girls of other lands
During her trip around the world
with Mr. Messer she observed the
work of the Y. W. C. A. in manj’
places and um>er many different cir
cumstances.
Everywhere she was
most cordially welcomed.
Mrs. Messer said perhaps her most
trying experience was on the occa
sion of a large meeting in Canton,
China, when she was asked to speak.
A very sweet young Chinese woman,
graduate of the University of Cali
fornia, stood at her left to interpret
sentence by sentence. No one quite
realizes the tediousness of such a
process unless one has actually ex
perienced it. Yet through it all the
Chinese girls were most interested.
Mrs. Messer also noted the Jonesomeness of a foreigner in a strange
land and bespoke for newcomers to
our country a friendly attitude. She.*
said she never felt so lonesome her-'
self as when she was traveling one I
time from Brussels to Berlin with
not a soul near her who spoke Eng
lish. Mrs. Messer stressed that girls
everywhere ought to use all oppor
tunities for service and that' each
must do her best to add to the dig
nity and sweetness of womanhood,
so that girls of other lands may look
up to our girls. Mrs. Messer em
phasized this in connection with a
girl whom she met at the Calcutta
Association. The girl was a resident
girl and she said to Mrs. Messer: “I
thought God lived in this place and
if I came here 1 would find Him.”
In every Association she visited
many classes. In Shanghai and Tokio she found strong Y. W. C. A.’s.
In Tokio a notable conference had
been arranged. It was the first time
women and men had met to discuss
mutual problems.
Mrs. Messer went on in her fas
cinating way to tell of contributions
which the American people have so
generously made to the promotion
of work in other countries She men
tioned that $20,000 was raised in the
United States for one Y. W. C. A. in
India, and that there Are 115 associa
tions in other countries where
American women are at work.
Mrs. Messer’s collection of Chinese
embroideries, Indian, Japanese and
Korean curias is indeed unique, and
she told a little story that made
each article so interesting that the
audience would gladly have listened
longer.—Lewiston 'Journal.

Made only by Goodrich. Be
sure you buy GENUINE ZIP
PERS—look for name on in
side of flap.

The Hookless Fastener will not jam, clog, rust or break.
Many new styles and patterns this year. Sizes for men,
women and children. New is the Lo-N-Hi—a lighter,
more glove-like Zipper, with a top which can be worn
“high” or folded down to make a neat, ankle-hugging
cuff, revealing the harmonized rayon lining. Colors:
Beige, Black.
The NEW EXTRA OUTSIZE ZIPPER will just make
the Stout Ladies smile as there is plenty of room at the
top.
ZIPPERS are sold exclusively at

DORMAN’S

440

P. S.
Listen in every Wednesday night—Goodrich Radio Hour 9.30
P. M. Eastern Standard Time, over WEAF and connected stations.
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EARLY
The New Bridge Lamps!

EMPIRE
SEE THEM!

NOW PLAYING
JOHNNIE WALKER
SILVER STREAK
In
•FANGS OF JUSTICE”

•

A delightful new Bridge
Lamp

MON.-TUES.

CHEATING

is

in Polychrome

Bases, Graceful Standards,

New Parchment Shades.

CHEATERS
“The Gift Ideal"

With

BETTY COMPSON
A melodramatic crook piay
with an amazing and baffling
plot.

$3.95

"HAWK OF THE HILLS"
WED.-THURS.—‘GOOD TIME
CHARLIE’ and ‘RANGER OF
THE NORTH" with RANGER
THE DOG

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor

313-319 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAI4D, ME.

STRAND
TODAY

BUFFALO BILl, Jr.
The Interferin' Gent”
"The Cabaret Kid"
IN

(1

MATINEE 2.00

NOW PLAYING

ON THE SCREEN

—And—

EVG. 6.15, 8.30

ON THE STAGE
FEATURE VAUDEVILLE

BETH BURLEIGH AND HER
BROWNIES
Six Girls, Singing and Music

All the excitement you can
stand so soon after the holi
day.

WILLIAMS & HEALEY
in The Welsh Miners
CURTIS & LAWRENCE
in Is That the Custom

Monday-Tuesday

MISS ADRIENNE
Oriental Dancing

nfif PICTURE CORP-

HARRY BOLDEN
Most Versatile Colored Man

HOBART
BOSWORTH

An Aviation Thrill With the
Western Hero of the Screen !

PRICES:
Matinee 2"c, 35c. Children 10c
Evening 35c, 53c

MONDAY-TUESDAY
SHE’S A SHIEK—
and she’e i dream !
SHE’S A SH -K—
and she's a charmer 1

JACQUELINE
LOGAN

“THE BLOOD
SHIP”

440

(Formerly Rockland Rubber Co.)

CHE’S A SHIEK—
and she's a wildcat 1
SHE’3 A CHIEK—
and she's bringing you tho
funniest film of the year 1
CHE’S A SHIEK—
and she'- -oming to the PARK
next Mondcy 1

Watch for 3ebe Daniels in

1

WsdSheffi

SHE’S A

SHEIK!
WED.-THUFS.—THOMAS MEIGHAN In "THE CITY GONE WILD”
- -fci—ai..-. -

Every-O.her-Da/"
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VOYAGING AROUND THE WORLD

| THE REALM OF MUSIC
SEd

lt"rhe (Wthyst^^*

I Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her

Trip With the Floating Hospital.

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Rockland has but one representa- j the local churches, is to play three
tive in the Rowdoin Glee Club, Her- solos, “There <s a Land," by Herbert
hert C. Prescott, tenor, who has been Johnson. "The Wayfarer." by Smith
a member since ills entry at Bow- I and Holmes, and "No Night There,”
doin two years ago.
I by Hanks, Make it a point to tune
« • • »
i in at 1.30 tomorrow, station W)CSH,
The many friends Mrs. Joyce and it you are pleased with Mr.
l.ehing made duripg her summer | Clark's work, it would he a gracious
visits at Crescent Beach will be in- ' thing to write either to him at Rockterested to know that Nov. 3 she land, or to the Radio Parish Church,
gave an evening of song in the audi- ' Portland, and express your appretorium of the Cnion Avenue Junior ciation.
high school, Rutherford, N. J.
• • • •
Through the kindness of Mrs. Damie
Mrs. Albert Averill who has been a
Gardner I have the program and the j recent visitor in Bangor had the
review which followed the concert. ! pleasure of hearing the Bangor
Mrs. Lehing was assisted by I-ajos Symphony Orchestra Nov. 14. The
f-'huk. 'cellist, and had for accom program was one of distinct worth,
panist Wialter Goklc, whose name is And Mrs. Averill, who is a keen
a significant one in the world of musician, was greatly impressed by
music. There wire three groups of the splendid wotk of the orchestra
under the direction of Adelbert Wells
songs.
Sprague. The Bangor Symphony
My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair .........
.................................................................. Haydn is composed of 67 members—twentyStll’e Hicherheit ........................................ Franz three violins, nine violas, nine violinAndenken ............................................. Beethoven
Snowflakes ................................. Greatchaninoff cellos, thrde contrabasses, two flutes,
Vn Verde Pratleello.................... Wolf-Ferrarl two bassoons, two oboe and English
A la "In quelle trine morbide" front "Ma
horn, two clarinets, four horns, two
llon Lescaut" ...................................... Puccini
(I Sea, Dreadful Sea ............................... Delibes trumpets, one bass clarinet, three
A Sprig of Thyme .............................. Grainger trombones, one tuba, one harp, two
Chanson d Armour ............................ Hallman tympani and one percussion. Among*
(Obligato by <Mr. Slink)
Brown Thrush Singing ...................... St. Leger familiar names appear the concertLove Was With Me Yesterday ............... Golde master, Harold O. Doe, A. Stanley
Mrs.
Lehing
was
stunningly Cayting and Helena E. Murray, who
gowned in a I.clong model of white is a sister of Mrs. Philip Jones.
• * • •
crepe de chine, with side drape
City Parson (to sexton at 'the
caught in place with an ornament.
She wore white gardenias hanging country church): "How are your
over one shoulder, and the only touch evening congregations up here?"
Sexton: "There ain't nobody comes
of color was red slippers. The re
view says she “sang in three lan to church Sunday nights. They all
guages, showing a marked and un stays home and listens to the radihusual power cf interpretation in each tors."
• • • •
separate group. Her diction which
An editorial in the Woman’s Home
w as flawless, was the more accentuat
ed by the rare brilliance and life in her Companion says: At the age of six
voice, giving a song picture which ty-six Ernestine Schumann-Helnk is
kept her audience in a constant state Still singing in opera and making s
of expectancy as each selection de long concert tour. She is still the
veloped a new angle to her seeming ardent mother and recently saw her
endless store of enthusiasm. The granddaughter married. As to her
audience applauded enthusiastically Americanism she says with sincer
her sympathetic Interpretations. After ity: “I am from the deepest emotions
the first half of the program Mrs. in my mind and body an American
l.ehing was presented with a gorge and I wish all my kith and kin to be
ous array of flowers, which included the same." As to her age she says:
mammoth baskets and sheafs of ’ rii be the war horse to the end
chrysanthemums and lovely bouquets Somehow I cannot feel old—I do not
believe that I shall ever be old. Age
of roses."
Mrs. Louise Bickford Sylvester was is something of the mind and my
mind is young." She knows by ex
in the audience.
perience the* truth which Francis
• • • •
The broadcasting series by the Grierson expressed, 'Genius is the
General Motors Company each Mon capacity, not for taking pains, but
for feeling young.”
day *ight are attracting attention.
• • a ♦
1 t addition to top-notch comedians,
The Photoplay Magazine gold
they have already presented two fa
medal for the best film released dur
mous vocalists. Louis Graveure and
ing 1926 has been awarded to ParaMary Garden. I was particularly in
mount-Famous-Lasky for its pro
terested in listening to Mary Garden.
duction of "Beau Geste.” The gold
Her voice came out of th eair very medal picture of the year is decided
effectively, the Berceuse from "Joce by votes from readers of the maga
lyn" being espeeially delightful. I zine. and it is the only award in all
did not care for her rendition of filmdom coming direct from the mo
“Somewhere a Voice is Calling." tion picture fans themselves. The
John McCormack’s presentation of previous winners of this medal were:
this popular air Is so exquisite that "Humoresque,” in 1920; "Torable
it is difficult to adjust oneself to an David" 1921; "Robin Hood” 1922;
other’s interpretation.
"The Covered Wagon," 1923: "Abra.• • • •
ham Lincoln" 1924; "The Big Par.
The Radio Parish Church. Portland, rade" 1925.
is acquiring an extensive and varied
• • • *
audience who make it a point to
Roland Hayes, known the wor!4
1 slen In for its Sunday afternoon over for his exquisite art. is not to
services which are of distinct worth. be heard in America the -coming
Rockland should feel particular in season, confining hts activities to
terest in tomorrow’s service, asFlori- foreign lands. He has been an
an Clark, the youthful trombonist nounced as one
waav WI.
of the
UIV OUIUIOIO
soloists to
LU <apwho has been appearing at several of I pear with the Moscow Orchestra.

[Nineteenth Paper]

Mrs. L— and her friend wanted to
go to Siena. I made up my mind to
sec Assisi before reaching Naples.
So we parted company Wednesday
I was delighted to fifid the boys were
going my wa\~ E—. J— and I rode
third class. It was the best possible
tiip to take by daylight, for we
wound about among the Apennine
hills, steep, high, all crested with a
tower or a ruin—so romantic, so like
the quaint hillsides the old Italian
painters put in their pictures. Steep
ravines with the Tiber running
through and lovely old bridges span
ning it.
At 2.00 p. m. we arrived at Perrugia and were so fascinated by its
towers, walls and churches that we
all got out to explore the town. It
lay up on a hillside and sprawled all
over the place with old old arches,
towers, etc. I had the best time
meandering about—saw a lovely
Raphael fresco, some stunning old
assembly rooms with beautiful ceil
ings and carved wood seats—and
such a beautiful church. Dear me,
Perrugia would be a lovely place to
spend several weeks in. But not as
exquisite as Assisi.
At sunset time I raced down the
hill to the station again. J— and
another boy walked the twelve miles
to Assisi while Mr. Adler (a music
teacher on the boat) E— and I went
by train. The moon was full and
clear when we alighted at the bot
tom of the hill on which lies Assisi.
Its lights twinkled a welcome and its
great castle stood black and allur
ing. The great mountain to the right
had snow on its top. We attended to
rooms at the hotel near the Francis
can Monastery, wandered through
the town to the old piazza and found
a place to eat.
• • • •
E— and I wandered up to the old
castle. The view was unbelievably
beautiful, for Assisi goes to bed early
and the lights are not numerous nor
bright. Pure white moonlight flood
ed the churches and their buttresses,
the walls and towers; the streets,
arches and stairs lay inky black be
low. A shrine with a fitful oil lamp
was visible here, the water of a foun
tain sparkled there. Below, a wide
valley filled with mist and the lights
of other small villages. At the right
of the town, perched upon the per
pendicular cliffs, the massive build
ings of the Franciscan Monastery
and the Church of St. Francis hold
watch, while great towers and a
smaller castle protect the town on
the slopes of the mountain now at
our left.
We stand in front of the castle
walls to look and look, conscious all
the time of the lure of the empty
tewers and arches, behind us. We
find one entrance to the castle and
that is securely locked, so we begin
to search for another, or at least
for a chance to climb the walls. That
was the most exciting and fascinat
ing bit of climbing I've ever done.
That castle had more great walls
extending over the ridge of the hili
and down its steep sides than you
would imagine. A tiny footpath led
to real jumping-off places. At one
time we thought we'd have to turn
back, but found a way to get on in the
nick of time. We found a place
where we thought we could scale the
wall and get at last into the court
yard and deserted chambers. But
the stones loosened hy a vine came
down with us.
• • ♦ •

attraction. It tells a tale of the days
On the side of the hill, opposite the
when the clipper ship plied the seven
seas and steam vessels were un town, way out on a low ridge over
looking a deep valley where a river
known. This was a time when only
a real two-fisted man could follow wound all about, we saw what I
the sea for a living. The captains of Imagined was another monastery
STRAND THEATRE
many of these "greyhounds" of the with lights burning all along an
upper story, quiet, apart, undis
Love, life and laughter are found | ocean were brutes incarnate. Sucli a
turbed. We saw next day that it was
in "The Cabaret Kid" one of today’s I one
featured in the film, and his
i cemetery, but my first impression
features, the Parisian scenes being ! maniacal treatment of the crew (poor
was the best. Across another deep
particularly well done. Buffalo Bill. brutes who were shanghaied aboard
valley the smaller castle beckoned to
Jr., as "The Interferin' Gent" cer in the dead of night) is vividly real us and after we had had our fill of
tainly does make things move lively istic. So much so, that when in the La Rocca (the big castle) and its
end he is thrashed to death in a thril
In the second feature.
impregnability, we crossed through
To see a heroine beat up a hero in ling fight to the finish, there Is a sigh the town to the little (!) castle.
a thorough, as well as a thoroughly of satisfaction from the audience.
(Many of the scenes In the melo There were frescoes on the walls of
believable, fashion is a rare treat in
the towers through which we went
motion pictures. Too rare a treat to drama are not pretty to look at, but out of the town and a light burn
miss. If heroine happens to be the they hold one spellbound neverthe ing. The view beyond was of olive
lovely Betty Compson and the villain
As a contrast to the brutality orchards trailing dbwn a mountain
is the detestable Sheldon Lewis, and red blooded action is a sweet ro. side.
who has, heretofore, been all too suc mance between a winsome lass and
This castle also had hut one en
cessful in his encounters with lovely a sailor lad, wlio has willingly trance. So we found a spot back of
ladles, then this treat is well worth shipped aboard the hell ship in or it where we could see it and La
walking a mile for, even if there is der to be near her. The story never Rocca in the. near distance with the
no Camel on the other end. The treat flags for a moment, and the theme faint constellation of Perrugia's
Is waiting Monday and Tuesday with and treatment are unusual and im lights in the haze—way, way beyond
the production of the William Dudley pressive.
Hobart Boswortli is the featured between the two. I’ll never forget it.
Pelley story. "The Ladybird.”
Of
star
with Jacqueline Logan and I've never seen E— more taken off
course, Betty’s dramatic, amusing
Richard
Arlen. The two latter carry his feet either. It was his first ex
and thoroughly womanly defense of
perience in castles and he certainly
the
love
interest.—adv.
her honor is quite worth the price of
thrilled to it.
admission in itself, hut the picture,
We were up at 8.90 a. m . in the
as a whole, is splendid entertainment.
church of St. Francis, a perfectly
PARK THEATRE
So far as this reviewer knows, the 1
lovely place. Deep down is the crypt
famous New Orleans Mardi Gras has
“ebe Dmiels next makes her how where in comparative simplicity lies
niver before been dramatized for the I
,e tbp "’orld ni sheik garb St. Francis' tomb. The fathers were
screen, if it has, it is safe to say | Travis'Banton- bead fashion designer celebrating mass there.
that it lias never before been done so j
r Paramount s Hollywood studio
Above it is a low vaulted church
well or we would certainly have planned the costumes the versatilli with frescoes of Giotto. Cimabue, and
star wears in her new picture "She's others, also a beautiful altar. Mass
heard of It.—adv.
a Sheik" which reaches the Park was being said there, too. I can
Monday and Tuesday.
The male not tell you how lovely all those
"THE BLOOD SHIP”
sheiks of tlie desert who have caused things are. You have to see them.
Thrilling Sea Romance Is Coming To so many feminine hearts to flutter We went to other churches, convents,
Strand Theatre Next Week,
can’t compare with Bebe, Banton etc., and finally up to the castle. That
states. She has an advantage in that castle was as romantic as It seemed
A starkly realistic story of the sea she wears both feminine and male from the outside. We bought rolls,
out of the pages of the distant past attire. In other words she is not only cheese and something to drink, so
is to he seen on the screen next Wed a sheik but also a sheikess. The we stayed in town until the last min
nesday and Thursday at Strand feminine garments are exotic and cn ute. Some more fine scenery on our
Theatre where "The Biood .Ship,” a trancing. Banton states. The sheik’ way to Rome. The valley of the
Columbia production, is the featured outfit is said to live up to the best
traditions of the desert screen hero
—adv.
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SHIP YOUR

VEAL, PIGS
Live and Dressed
TO

POULTRY

N. E. Hollis & Co.
Commission Merchants
47-53 North Market Street
37-42 Merchants Row
BOSTON. MASS.
ONE OF THE OLDEST
ESTABLISHED COMMISSION
HOUSES IN BOSTON
PROMPT RETURNS
Weakly Market Report*
Mailed Upon Requeat

EMPIRE THEATRE
The feature picture today is “Fangs
>f Justice.” featuring Johnnie Walker I
and June Marlowe with Silver Streak
tlie wonder dog.
Betty Compson is featured in
“Cheating Cheaters," which comes!
Monday and Tuesday. Appearing as I
a crook at the head of a gang plan- j
ning to get possession of the coveted
Palmer jewels, her role is one of the
achievements of her career. Kenneth
Harlan is the hero.—adv.

SPRUCE HEAD
Orlin and Eva Waldron of Milton,
Mass.. Robert Waldron of New York,
Norman Waldron of Brunswick, Mr.
ind Mrs. Harold Waldron and son
Robert and Miss Mildred Waldron of
Rockland were at, S. S. Waldron’s
Thursday to attend the burial Rervices of Asa Waldron,

Co&jI/l

anijfaoat

US
inS-ne

Med!fds
Bu,|d,s.
Stren<P3
IN THIS BOOK THE
PRESCRIPTION FOR
FATHER JOHN'S
MEDICINE WAS
WRITTEN OVER.
70 YEARS AGO

Tiber through the Apennines.
A
lovely sunset!
|
At six we arrived in Rome. I went
with the boys to find rooms for them
We ate at a dandy restaurant and
then were so tired we degenerated ,
to going to the movies. At midnight .
the boys put me on the train which I
got me to Naples just in time to see '
the Ryndam pull in. They stayed
over in Rome.
• • • •
It rained in Naples. The regular
trip took us to the Museum which
I enjoyed better this time, and a
church or two and around town, also
out around the seashore, a way which
would have been beautiful if the
day had been good. The clouds lift
ed and fell, at no time showing the
summit of Vesuvius. I rested in the
afternoon and then K— and I went
out for dinner at a little restaurant.
We collected enough pep to go to
opera, the “Bartier of Seville” and
very well done. As a whole it was
well balanced and the orchestration
was splendid. The prima donna was
pretty and her technique fine, but I
a: times her voice was harsh, though I
at others she resembled Galll-Curcl
in lightness. They were all good ac
tors, and made that light, fascinat
ing opera simply delightful. The
ballet afterwards did not seem prom
ising, so, being tired, we went to bed.
Tlie next morning we went all over
Pompeii in the pouring rain. I was
more thrilled than I expected to be,
especially in the newly excavated
area where everything which is un
earthed is kept on view—kitchen
utensils, wineshops, baths, etc. We
saw several skeletons face down in
the dirt, as they fell. The theatres,
the temples, the gardens, dining
rooms (with even the vomitoriums
intact) all were very interesting.
. . . *
At noon it seemed to clear some
what and we discovered a way to
go up Vesuvius. A train to a little
town at the foot, a wild auto ride half
way up the mountain and then on
horseback the rest of the way. The
herses were the limit, no gait at all,
but they could go and our guides
drove them cruelly at gallop all the
way up. It was terrible! Zigzag up
Into the clouds we went, K— like a
phantom on ahead. For a while we
had a matchless view below us, then
all was cloud and steep black slopes.
The last hundred yards we left the
panting horses and saw for ourselves
how hard it was to make progress tn
the soft lava dust into which we
went up over our ankles—and there
we stood in the wind, on the sharp
crater rim and couldn’t see a thing!
But we heard the periodic explosions
and the crash of rocks as they fell
and tumbled on the crater sides. It
was worth it.
We hadn't much time and soon
began our breathless descent. I never
rode a horse like that—at a run down
hill; you could not have ridden, had
they not sunk Into the dust so far.
Then it rained and snowed and we
were wet to the skin when we reached
the auto again. Another wild slip
pery ride and we caught a train for
Naples and got to the ship in time
to sail with them. I'll never forget
It, nor regret it, nor do It again
probably.
The saddles were half
gone and I was some stiff dame with
be.-.utiful black and blue marks on
my legs. But I wasn’t the only one.
Of the seven of us who went, I think
only K— came out without being
lame. But she Is a marvelous horse
woman.
The next morning we arrived at
Civitavecchia, Rome. It was rough,
everything went wrong and instead
of getting to Rome at 11 a. m. we
arrived at 8.30 p. m., nearly dead and
it was midnight hy the time we got
to bed. The Vatican, the Sistine
Chapel. iSt. Peter's, lunch, more
sightseeing, taking in churches and
tlie Coliseum, also the Baths of Carricula. I got a proper thrill out of
the ancient Roman ruins. They are
so huge! I think they thrilled me
more than Athens’ ruins
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The plant of this fine home rhay be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and complete building informtaion.

BUILDING SUPPLIES
LUMBER, SHINGLES, PAINTS

W. H. Glover & Co.

CONTRACTORS & BUILDERS
TELEPHONE 14

ROCKLAND, MAINE

GOULD
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In Which Event a Free For AU United States Senatorial
Contest May Be Precipitated.

preme Judicial Court, resident of
By Cliff Somerville
A well founded belief that U. S. Houlton, and apparently a universal
favorite In the North and Blast.
Senator Arthur, R. Gould of Presque
Justice Barnes has enjoyed a
Isle will not seek re-election to his meteoric rise In State politics and
present office in 1930 Is giving an en was considered very strongly as a
tirely new complexion of late to conscript for the vacancy caused by ,
statewide political affairs, writes a the death of Senator Fernald before |
staff correspondent of the Portland Gould entered the field. At that'
time Justice Barnes indicated that j
Express.
Failing health will prevent the he did not care to retire from the
Aroostook senator from again enter Supreme bench just then and it was
ing the primaries, according to the with reluctance that his many friends
view held quite generally among withdrew his name from considera- j
Senator
Gould's
most
intimate tion. Meanwhile Justice Barnes has ■
friends in his home county and improved his strength In that section
throughout the State. 'When Sena of the State, according to his sup
tor Gould entered the special sena porters, and they believe he would i
torial election a year ago he was carry the solid vote of the north and
known to be in his middle Sixties east by the time 1930 rolls around. I
Central Maine, however, is already
and, moreover, not in anything like
the rugged health his huge frame talking Congressman Nelson of Au
would Indicate. He is now under gusta as excellent timber for the
stood to be In California and under U. S. Senate, and his friends are
medical treatment for a serious ail priming him, perhaps unknown to
the Congressman, for the 1930 con
ment.
With the primaries which will un test. With Senator Gould out of the
questionably nominate the successor field, if he Is, the Kennebec poli
to Senator Gould’s office little more ticians believe their candidate would
than two years away those who have an even better chance in a free
cherish ambitions concerning po for all race.
Gov. Brewster may have to be
litical rank in the nation's capitol
will Immediately bestir themselves reckoned with in 1930 and so also,
at the suggestion from Aroostook may Hodgdon C. Buzzell of Belfast,
that Senator Gould will not be a president of the 1925 Senate. The
Governor, however, is thought to be
candidate to succeed himself.
Although Governor Brewster and still debating the question of meeting
ex-Gov. Baxter are being generously Senator Hale of Portland in the next
mentioned for any possible vacancy primaries and Mr. Buzzell, it Is be
in the U. S. Senate and have been lieved by most observers, would pre
suggested as a matter of fact, as pos fer to take a chance on the 1928 con
sible opponents of Senator Gould In test with Senator Hale rather than
1930, the views of Aroostook County wait until 1930.
Mr. Buzzell, as an Easterner, knows
and Eastern Maine generally may
properly be considered at the outset well the strength that Justice Barnes
might develop in his own part of the
of discussion.
Aroostook County acquired its first State, and might prefer to meet Sen
direct representative in the U. S. ator Hale and trust to a sectional
Senate when Arthur Gould was elect fight with a Western Maine man,
ed to that office and the northern rather than with one or more candi
most county is mighty proud of Its dates from his own part of the State.
achievement. Circulation of rumors Gov. Brewster is believed to be fac
there that Senator Gould will not ing somewhat of a quandry, whether
again seek the office already seems to risk his fortunes with Senator
IMPORTANT COMMITTEE
to have inspired a movement looking Hale next June while he is still Gov
Miss Stuart, Former Rockland Wo toward retention of the office in the ernor with a strong organization, or
man Gets Very Desirable Appoint spud county. First and foremost of wait until 1930 and suffer the prob
those being mentioned Is Associate able Iosr of much of his organization,
ment.
Justice Charles P. Barnes of the Su meanwhile.
Miss Theresa Stuart of the Bureau
of Library Extension. Maine State
DOINGS AT MAINE
SCHOOLGIRL’S WILL
Library, has been appointed a mem
ber of the membership committee of
The following from the University
the American Library Association, Vivian Rebideau Starts For
of Maine spent the Armistice Day
according to a recent announcement
Springfield With $1, and recess at their homes: Charles
from the association headquarters In
r
°
Hooper, Bernice Hopkins and Ellen
Chicago.
Wareham in Camden; John McCobb,
Gets There.
This committee is one of 61 A. L.
In Lincolnville; Clifton Robbins, in
A. committees which enable the A
Hope; and Mary Sylvester, Martha
This story comes from Bath:
L. A. to give advisory assistance to
library trustees, librarians, prospec
"Vivian Rebideau, Seventh Grade Wasgatt and Katherine Veazie, in
tive library workers, and interested pupil in the McLain School, Rock Rockland.
• • * •
citizens. Library work with the for land. is only 14 years old, but she
eign born, work with the blind, hos has a mind of her own, as she ably
Henry Hollis Wooster of Rockport
pital libraries, institutional libraries, demonstrated Friday by starting for is head of the Sigma Chi fraternity
library legislation are only a few of Springfield. Mass., from the Lime house this year. Being head of the
tha subjects that are studied and in City with but $1.
house Is similar to being president
vestigated by standing committees.
"Deciding that she preferred to be of an organization and involves a
In addition to the work of the with her father, who is employed in great deal of responsibility.
Mr.
committees, the association is con Springfield, she started oft over the Wooster, who is a Senior, is majoring
ducting researches on the library road and was given rides by three in the department of economics.
nad adult education, library exten motorists as far as Damariscotta.
• • • •
sion, and education for iibrarianship. Here her plight became known and
A|an L. Bird of Rockland was
Jess Hoffinan started a move to buy among the prominent alumni seen at
CANADIAN LOBSTERS
her a ticket td Springfield. Guy the Bowdoln game as listed in the
Pease. Judge Simpson, Chester Leigh last issue of the University of Maine
Season Opens At Grand Manan With
ton, R. D. Williams, Red Morton, Campus. Mr. Bird who was gradu
Good Catch and Good Prices.
Mrs. Harry Cllffibrd, Horace Poland, ated in '99, was prominent in ath
The lobster season opened in Can- | Walter Thompson. Otis Page and Jim letics and captain of the varsity foot
■ adian waters Tuesday when 40,000 | Barnes contributed and she embarked ball team his senior year.
| lobster traps were dropped along the on tbe trfBn (hat left at 3.30 ociock.
shores of Grand Manan. The pres- Offlcer John S. Place was looking for
ence of the crustaceans in the weirs ber as word had been received from
NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
and seines the past few weeks indi- I tbe Rockland police force that she
Themselves of This Service For
cate a greater supply of the costly had runaway.
This Service Is To Meet Any
shellfish than usual and with prices' "While Vivian was with Mrs. Ida
Financial Need
good the Grand Manan lobstermen , Crockett, Bath police matron. Rockare anticipating a favorable season. 1 bind called again and voiced the
with a possibility of a good lobster °Pinl°n that inasmuch as she posseasoti offsetting a poor sardine sea- sessed a ticket and was in good
son. the Grand Manan catch of <he hands, it might be^beat for her to
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OVERSHOES
at 50% Savings

WOMEN’S FOUR BUCKLE
Light
Q7 All Sizes
Linings *P *
* All Heels

WOMEN’S SLIDE GAITERS
Light
A"] All Sizes
Linings
All Heels
MEN’S FOUR BUCKLE
Light
Q7
All
Linings
*
Sizes
CHILDREN’S FOUR BUCKLE
All
Light
ftl 77
Linings
Sizes

Hub Shoe Store
Rockland, Me.

Second

Liberty Loan Bonds
Are Called For Payment
NOVEMBER 15, 1927
Attention is called to the fact that more than
27,000,000 of past due Government Securities have
not been presented for payment.
If you have any we would be glad to collect them,
also the Second Liberty Loan Bonds and U. S. Treasury
Savings Certificates.

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland, Maine

Surplus and Profits
Deposits

202,699.22

$2,475,083.29
94-S-tf

